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iio risks liis life to move
whose uniform is often
spotted pants----- now hus a

other members of the
displaying his new badge

for benefit of the men in the area
in which the drive is conducted.
Thus cf the $GCCO to be raised in
Kncx County, possibly $1030 might
be retained for use in the communi
ties of this section.
The USO. is peculiarly appre
ciated by the men of the service to
whom it largely makes life endur
able. The U.S.O. centers reach out
to all sorts and conditions of men
and renders them all important
service at the time they need it
most. U. S. O. is a vital part of the
job of winning this war.
How the men themselves re-act

26 FOOT MOTOR BOAT

overheard at USO near Camp Dix:
"USO is the real USA". . . "It’s the
corner drugstore of the Army” . . ..
"When you’re SOS you stop at the
USO” . . . "USO is awful easy on
the bankroll and I have more fun
there than on an ordinary liberty” . .
"I come in just to walk over a rug
again” ... “I chipped in a buck for
the last USO campaign and oh, boy,
I’ve gotten it back a thousand times
since I’ve been in the service” . . .
“It’s the first break we’ve had since
we hit the Army” . . . "Just what it
takes to make the soldier happy"
. . . “It’s not a club but a home.”

lie inscription “Ships for
m of a silver eagle with
inset.)

FOR SALE, $125.

Three

Pirates Go Against Rockland
High, Community Park,
Sunday Afternoon

Knox County’s UJS.O. campaign
Haris Monday according to advices
11 tived from Chairman Alan L.
Bud and will continue until the
( mty quota of $6C3O is received.
The campangn will reach every
)i iinlet and town In the great pa
ts tic effort to raise the funds so
, ntial to the men of our fighti:u forces.
An interesting part of the great
U S. O. national program is that a
p. rentage of the contributions are
w.’hheld from direct benefit to the
mu. of distant points and retained
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llent movement is beini
by the church women ol
be cf service to strangers
gates. Teday we have
ie:s and sailors and seme
leers who will appreciate
room and some restful
ounge.
ghtful room at the yacht
pen offered to the ladie
irpose and plans are now
card for the organization
tees to serve and ways and
make Rcckland a homelike
these who are stationed
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st and cur protecting inLet us all as mothers of
to this fine movement
[•standing and our best
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the least of these my
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ito me.”
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The 26 foot motor boat wh'rh
le longed to tny late husband ls for
sale. The boat Is In perfect con
dition, ready for service either
pleasure craft, lobstertng or fishini'. Included is paint, compass,
ml and usual equipment.
Engine already to assemble with
1 .bster hoist.

MRS. H. W. ANDREWS
TEL. ROCKLAND 334 or 401

Write, Care Spruce Head P. O.

k

A Word of Explanation As To the
Air Raid Signals

TWO BLASTS of the sirens will be used as

an ALERT signal for C. D. WORKERS ONLY.
TWO MINUTES of blasts from the sirens is
a standard public alarm for BLACKOUT or

AIR RAID.
A ONE MINUTE continued blast of the sirens
is a standard ALL CLEAR SIGNAL.
The two minute and one minute signals are
universal and will be the same whether you
are in Rockland or not. The two minute sig
nal will always indicate a Blackout or an Air

buy

for the Thomaston club while Ste
vens fielded his position in great
style and Glover and Thompson
led the Pirate batters.
In the second game played in
Rockland against Warren the Pi
rates won over the Warrenites by
a score of 5-2. Karl with three
hits led both clubs at bat.

Drive Is Postponed
Chinese Relief Sidetracked
In Favor of the U.S.O.
Campaign
The Chinese Relief drive has been
postponed until after the U.S.O.
On the executive committee
with Mrs. Helen H. Carlson,
chairman, are Mrs. William Ellingi wood, Mrs. Oliver Holden. (Mrs.
Jerome Burrows, Capt. Kern ap
Rice, and Donald Leach, treasurer.
A number of persons have been
added to the general committee,
who will be announced later.
A large meeting with moving
pictures of conditions in China,
music, public speakers and' the
Chinese wedding ceremony is
planned to take place in Com
munity hall within the next fort
night.
Unsolicited checks are being re
ceived at headquarters after Mon
day will be in 489 Main street.

Helen H. Carlson

Raid alarm.

The fire alarm in Rockland will no longer be
used as an Air Raid alarm (sirens only).

j Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Mobilization Sunday, June 21, After 2 P. M.

FRUIT BASKETS

All Civilian Defense workers report at posts
on Alert Signal.
Twenty-two incidents; be on the alert at all
times.
Traffic and pedestrians proceed as usual,
but with caution.
LOUIS B. COOK,
Chief Air Raid Warden.

Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

NAUM & ADAMS
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 627

NOTICE!
Going Out of Business
Get Your Shoes

SCRAP RUBBER COLLECTIONS

Before July 15

WILL BE MADE

ALL NEXT WEEK

ANDREW REKILA
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
568 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
60-62

By ROCKLAND BOY SCOUTS

new cars

Sunday at 3 the Pirates will
play the strong club that won the
Knox-Lincoln championship while
representing the High School.
Newcombe, who was the pitching
ace of the team, will hurl for it,
while his team mate of two years
ego and, new a Pirate star. Ducky
Drake, will oppose him.
Jimmy Stevens who coached the
boys will be seen in action against
them at second base (for the
Pirates.
Last Sunday at Thcmaston State
Prison. Blubber Merrill held the
Pirates to seven hits and only four
runs while he and his team mates
got 12 runs, one of the biggest
scores run up against the Rock

may be judged from the comments land team in a long time.
Merrill and Gallagher starred

AiR RAID SIGNALS

Every house in the city will be contacted and all scrap rub
ber will be paid for at a Penny a Pound. Scrap rubber donations
will be received. Have your old rubber picked up and ready.
If you need a special trip to yeur home or place of business
for your scrap rubber—
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 680 ,

HOWARD THOMAS. Chairman

62’lt
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DANCE
Every Saturday Night
LAKEHURST
9.00 to 1.00

ESSO MARKETEERS HEADQUARTERS

DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Music by
BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND
60Ftf

should bt replaced—
e will helpyou determine
>u are eligible, and then
tet a ’'certificate of purnew Pontiac.
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ac. 1 hanks to fine
to deliver miles of
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st above the lowest
nt monthly terms.

Harold C. Ralph
ROUTE NO. 1
WALDOBORO, ME.

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]
Down off Norfolk, Va., Tuesday two
American merchant ships were torpedoed
in full view of thousands of spectators as
sembled on the waterfront. The ships were
boldly stalked, almost into port, and the
attacks were made in spite of the presence of patrol craft
and naval planes. A striking visualization of what is going
on up and down the Atlantic coast, the toll mounting
steadily toward the 300-mark. Small wonder that there is a
call for more ships. How and where is this destruction of
shipping going to end?
U-BOATS
PLY THEIB
WARFARE

The House refuses to fall in line with
THE
HOUSE
OBJECTS

President Roosevelt’s suggestion that annual net Income of individuals be limited to

$26,000, and married couples to $50,000. This
Congressional ban is not apt to affect many
readers of The Courier-Gazette but there are probably some

who would be glad to be Included In those brackets.
While it will be a matter of regret to
every Maine citizen that this State is not
THE
to be the namesake of another big battle
BATTLESHIP ship, it is a relief to know that the Navy
Department’s eyes are Anally opened to
the futility of wasting such enormous sums on ships which
can be snuffed* out with a single torpedo from the air. This
has long been manifest to landsmen, but the Naval diehards refused to abandon its battleship program until the
whole world has seen its uselessness Instead of more of
these huge battle wagons we are to have more plane carriers.
It requires no great knowledge of war strategy to see the
acute need for fighting strength overhead and underneath.
Developments of the present war should have satisfied any
body on that score, by this time.
EXIT

The iwmarkable strength developed by

Robert Hale in his fight for the Congressional nomination in the First Maine District was an eye-opener, and attracts atten
tion anew to the forthcoming compaign
there, in which he will be opposed by an outsider, ex-Gov.
Brann. Those who thought that the Portland attorney would
depend largely upon the “high-brows” and "tall hats” for his
support revised their opinions when they discovered how he
had swept the industrial localities like South Portland, Bid
deford and Bath. Representative Oliver was defeated by two
reasons One was his isolationist attitude before America
entered the w’ar; the other was his reversible attitude relative
to military service.

HALE
SURPRISED
THEM

Through somebodys’ fault—just whose

WEDNESDAY we are no^ bijld enough to assert—there
NIGHT’S
was a bungling of the blackout signals
MIXUP
Wedensday night, and a mystified public,
which earnestly desires to co-operate with
the defense effort, did not know for a few moments just
where it was at. Those who are aware of the faithful atten
tion given by the Knox County officials will readily believe
that the trouble was from an outside source, and if the ex
periments are to prove a success the quicker we have a
system and a co-ordination the better. And neither was it a
credit—in Rockland, at least—that the watchful air war
dens found a number of evidences of laxity. It may be that
they were unintentional; it may be that we have lapsed into
a condition cf carelessness, but a single bomb dropped into
the heart of this community might prove a quick and radical
cure for either. But let’s hope that the bomb tnay never
come, and. certainly, let’s not wait for it.

Those who cut their musical teeth on
"There’ll Be a Hot Time In the Old Town
Tonight.” or perhaps In World War One
marched to the tune of "Tipperary.” may
• be inclined to wonder why the present
military endeavor has as yet given no rise to a nationally
popular war song. But the lyricists and composers have not
been idle—as one may gather by listening to the radio or
scanning the sheet-music counters.

WE HAVE
NO WAR
SONG

While the United States may not have adopted one of

the many military melodies which have been turned out
since Dec. 7. it, nevertheless, is singing a “war song.” One
may hear it in the activities of airplane and bomber plants,
in the huge tank factories, in shipyards, in agricultural areas
in the sound of tractor, reaper, and gleaner. None has found
time as yet to set down the words and music, but the title has
been chosen—America.—Christian Science Monitor.

person each ^pter who supported my candi

etc.) afforded by

WAR DAMAGE INSURANCE

of expressing my earnest appreciation.

Proper blanks for applications and certificates are in our hands for this pa
triotic service that is being extended by us for the benefit of the inhabitants of

our communities.
Residential and similar properties are written at a rate of .10 per $100.
Further details and rates for other risks given upon application to any of our
members.
Federal regulations require that cash must accompany every application.

KNOX COUNTY BOARD OF UNDERWRITERS
Alfred M. Strout, Secretary.
(Mem bers)

E. C. Moran Co.

Allen Insurance Agency

Cochran, Baker & Cross
Elmer C. Davis
Clarence F. Joy
M, F. Lovejoy

McDougall-Ladd Co.
Arthur L. Orne, Inc.
Frank A. Wheeler

Talbot-Stevenson Agency

Sidney Copeland

A. E. Libby

If you are interested in rail
roads—and most of us are----- you
sliould know the following sig
nals:
A hand, flag or lantern swung
across the track means stop; held
horizontally at arm’s length, re
duce speed; raised and lowered
vertically’, proceed; swung vertical
ly in a circle at half arm’s length
across track, back up; swung hori
zontally above head, when stand
ing, apply air brakes; held at arm's
length above head, wiien standing,
release air brakes.

RALPH P. CONANT

Rockland Man Is Bank Com
Rockland Lions
missioner—Supt. Rowe
Jerome Burrows Treats the
Pensioned
Members To Fine Talk On
The Executive Council Wednesday
Photography
confirmed the nomination cf Homer
E. Robinson, veteran Rockland
banker, as Maine State Bank Com
missioner to succeed resigned An
drew J. Beck of Washburn who has
returned to private law practice.
Tabled on the motion of Councilor
Thomas L. McPhail of Thomaston
was the re-nomination of municipal
court Judge William E. Whiting of
Ellsworth. McPhail later told re
porters that he had received several
“letters of protest”- and therefore
desired to “look into the matter fur
ther.”
Retired and granted pensions
were seven State officials with long
terms of service, including three
school superintendents and normal
school principal, W. D. Hall of the
Eastern State Normal School whose
pension was set at $1710 annually.
Principal Hall is a former resident
of Rockland.
Superintendents retired included
Frank B. Rowe of Warren.

After listening to Jerome C.
Burrows Wednesday the members
of the Rockland Liens Club had a
decidedly better understanding of
photography—how better pictures
are being made and why its ad
herents are perfectly willing to be
classed as “nuts” on the subject.
Mr. Burrows brought along a
rather formidable mass of ma
terials, including ’’slides,” but his
talk was couched in simplest
terms, and it was by no means a
technical discussion going over
the head1 of the audience.
He told how he took up photog
raphy as a hobby, and became
much interested in the subject as 1
he began to read and study. Told
how “hypo” was discovered as a i
fixing solution 103 years ago, and
hypo crystals are still used for
that purpose. But it was only
about IS years ago that photogra
Alcohol is a narcotic drug and phy took on a new lease of life
not a stimulant as is generally with bhe discarding of old fash
ioned wet piates in favor of films
supposed.

TO MY FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS
OF

Matinicus and Criehaven
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks for the

generous support given me in Monday’s Primary

ARTHUR E. EMERSON

Rockland, June 17.

North Haven, June 18.

MY APPRECIATION

A SINCERE “THANK YOU”

how much I appreciate the votes they gave

61-62

Vinalhaven, June 17.
62*lt

The Latest Blackout
Confusion Results From a
Misunderstanding of the
Signals

Barring a little confusion ln the
minds of home householders and of
ficials at the meaning of the unex
pected “alert” alarm on the air raid
sirens some 10 minutes before the
regular raid signal, the blackout
Wednesday night went off without
incident.
The alert came in and was sig
nalled shortly after 9 p. m. and re
sulted in most of the city being
blacked out at once. When the real
raid signal was given, those persons
w’ho had blacked out upon hearing
the “alert,” thinking that the sig
nal was the “all out,” promptly
turned on the lights ln their homes.
This situation resulted ln a few
moments of confusion with the war
dens as busy as the proverbial bee,
explaining to the people and get
ting them to turn their lights off
again.
No incidents were worked out, but
all emergency crews were at their
stations and stood by throughout
| the blackout. The city was pa
trolled by wardens and auxiliary po
lice who covered their beats ln the
• rain and darkness as their contribu
tion toward preparation for national
defense.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ADORNED

God's

mercy
roof;

spread

the

sheltering

Let faith make firm the floor;

friend and stranger, all Who
come.
Find love within the door.
May peace enfold each sleeping-place
And health surround the board;
Frcm all the lamps that light the
halls,
Be radiant Joy outpoured.
Let kindness keep the hearth aglow.
And through the windows shine;
Be Christllke living, on the walls,

May

A. EVERETT LIBBY

C. EARLE LUDWICK

Alfred M. Strout

with a celluloid base treated with
silver nitrate.
The speaker expained giradiaticn of light and how pictures
may now be snapped in 1-100,000th
of second. The 'Lions evinced
special interest in bhe miniature
camera w’hich the speaker ex
hibited. and the samples of the
remarkable enlargements which
he shewed.
Mr. Burrows’ slides furnished' IS
minutes of enjoyment, and special
human interest attached to the
pictures shewing various stages ol
his daughter's young life. Pictures
taken in and around Washington
were from different angles than
usually seen on the screen, while
the Maine surf pictures were most
realistic.
Felecitations were extended to
Howard Crockett, the popular
song leader, who was elected presi
dent of the High School Alumni
Association. 'Lions loom large in
local affairs.
“Pard” Berger of Camden was
a visitor.

erously supported my candidacy in Monday’s
Primary election.

Helen Carr

The Thomaston woman’s inquiry
as to the meaning of the words “no
rosin” which appeared so freqnently
on the pages of an old Thomaston
newspaper, is correctly answered,
undoubtedly, by Mrs. Alma Jameson
of Warren who writes to me that
“no rosin” was an advertisement for
Ivory Soap.

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Although I had no opposition in the recent

me under such unfavorable conditions.

Planting potatoes the other day
Edward Thompson of Minturn wns
treated to a surprise when he un
earthed a nest containing 22 rats.

“Alter the intense heat we have
had here in Connecticut all I can
sep is the apple tree in my sister’s
4
yard in Tenant’s Harbor,” writes
Mrs A. W Mont of West Hartford,
Ken Libby of Catnden is a drug indicating tliat she will be there
gist—not a farmer. But as every the coming week to enjoy it.
body ls urged to do some sort of
One year ago: David A. Nichols
farming this war year Ken conclud was
re-elected president of the
ed to have a fling at the agricul Camden Alumni Association which
tural pursuit. So he stayed home entertained 52 graduates—-The resi
from the store an entire forenoon, dence of Mrs. Carolyn Sherer Swett
planting peas, thinking, as he did was burglarized for the sixth time—
so, that they didn’t look quite like i The alumni reception in Rockport
the peas he remembered from his I was attended by 100 members and
boyhood. But still the garden, guests. Bertram Gardner was elect
looked real nice, and he awaited the ed president.—Chief of Police Ar
favorable comment of his wife when thur D. Fish sold his Appleton farm
she returned home. But he wasn't to Bernard Ripley.—Harold C. Hasquite prepared for what she said. , kell, formerly of Rockland, was
Said Mrs. Libby: "What in the elected a director of E. I. DuPont de
world has become of my nasturtium Nemours & Co. in Wilmington, Dela.
seeds?” And then poor Ken knew —Among the deaths: Mrs. Gertrude
why the “peas” he had planted Ball. Camden, 70; Mrs . Lettie
didn’t look natural.
i Staples, Camden, 68.

J. Herbert Gould

THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN

Robinson Confirmed

(By The Roving Reporter)

Election.

Primary election, I want my friends to know

Edward W. Berry & Co.

WARREN

night, as well as separate intoxi

cation charges. They were fined
$10 and costs on each charge.
Vernon E. Shay of Thomaston
paid a fine of $100 andi costs for
operating a motor vehicle under
the influence of intoxicating liquor.
The arrest, which was made by
Officer Ray Foley of the State Po
lice. arose from an accident which
took place on New County road
Saturday night when the Shay car
was alleged to have been traveling
on the wrong side of the road and
rammed a car owned and operated
by Arthur L. Marks of Rockland,
who was returning home from his
w’ork at the cement plant.
Malcolm Church of Rockland
was charged by (Lieut. J. Edward
Marks with having many things
wrong with his car, principally no
tail light, no brakes and no re
verse gear at all. He paid a fine
of $3.30
William Yeskella, who managed
to get himself arrested twice over
the week-end for intoxication,
was sentenced to 30 days in the
county 'jail,
Murray G. Thompson of Rich
mond and Lloyd W. Thomas of
Bcwdoinham were both fined on
charges concerning poor equip
ment and lack of inspection stick
ers. The arrests were made by
Officer Stanley Poland of the
State Police.
John Walsh of St. George was
charged a total of $34.76, fine and
costs, on charges arising from a
case of intoxication and resisting
arrest.
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur
gess conducted all of the cases in
the State’s behalf.

I wish to thank every person who so gen
CAMDEN

ROCKLAND

In Municipal Court Tuesday.
Olen Jenkins of Rockland paid a
fine of $26 on a morals charge fol
lowing a hearing during which the
courtroom had been cleared while
Judge Dwinal heard the testimony
of several small children and their
parents. The arrest and sutteequent trial arose from the com
plaint of the parents of small
children, near the Jenkins home,
to the police on Saturday
Lloyd (Kid) Hudson, who has
fought in the local prize ring, sev
eral times, together with his
brother, Edward, were before the
court charged with assault and
battery on the person of a local
beer
parlor operator Saturday

As it is impossible for me to thank in

dacy in Monday’s primary, I take this method

Francis D. Orne, President.

Wide Variety of Cases Heard
By Judge Dwinal
Tuesday

North Haven, Vinalhaven, St. George, Isle au Haut,

Following the example of the National Association of Insurance Agents, the
members of this Board gladly offer their services in securing for our people,
whether regular customers or not, the protection from Enemy Action (bombing,

onomical transportation,
in any way connected
ar activity—«r ij your

Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable ln advance; single copies four cents.
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THANKS TO MY FRIENDS

ANNOUNCEMENT

12 PONTIAC
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Rockland, Maine, Friday, June 19, 1942

To Play The “Champs”

General Chairman Alan L. Bird Asks All Citi
zens To Participate—Goal Set At $6000

1
V.

'•

ider:

Entered as Second Class Mai) Matter
By The Courler-Oaaette. 465 Main 8t.
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In U. S. Navy School
•V

Abide with us; for it is toward
evening, and the day is far sipent.
—(Luke 24:29.

(By K. S. F.)

The Barge Program
Announced as a 300 barge pro
gram, the program has dwindled
to 30. of which five were let pre
viously to the Camden shipyard
in Maine as test construction.
Then bids were asked for an un
named number of barges, with 30
whispered as the number to be
built now. Twenty of these, in
cluding the Camden original five,
have been tentatively’ let to Maine
firms, pending inquiry into finan
cial responsibility of firms. It is
understood that tlie Freeport
shipyard has been given financial
clearance and will proceed with
five and that Camden will get five
more. Other will go to (Richmond
and Belfast.—Elizabeth Mae Crag
in Press Herald.
Children expect discipline— not
the "Do this because I tell you”
kind, but based on co-operation.

FOR SALE

CLINTON ESTATE
AT
GLEN COVE
ROCKPORT. MAINE

Inquire

Ralph A. Gallagher
EXECUTOR
TEL. 149. DAMARISCOTTA. ME
61*64
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Weil here we are all safe again.
Last Tue day (the 2d) the Japs
were headed for Honolulu and we
were expecting them. The Army
kep givu.g out warnings for us
to be readv. so everyone was on
the alert all the time. It was a
very tense week to say the least.
We had little rehearsals ct home
as to what we would do when the
alarm, came. Marion is to shut
the window’s ar.d doors m Mrs.
Alfred Dwight Stanley, from an all
Norton s room to keep out the gas,
official U. S. Navy photo
as that is the only room that has
Now in training at one of the glass in the windows; Martha is
U. S. Navy’s southern schools for to carry the big water jar and the
the Armed Guard is Alfred Dwight cushions and I am to take along
the traveling bag filled with
Stanley, 21, of Monhegan, son of canned
goods, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight F. Stanley.
Each one is to take his own gas
At this school. Stanley, who is en mask and Marion is going to leave
listed with the Navy Reserves, will food for the cats, for we might
be instructed in the care and use of have to stay in the bomb shelter
various types of guns and small for some time. There is a big
arms. When he has completed the bomb shelter at the foot of a flight
course satisfactorily, he will be eligi of stone steps just below us and
ble for possible service on any of the owner has invited us to share
the nation’s armed vessels.
it. Our own little bomb shelter
Stanley attended Friendship High was all right for a few hours but
School, has been a member of
for a long stay we would be too
the Boy Scouts of America, and has cramped.
been doing lobster and mackerel We have been going home every
fishing. In the Navy he is striking week-end for some time for a
for a rating as Gunner’s Mate. Upon swim and a change; but we didn’t
graduation from the Newport, R. I. go this week-end. We just stayed
Training Station, where he received on our mountain. Pecple along
instruction in the fundamentals of the water front were evacuated.
Navy life, Stanley was selected for We slept with our gas masks un
Armed Guard training because of his
the ’bed and slacks and heavyspecial aptitude for this branch of der
shoes by our beds so that we could
the service.
leave in a hurry. We could use
flash lights but were warned not
to turn on any lights.
But after six long months of
black-outs we are used to the
Meeting In This City To darkness. Thep at the end cf the
trying week came the news about
Discuss Campaign
Midway and there was great re
Now On
joicing. A headline in one of our
papers said, “They wanted to
Tlie beer retailers of this sec know, ‘where’s the U. S. Pacific
tion met yesterday at the Com Fleet?’ did they? Admiral Ninitz
munity Building with officials of had the answer and it has been
the Maine Division of the Brew delivered at Midway." The paper
ing Industry Foundation to dis also said. “The threat to Midway—
cuss the “clean up or close up” which very possibly was a move
campaign now being conducted by ment directed also against Hawaii
the organization. This campaign —has been temporarily diminished.
is directed against the beer re Yet in our relief and rejoicing we
tailer who does not conduct an cannot dismiss the probability of
establishment in keeping with the another and a series of threats for
standard's set by the organization. Japan is still powerful. No mis
The meeting was held under the take in war time could be greater
direction of B. Morton Ha vey of new than for the civilians of
Waterville who is the public re Haw-aii to sink from careful vigil
lations counsel of the Maine or ance to care-free repose.”
ganization and former editor of
So it looks like a warlike Sum
the Bangor Daily Commercial.
mer all around. The Honolulu
Two representatives of the Business Men’s Training Corps.
Maine State Liquor Commission, 1350 strong, staged its first dress
Alonzo Conant and Ralph Ketch- paradie in uniform, tin hats and
en. both of the enforcement di automatics and were reviewed byvision. cutlined the State’s en Gen. Green. Honolulu has now
forcement policies in connection 15.000 Victory Gardens and the
with the efforts of the retailer to slogan is ’Grow Vegetables for
control their industry.
Vitamins, for Vitality, for Victory
Even the dogs here are being
drafted for service. There are
Blueberry Growers
some 17.000 <Jcgs here in the ter
Blueberry growers in tiiis county ritory. (Enlistment is voluntary
will receive the Extension blueberry though, on the part of the owners.
dust service again this year, an Harold Castle is directcr of “Dogs
nounces R. C. Wentworth, county for Defense" and has an office at
agent for the Agricultural Exten Martha’s Trust Company. This is
sion Service, University of Maine. part of one of the letters that Mr.
Tlie worst pest in the blueberry Castle received: “Dear Mr. Castle:
fields is the blueberry fruit fly. It Read in the paper that the Army
jean be controlled by dusting, but ls enlisting dogs. I would like lo
| the dust must, be applied at the enlist my dog. I want him to
proper time and in the proper man- serve America, my country’- I am
' ner. County Agent Went worth will a little crippled myself and can t
notify growers by mail when dust get around to help but I knew my
i should be applied. He will also mail dog can do something to help. He
to growers mimeographed circulars can carry notes and is a nice
giving timely information concern watch dog. He brings the paper
ing the blueberry industry. Tlie to me and goes to the store with
first circular will be issued about a note in his mouth and then
June 20.
brings the food1 home He has
Growers wishing this educational saved a baby- from an automobile
service should write County Agent accident and my house from being
Wentworth at Rockland.
burned. He is aways on the alert
and his sight and hearing are
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps good. He never forgets who does
him wreng and bites without
barking. His name is Dudley and
he is two years old. He is part
collie and part spitz. Please let
me know where to take him. May
God bless our country—Mrs. Clara
Kekaula." Now isn't that a sweet
letter from an old Hawaiian wo
man?
(Hawaii observed Memorial Dayvery quietly. It was not a holiday
as crowds are not in order here.
There were servioes and many
flowers at the various cemeteries
where the dead of Pearl Harbor are
buried. Admiral Nimitz. the speak
er. declared that there Is much
hard work and danger ahead', “but
this, I promise you: in Gods own
time, we are bound1 to win.” Early
in the morning sailors made a
quiet pilgrimage to Nuuanu ceme
tery’. r«P in the green valley behind
Honolulu, to place a small Ameri
can flag over each little white
marker on the 262 graves of their
comrades who fell at Pearl Har
bor Dec. 7. At all the other mili
tary cemeteries on Oahu flowers
were piled high cn the graves of
the men who lost their lives cn
that day. While no mention was
made of it during the service,
some 19 Japanese fliers are buried
ln two rows but apart from the
Americans. TTres?
fliers were
Men's tan and
killed in the first attack cn Oahu:
whit* saddle Ox
their graves were undecorated. At
ford, rubber ar
Wheeler Field on Memorial Day
leather sales. B
the aviators dropped a giant
and 0 widths.
WTeath of gardenias and one for
every member of their ccmrades
Men's brawn and white
ventilated oxford. Also in
lost on Dec. 7. On Poppy Day
two-tone tan. Leather
more than 100.000 poppies were
soles. A, B and 0 widths. sold. They were all gone by 9
o'clock in the morning.

Clean Up Or Close Up

NATMMM. DAIRY MONTH

4.--, was ewe c. ■. n u ■ .
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346 MAIN STREET,
Copyright 1942
r. Endicott lohjuon Corp.

IONE 1st to 30th

ROCKLANL. ME.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Plus Small Charge for Postage

EnDICOITB JOHNSON

Rural Carrier Exam

For the Position At Wash
ington—Applications
of Precautions
Close July 3

The Rockland delegation in
Honolulu is heard from again
through the medium of another
interesting letter, written by Miss
Mary Hall to MisS Charlotte
Buffum. It follows:

As William James Raid: A Trea

sury of His Work. Selected and
edited by Elizabeth Perking Al
drich. Publishers, The Vanguard
Press, New York.
The fact that from early boy
hood William James recorded ob
servations of the passing scene,
and reflections from deep levels of
his own personal experiences, and
from whatever range the moments
events held in his mind, gives life
and strength to this cogent “Trea
sury," as it is called by Mrs. Al
drich, whose painstaking work re
flects great credit to her intellec
tual capacity. These cultural bits
of wisdom, like perfect blossoms
cut from healthy plants, appeal
to one’s deeper shades of think
ing and refresh the mind like ar
old wine refreshes the body Just
a.s William James so perfectly tells
us in the chapter on Friends and
Friendship.
“There is thank Heaven, a plane
below all formulas and below en
mities due to formulas, wherp men
occasionally meet each other mov
ing, and recognize each other as
brother’s inhabiting the same
depths." And to quote again,
“Wherever you are it is your own
friends who make your world.”
Then in the chapter on History
and Politics. "We have never had
an example in history of a highly
intellectual race in which pru
dence wa9 the ruling passion. A
book of jewels.
The charm of William James’
quiet humor is felt all through
his philosophy and reflections.
Mrs. Aldrich has taken infinite
care to give references and source
of each excerpt, which is most
helpful if one wishes to follow
these pearls of thought farther.
Not only Hie portrait of William
James, done by his son, hut the
charming drawings that are all too
few give delight to the busy seeker
for restful reading, and one can
start on any page or any chapter
for refreshing delight in Nuggets of
Wisdom to be found here that, are
helpful for the day. Mr. James’
deep faith, keen psychology, radiant
philosophy is complimented in this
excellent abridgment of his work.
—K. S. F.

“WERE ALL SAFE AGAIN”
Letter From Honolulu Tells
Taken Against Air Raids

Book Review

"***
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also met in Shanghai is in a prison
camp in Italy. I’ve just written
him a Clipper letter, later I read
that letters may be sent free to
prisoners of war.
Major James Roosevelt is on
duty in Hawaii with the Marine
Corps. The U. S Flying SQuadron here gave a dance recently in
his honor.
A young Navy flying officer just
back from Midway has an amaz
ing stcry. He watched American
bombers hurl screaming missiles cf
s eel and explosives cn the three
biggest targets of Japan's invasion
force. He was on a rubber raft
and covered his head with a seat
cushion to avoid detection. He alone
of the crew of three survived the
crash of his plane after he
launched a torpedo at a carrier.
Taking off from his own fleet car
rier he saw three Japanese car
riers less than 10 miles away with
a big force of cruisers and de
stroyers.
In the midst of terrific anti-air
craft fire and enemy fighter at
tack after he had dropped a pro
jectile on a Jap carrier, an ex
plosive shell ripped through his
plane’s rudder controls. He got hit
in the leg and in his left arm. His
gunner was dead and in his emer
gency landing his radioman w-as
unable to pull free.
He was able to reach a rubber
life rart floating in the wreckage.
The Japs were straling helpless
pilots bailing out in parachutes
and machine-gunning men in life
rafts so he had to be careful. He
bandaged his leg under water
Later a Navy dcctor asked him
what treatment he had had and
he said, “I soaked it in salt water
for 10 hours." One of the Jap
carriers was burning fiercely.
Twenty minutes later the Ameri
can dive bombers came on. From
his precarious fish-eye view the
young officer saw them blast a I
two Jap carriers and score direct
hits.
Tremendous fires burst
forth and great billows of smeke
churned high above them and
then there were terrific explosions.
As the ferocious Pacific Fleet
attack ended another Jap carrier
was on fire from bow to stern. One
Jap destroyer came straight at
him as she w’ent to aid a stricken
carrier and he thought his end
had ccme. Many other Jap ships
went by and then darkness fell
and far to the north great glowing
patches appeared in the sky. Sev
eral hours after sun up a U. S.
Navy patrol plane spotted his rub
ber raft, landed and picked him
up. Now at a Naval hospital here,
he is recovering from his wounds ”
What a grand view he had of it
all.
And so six months to a day after
Pearl Harbor, ihe tension has
eased, for Hawaii had been stand
ing by waiting for the attack.
Everyone knew it was coming but
it didn't come, the invasion fleet
was intercepted and smashed
Pearl Harbor has been partially
avenged.
But the period of
watchfulness is by no means over.
Haw’aii is still on guard. For with
out Hawaii Japan knows the Pa
cific war is lost, so they will 'be
back and we all hope that next
time will be Japan’s last battle.

MEATS AND FISH

Knox County Sent 31 This
Morning—May Have 14Day Furlough
Another detachment of Knox
County men left the office of the
Knox County Selective Service
Board this morning for the Army
Induction station at Portland, where
they will be given the usual physical
examination, and if found accept
able for service in the armed forces
of the United States, will be sent
immediately to a recruit processing
center. From there they will be.
within a matter of a few days, as
signed to various Army posts
throughout the ccuntry for train
ing. The list:
Fay Albert Dyer. Vinalhaven.
Walter Leslie Annis, Rockport.
Harry Clifford Mank, Rockland.
Llewellyn Oeorge Baines, Rock
land
Arthur Umari Johnsen. Rockland.
Austin Syfi-ester Scott, South
Thomaston.
Kenneth Franklin York Vinalha
ven.
Freeland Edward Staples., RockSterling Francis Morse, Rockland.
Toivo Hjalmar Jaaskcla. Warren.
Cliftcn Wilson Weaver. Thomas
ton.
(
Oscar Sutela. South Thomaston.
Leland Robert Blackington, Rock
land.
land.
Gilbert Simmons Delano, Rock
land
Arthur William Daniels, Tenant’s
Harbor.
Thomas
McKenzie
Williams,
Union.
Tauno Numinen, Thomaston.
Wendall Gordon Eaton. Unicn.
Arthur Eugene Eaton, Rockland.
Lee Madison Mason, Rockland.
Joseph Leonard. Warren.
Roland Lercy Richards. Thcmas
ton.
Vincent James Pellicanni, Rcck
land.
Bernard Gustof Bergren. Rock
land.

Oliver Gerard Clement, Rockland.
Harold Jameson Weaver. Warren.
Vernal Aaron Henderson, Rock
port.
Ralph John Mills. Camden.
Chester Nathaniel Fitch, Crie

Should the 14-day furlough regu
lation. which has been recently pub
licized by the government, be in ef

fect at tiiis time, the men in this
list will be permitted to return home
for that period before reporting to
the recruit center,

You Doubtless Have Some
Around the Place—Uncle
Sam Wants It
A call to all citizens of Knox

County was sounded today by Carl
O Borgerson cf Rockland, chairman
of the Knox County Petroleifrn In
dustries Committee urging all citi
zens to bring in to nearby service
stations all articles of discarded
rubber that may be found by a
thorough search through attics,
basements, garages and barns. Serv
ice station operators cf the country,
responding to a call of President
Roosevelt, are donating their time
and services as collectors of scrap
rubber for 16 days from June 15 to
June 30. The scrap prubber can
either be donated by the public,
with the proceeds going to worthy
war relief agencies, or the service
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sible prices. Yes, you’ll find A&P really does wonders for your
food budget. Come A&P Super-Marketing to-dav—see shelf
after shelf of the quality foods you want—at prices to save
you money on your total food bill. Here also you do all your
food shopping under one roof.

•w:W

Grocery and Produce Prices

Also Effective at Belfast
and at
37 Elm Street. Camden

CTCAI6O

V I CAIVd

Pillsbury’s SSufoXo $1.21
_
SUNNYFIELD FAMILY
QQC
Flour •■Enriched -—24!i LB BAC, 09
Sunny- 24>S LB
Pastry Flour (ield BAG
44 OZ
SUNNYPKG
Cake Flour FIELD
Snosheen CAKE Flour PKG 25c
LB
Ritz Crackers NBC
nbc
pkg 21 c
PKG
HAMPTON 4 Qg
Soda Crackers 2 LB PKG I O
40c
Mayonnaise a Nr
ANN
PAGE
9
OZ
MUSiarU prepared jar QC
9
Cider Vinegar pa™
q
9c
Rajah Salad Oil
»oz15c
BAR
Fels Naptha Soap
LGE
MQ(
Fels
Soap Chips Naptha 2 PKGS Jd
WHITE
PKG 17'
Soap Grains SAIL
WHITE
Soap Flakes TZU
2 PKGS
SAIL
&
Cleanser WHITE SAIL 3 CANS 10‘
SEMI
9 OZ 4 CC
Pigs Feet BONELESS JAR I Q
SEMI14OZi
Pigs Feet BONELESS JAR 21
SEMI
28 OZ Oftr
Pigs Feet BONELESS JAR 051

Grapefruit

CC

STEER

The city highway
this morning started
street tarring program
mend, of tar this year i
half the amount gent
due to war condition;
partment. hewevt r. i
of some tor from tin1
house, expect s to lie a I
the streets in the be
possible under the cirtj

UU

FRESH NATIVE "SUPER-RIGHT"

ri-G LBS

LB

AVERAGE

FRESH

Visitors ln
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West.—adv.

LB

LARGE

AAP

Washing!
of The
Metropn
15th sti

A

■

ROCKLAND L.
F. A. M.

A convenient kitchen-size recipe
book
with 86
ways to prepare
practically every variety of fish
and seafood.
Write for your free
copy today.
Address:

1 LB
BAG

All owners of bicycle
■through the city clerk's
they must Obtain 1942
by July 1. Registratit
made on the third floor
building daily from 9
noon and 1 to 4 p. m

Rockland Lodge 1'
work on the Master M
Tuesday
night.
pre<
supper at 6.30

’’SUPER RIGHT"

FISH
DEPT. SECT.
P. O. Box 1671,
BOSTON, MASS.

PlOO

TUESDAY. JUI

Master

Mason

Supper at 6.

Moosehead Coffc
sgSs&S

JUICE
AAP

10C

Nc°an2

JUICE
A&P

46 OZ
CAN

Ad

AI

and Cabin

EAT MORE FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES!

Sweetened or Unsweetened
Sweetene

Grapefruit

or ROASTS—HEAVY

RIB ROAST HEAVY STEER BEEF . 20' —
FRESH NATIVE
LB 33c SALMON
BROILERS
BONELESS POT ROAST HEAVY
SHRIMP
33
c
LB
steer
beef
’’
super
right
"
CHUCK
SCALLOPS
SMOK^-MILD CURE
I B 31c
SHOULDERS
CORNED BEEF ’’SUPER RIGHT"
FREE
THICK END HEAVY STEER BEEF LB 31c 36
PAGE
REGULAR or SKINLESS
FRANKFORTS ’’SUPER-RIGHT" LB 29c FISH
or BOLOGNA
MINCED HAM ’’SUPER-RIGHT" LB 29c RECIPE
BOOK
LIVERWURST ’’SUPER-RIGHT" LB 33e
’’SUPER RIGHT"
LB 29®
VEAL LOAF
LUNCHEON MEAT ’’SUPER-RIGHT" LB 39s

BOKAR
COFFEE
CUSTOM
GROUND

all so good, yet the prices arc low because
we sell thousands of tons every week.
make only a small profit per pound! Come
try A&P's famous “Super-Right” meats
to-day!

BEEF "SUPER-RIGHT"
LB
Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom Round or N. Y. Sirloin

FOWL

Meredith Dondis, fornn
of Park Theatre, and n,
with the Army, is
mother, Mrs. Ida Do
street.

Commander Charh
called a special meet in,
ley-Hill Post, V.F.W
This is an important n
every member is rcqi
present.

SAVE MONEY ON SUPERB MEATS
Do you want melt-in-your-mouth steaks
. . . savory pork . . . tender delirious veal
. . . and delicate lamb? Just try A&P’s
superb Quality Meats “Super-Right"—and
that's what you’ll get—everytime. They’re

A quarter of a ton
don’t sound much when
easy, but such a shipme;
this week at Oxton’s Pij
Jor. made an impressivt

Trank Knowlton, fori
Camden & Rockland
pany. is seriouslj ill
on Frederick street, h
compelled to rclinqui
about two week> ago

$haAe i/ouA cah. wiih lpouh nMghJbou—Suws $aA, Ji/i&&, Vftjwuuj!
462 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

June 21 Father's Dav
June 21-27
Eastern M
dlst Youth Institute a' l
wood. Lincolnville
June 22
Vln&lh tven
meeting at Memorial ha

'Richard B Harden
ployeo of the Central \lj
Co. and son ol Mr. an
E. (Harden, Old Coun:.
been promoted from
corporal
Cornxiral Hl
listed in the Army Ait
January and has mad
record as evidenced b\
tion At present he
at Ephrata Washing!'

DAIRY

YOUR
DOLLAR
BUYS
MORE
FOOD
AT A&P’S THRIFTY MONEY-SAVING SUPER MARKETS
So big, so popular are these great markets that foods move out
In a steady stream . . . and in huge volume. Thus each item
has to bear but a tiny profit. All the experience, the skill and
the resources of the great nationwide A&P organization are
joined to help you enjoy the finest of foods at the lowest pos

TALK OF THE

Inventories filed: K
Grace 'Walker, Warren
.Georgia A
Mathew
$3307.49; John Teel, t$1219.82; Oscar S. Grin:
$11.234 47; Fred E Mat:
ren, $8822 52; Louise F
als, St. George. $100.

Mb------------------------
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FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

•

station operators will pay one cent
per pound for the scrap rubber.
Uncle Sam promising to re-imburse
them later for such cash outlays.
“By salvaging rubber eve yb^dy
can help their country to overcome
a serious shortage cf a vital wa
essential,” said Mr. Borgerson.
"Every little scrap is worth while
A bathing cap. an old hot water
bett’e, an unuseable tire or tube
these are the kinds of old rubber
that our country needs.
”1 sincerely hope that the citizen;
of this county will respond quick!-and fully to the call cf Pre'-ident
Roosevelt, and make a reecrri 1 r
this county for which we will bproud. The service station opera
tors are doing their bit cheerfully
and gladly, and the success of the
campaign depends only on the re
sponse of the public. Tire oil men
are ready, and they hope that each
and every person in their neighbr r
hood will do their (bit by combin •
thoroughly all places where scrap
rubber might possibly be found."

A Call For Rubber

————Ksyrui? 'F.t t

To Induction Center

haven.
dark Lee, well knewn Associated
Raymond Francis Hart. Warren.
Press correspondent, who went
Charles Ernest Starrett. Jr . War
through the hell of Bataan with ren.

Gen. MacArthur has arrived in
Honolulu from Australia. His wife,
Princess Lilioukalani Kawananatooa is here. We saw them in
Shanghai on our trip around the
world. We have just heard that
a British Navy officer whom we

The United States C.vil Service
Commission has announced an ex
amination to fill uhe position of
rural carrier at Washington. The
examination will be held at Wal
doboro. Me.
Recepit of applications will close
July 3.
The date of examination will be
stated on admission cards mailed
to applicant® after the close of
receipt of applications, and will
be about 15 days after that date.
The salary cf a rural carrier on
a standard route of 30 miles served
daily except Sunday is $1,800 per
annum, with an additional $20 per
mle per annum for each mile or
major fraction thereof in excess

of 30 miles. Certain allowances
are al®o made for the maintenance
of equipment.
| The Examination Will Be Open
Only to Citizens Who Are Actual
ly Residing In The Territory Of
The Post Office Where The Va
cancy Exisits. Who Have Been Ac
tually Residing there for Six
Months Next Preceding The Clos
ing Date Fcr Receipt Of Applica
tions. and who meet the other re
quirements set forth in Form 1977.
Beth men and women, if qualified,
may enter this examination, but
appointing officers have the legal
1 right to specify the sex desired in
requesting certification of eligible®.
Form 1977 and application blanks
can be obtained from the vacancy
cffice mentioned above cr from
i the United States Civil Service
Commission at Washington. D C.
Applications must be on file with
the Commission at Washington,
D. C.. prior to tho close of business
on the date specified above.

Tuesday-Friday

r

and to insure your family’s health and
vigor than by serving plenty of vitamin
—rich fresh fruits and vegetables from
your A&P Super-Market.

Wc need to eat twice as many leafy green
vegetables and 70% more citrus fruits,
nutritionists say. There’s no better way
to enlist in the National Nutrition Program

Sweetened or Unsweetened
Sweeten*

A&P Grapefruit 2 cna°n2s 23c
A&P Golden S»
Sweet O NO 2AAr
CANS ZO
VUl n Cream Style
NO 2 QCC
String Beans IONA £
MEDIUM
2 LR A
A&P Prunes SIZE PKG £
10’- OZ
CAMP
Tomato Soup BELL’S CAN
11 OZ
Corn Flakes -7^ PKG
KELLOGG’S 1 1 OZ
Corn Flakes 6 oz pkg 5c PKG
Quick
20 OZ <f
Quaker Oats cr Reg. PKG I
20 OZ t
Rolled Oats
^8°
Wheat Puffs
2^i9«
Cleansweep Brooms Ea29c
Corn Starch SUNNYFIELD PKG 6^
hied Jars
73c
Ideal Jars
60c
Jar Rings mabtcr^edss 2 pkgs 9‘
A&P Matches
6 BOXES 24'
WaxPaper- *%K 13'
m___

NEW

ONIONS

TEXAS

VITAMIN

NATIVE ICEBERG

C

A

LETTUCE VITAMINS B. C, G Z HDS
CALIF SIZE 252-288 A
ORANGES V rAMINS B, C, G Z DOZ
CANTALOUPES VITAMINS
.cc A
Z FOR
PADDHTC CALIFORNIA
VrlnllU R V VITAMINS A, B. C, G A BCHS
CABBAGE VITAMINS A, B. C. G 2 LBS
SPINACH VITAMINS A, C, G 3 LBS
DCCTC
NATIV£A, B, G O
DEC I O VITAMINS
Z BCHS 1|
VITAMIN C—OUTDOOR GROWN

we nt all f/tLimne
tit TM( 9OVmtMtttT S

HUTKITIONAL 91L09HAM!

2

Saturday

Glen Cove Grab
Must

By

HAI/8 RHYTII1

HATS CLEA
STRAWS AND FEET
Shoe Shining
Col
PHILIP SULI

Opp Strand Theatre.

RED RITE—VITAMINS A. B. C

2 ^15C Tomatoes

Cucumbers

DANt,

LBS

A

a

CHICKEN ANI) STEM
LUNCHES AND SOI
Edith Barney, Tel. 1 fl

lbs

You help someone you know—When you give to the I). S. (). ■

VISIT A&P’S FAMOUS
DAIRY CENTER!
Eat more Dairy Foods—natural aourre ot

and

minerals.

June

ia

National

Dairy

vitamin.

Month

AAP

and

your
Dairy Center is celebrating with an
abundance of pure fine foods at low money savin,

ft P DAIRY CENTER

prices.

MEL-O-BIT CHEESE
AMERICAN, WHITE

2 LB

or COLORED

LOAF

"

FRESH CHEESE VERY MILD
LONG HORN CHEESE
PURE LARD SUNNYFIELD REFINED 2
VEGETABLE MARGARINE
HUTLEY

I
Hg

BEAN
AMERICAN LEGION

EVAP. MILK
\vriilE
HOUSE

Ai4 zOZA Jgc
U CANS

ONE OF THE CXJAHTY FAMOUS
A8P MADE FOOD1;

GINGER ALE
'UKON PALE DRf, GOLDEN AND
OTHER POPULAR FLAVORS
29 OZ BOTS

4

AQC

CONTENTS

WE BAKED FOR "YOU' TODAY!
1007® WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
SANDWICH ROLLS
FRANKFORT ROLLS
NEW ENGLAND FRUIT CAKE

CUT

L0„1(F
PKC 9C
PKG 10:
23c Ss4 LAB

LB

JANE PARKER
LB

LBS

“DATED”
DONUTS
plain

or sugar

DATED FOR FRESHNESS

We ,eaerve the ri<ht ta limit ^uaatitice—AU price* eabject to Otorket change*.

DOZEN

THOMASTC
EVERY MONDA’

8.00 n’elm k|
TWO CENTS A
Many Special Games
With $48.00 Special <
and $2.00 Door
$5 to any winner in
or less
Auspices Uiiliams-r.il

BURPE
FUNERAL H
Ambulance S<
telefho.m

too or 781-1 or
prin LIMEROC I
t
BOCKLAND
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TALK OF THE TOWN
June 21 Father's Day.
June 21-27 — Eastern Maine Metho
dist Youth Institute at Camp Tanelcwood. Uncolnvllle
June 22 —Vinalhaven— Special town
meeting at Memorial hall.

A quarter of a ton of peanuts
don’t sound much when you say lt
easy, but such a shipment arriving
this week at Oxton's Peanut Par
lor, made an impressive sight.

Meredith Dondis, former manager
of Park Theatre, and now in service
with the Army, is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Ida Dondis, Beech
street.

We've got a big army and a big
air force in Australia.
They're getting bigger every
week.
But Australia is 6590 miles away
from our California ports, and a
battle-ship on convoy duty needs
1,500,000 gallons of fuel oil to
make the dangerous trip out and
back.
That oil could be distilled into
gasoline enough to run 1000 cars
for a full year.
It isn’t such a long walk to the
movie, after all.

ILieut. H. iR. Mullen goes today
to Boston, ordered there for physi
AU owners of bicycles are notified cal examination for admission to
through the city clerk’s office, that the Navy, which he has long been
they must obtain 1942-43 licenses seeking to rejoin.
by July 1. Registrations are being
made on the third floor of the city
Louis Maeciadri, who played on
building daily from 9 a. m. to 12 thc Rockland baseball team sev
noon and 1 to 4 p. m.
eral years ago. has been renamed
director of the municipal play
Inventories filed: Estate, Mary grounds in Lewiston.
Grace Walker, Warren, $41.O4£-24;
Georgia A. Mathews, Warren,
Dr. David Hodgkins has com
$3307.49; John Teel, St. George, pleted his tutelage of first aiders
$1219.82; Oscar S. Grinnell, Union, and received for his efforts a
$11,234 47; Fred E. Mathews, War handsome fly rod.
ren, $8822.52; LouLse F. Kinney, ct
als, St. George, $100.
William Burns, a graduate af
Rockland High School in the class
Richard B Harden, former em of 1942. is employed in the job
ployee of the Central Maine Power print department of The CourierCo. and son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gazette.
E. Harden, Old County road, has
been promoted from private to
Arthur Pryor, the great band
corporal. Corporal Harden en
listed in the Army Air Corps in master and composed of martial
January and has made a splendid ■music who has 'been heard in
has died at West Long
record as evidenced1 by his promo Rockland
Branch. N. J. at the age of 71
tion. At present he is stationed years.
A loss to the musical world.
at Ephrata. Washington.
Pleasure cars and trucks are
sadly needed by the Disaster Com
mittee. William J. ©uliivan, chair
man. The supply of cars and
trucks volunteered are entirely in
adequate for the potential re
quirements. especially if an area
Commander Charles Hill has of the city has to be evacuated.
called a special meeting of Hunt
Raymond Bowden and James
ley-Hill Post, VJ’.W for tonight.
This is an important meeting and Stevens of the Rockland High
every member is requested to be School faculty are employed for
the Summer at Snow Shipyards.
present.

Frank Kncwlton, foreman of the
Camden
Rockland Water Com
pany, Ls seriously ill at his home
on Frederick street, having been
compelled to relinquish his labors
about two weeks ago.

BORN

Rockland Lodge F A M
has
McCobb
At Camden Community
work on the Master Mason degree Hospital.
June 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday
night
proceeded'
by Edgar McCobb, a daughter
Johnson — At Camden Community
supper at 6.30.
Hospital. June 10. to Mr and Mrs.
Merton Johnson, a daughter.
Thc city highway department
Sylvester At Dr Donald T Leigh's
this morning started the annual Hospital. Rockland. June 7. to Mr and
Mrs.
Edward N. Sylvester, a daughter
street tarring program. The allot - Jerry
Sharon
ment of tar thLs year is about oneIxjfman—At Dr
Donald T Leigh
ha'jf the amount generally user!, Hospital. June 13. to Mr and Mrs
Lofman of Rockville, a son—
due to war conditions. The de Edwin
Robert Edwin.
partment. however, with the use
Monroe At Dr. Donald T
Leigh
of some tar from the local gas Hospital. June 11, to Mr and Mrs.
Monroe of South Thomas
liouse. expects to be able to keep Richard
ton, a soil-—Frederick Richard.
the streets in the best condition
llart—At Dr. Donald T Leigh Hos
June 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Ar
possible under the circumstances. pital.
thur F Hart of South Hope, a son

visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West.—adv.

Washington, D. C.,
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street,' North
58* tf

Louis Arthur.
MaeVane—At London. England. June
12. to Mr. and Mrs. John MaeVane
(Lucy Maxwell), a son—Maxwell Myles
Angus.

MARRIED
Horton-Hayes- At Camden. June 14.
Alton L. Horton of Camden and Ethel
Mary Hayes of Rockland. — By Rev.
Melvin H Dorr. Jr
Crockett-Fuller — At Camden. June
21. Malcolm H Crockett of Rockport.
Biid Miss Geneva Fuller of Hallowell

- By Rev. Melvin H Dorr. Jr

ROCKLAND LODGE
F. A. M.
lent

kitchen-si/e

recipe

TUESDAY. JUNE 23

Sfi
ways to
prepare
every variety
finh
|d.
Write for your free

of

Master Mason Degree

Address:
|f

Supper at 6.30

DEPT. SECT. P1OO
O

Box 1671.

7STON. MASS.

Moosehead Coffee House
and Cabins
CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS
LUNCHES AND SOFT DRINKS
Edith Barney, Tel. 126, Greenville
60-62

ETABLES!
family's health and
g plenty of vitamin
ind vegetables from
set.

Saturday Night
Glen Cove Grange Hall

GOVERNMENT'S

INAL PROGRAM f

Must

Johnson-Stein—At Brunswick. June
10. Bartlett L. Johnson of Hartford,
formerly of Tenants Harbor, and Miss
Ellen M Stein of Topsham.—By Rev.
Sheldon

Christian.

Wallace-Crowell
At
Waldoboro.
June 16. Donald B Wallace of Union,
and Dorothy M Crowell of Waldo
boro By Rev. John C. "Collind
Collins-Fitzgerald
At Waldoboro.
June 6. Robert Collins and Gwen
dolyn Fitzgerald, both of Appleton.—
By Rev. Harold Nutter.
Ussok-Cain — Albany. N Y., May
31. Herman W Llssok. formerly of
Rockland and Miss Mary Caln of
Albany.

Thompson — At Rockland. June 17.
Susie M . wtdow of James W Thomp
son. aged 66 years. 7 months. 12 days.
Funeral today at 3.30 from Burpee
funeral home
Eaton—At Rockport. June 17. Ella
M Eaton, widow of Hosea B Eaton,
aged 88 years, 3 months. 8 days. Fu
neral today at 2 o'clock from late
residence on Sea street, Rockport.
Cassens At Camden. June 18 Alfaretta Mav. widow of Fred Cassens.
Robbins
At Searsmont, June 11.
Herbert K Rollins, aged 79 years.

CARD OF THANKS

DANCE
ENLISTING

By

HAL S RHYTHMAIRES
61-tf

We wish to thank our friends for
all the many acts of kindness ex
tended to us during our recent be
reavement To
the
neighbors
and
friends for the beautiful floral has
kwts. and to all who assisted us ln
any wav. we are truly grateful.
Mrs. Florence Erickson, Mrs. Mabel
Wilson. Myron Wiley.

Free : : : full page of sheet music
and lyrics of a great new song hit.
“Knit One F»url Two." in the Ameri
can Weekly Magazine with the June
21 Boston Sunday Advertiser.
62* lt

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
MONDAY

Felix Salmond, internationally
known cellist, and until recently
The Daily Vacation Bible Schocl connected with the Curtis Insti
Rockland’s Boy Scouts will unite
at the First Baptist Church will tute of Music. has leased the S L.
open its first session at 9 o'clock St. dair heme on Rankin street. in a city-wide pick-up drive for
scrap rubber starting next Monday
Monday morning, open to all chil
morning and covering every house
dren from 4 to 14 years of age. and
Comrades of the Way of the in
the city. The Scouts will pur
providing profitable instruction, Congregational Church held their
recreation and manual projects last meeting of the season Sunday. chase the scrap rubber from house
for their benefit and pleasure. Plans were discussed for parties holders at the customary penny a
Mothers, this is a good .place for during tbe Summer and for Mani pound or* accept it as donations to
your children to spend some of their tou. These officers were elected: the campaign. Shouid any person
vacation hours. Send them to Va Chief Comrade John. Douglas wish a special call made at their
home or place of business, all they
cation Bible School cn Mcnday Perry;
Chief Comrade Mary. need do Ls telephone Howard
morning.
Louise Smith; chaplain, Bickford Thomas. 680. at the Esso Headquar
keeper of
records, ters. Park St., and their rubber will
Randall
Winchenbaugh
and Sylvester;
Marv
Ramsdell;
guardian
of the be called for.
! Maurice Ames are spending a few
treasury. Grace Bowley; watcher
days at Metinic.
of the gate. Donald Brewster; cus
todian of property. Ra liven Welker;
Capt. Everett K. Mills, has left pianist, Byron Keene.
from Fort Levett. Portland for a
The United Baptist Convention
six weeks’ course in the officers'
of Maine held its annual sessions in
A
special
meeting
of
Huntley-Hill
division
Anti-Aircraft.
School,
this (week.
Post, Veterans of Foreign Wars, will Bangor
Camp Davis, N. C.
Rev. Alger W. Geary of Portland
be held tonight.
was elected president of the Maine
Baptist Ministers’ Association. Rev.
Pre-School Clinics
Sylvia Hayes is leaving Saturday J. Charles MacDonald of Rockland
All parents with children en
for Portland, where she is transfer was elected to serve with the offi
tering school for the first time
ring
from F. W. Wcolworth’s here, cers as a member of the executive
in September are requested to
to F. W. Woolworth Co. in Port board. Rev. Harold W. Nutter of
take them to the Clinics which land.
She begins he rnew duties Waldoboro was made a member of
will be held Wednesday and
Monday.
the nominating committee for 1943
Thursday mornings, June 24
Mrs. Charles A. Marstaller of
and 25 from 8 30 to 10.30 Chil
Kncx Lodge, F.A.M, of South Rockland was elected president of
dren laving North of Limerock
Thomaston, will work the Master the Maine Baptist Woman's Mis
street are asked to attend the
Mason degree Monday on four can sionary Society. Mrs. Chester Wyl
Clinic Wednesday morning at
didates.
Lobster stew supper will lie of Warren was elected vice presi
Tyler ©chool on Warren street.
dent of Home Missions and Mrs. C.
be served at 6.30.
These living on Limerock street
Vaughn Overman of Rockport was
and South of same arc asked to
elected as one of the secretaries of
The
annual
election
and
instal

attend the Clinic Thursday
lation of officers of Winslow-Hol the Children’s World Crusade.
morning at Purchase Street
The banquet for the men of the
brook Post. American Legion, was
School. Vaccinations for small
Baptist
denomination was presided
held at Legion hall last night. Past
pox and inoculations for diph
State Commander Lew Fortier of over bv Chester Wyllie of Warren.
theria are available at • the
Augusta was installing officer. The
Clinics.
62-63
Rev Alfred E Hempstead, who
officers elected and installed were:
Commander, Gerald McPhee; first succeeds Rev. Dr Guy Wilson p3
Winslow-Holbrook Unit. Ameri vice commander. William Weed. Sr.; pastor of Pratt Memorial M. E.
can Legion Auxiliary will meet 2d vice commander, Everett Phil Church, has arrived in the city witn
Monday night at Legion hall, Mrs. brook; adjutant, Ralph Smith; fi his family, and they are occupying
Delia Day presiding.
nancial officer, Gardner French; the Methodist parsonage on Beech
sergeant at arms. Lawrence Hamlin; street, already happy in the ac
Postmaster James Connellan will chaplain, Eugene Lamb; hLstorian, quaintances they have established
speak on the U£.O at this after Wesley Oxton. American Legion here, and well pleased with their
noon’s Rotary meeting.
Auxiliary served a lobster supper new environment. Mr. Hempstead,
in the banquet hall at 6.30. The com who is an Overseas veteran of the
World War, is also a University
MLss Ida Hughes, teacher at mittee in charge was comprised of first
of
Maine
man, and it sort of runs in
Rockland High School, is employed Mrs. Mildred Wallace. Mrs. Delia the family,
as his daughter Mary
Day,
Mrs.
Hazel
Haskell,
Mrs.
Corfor the Summer as night telephone
and
son
David
both be members
rine Edwards, Miss Dorothy Sim of the Senior will
operator at Union.
at Orono when
mons and Miss Margaret Wallace. the new collegeclass
year opens. David
Miss Margurite deRochemont Ls
editor-in-chief of “Prisim,” the
The city clerks’ office has issued a was
to attend Bates Summer School
University
’s paper, during the past
where she will complete work for total of 80 bicycle licenses in the year.
past three days and will keep the
her master's degree.
registration office, on the third floor
Chief of Police Laurence K.
Miss Mary Dodge graduated of the city building, open until July Mansfield,
Earl R. Gowell of the
from Gorham Normal School Mon 1 for registrations.
Central
Maine
Power Company, and
day of this week, receiving her
Commander Merrill of the Rock Allan F. McAlary of the Camden &
degree in elementary education.
land Naval Section Base will be the Rockland Water Company, will at
tend a bomb school for reconnaLsWesley Knight is to replace speaker at the Monday night din sance
agents at Portland June 23-24.
ner
of
the
Kiwanis
Club
at
Hotel
Arthur Smith, who recently re
The school is to be conducted by
signed as driver at the Central Rockland. The club bulletin carries the
Maine Civilian Defense Council
the information that Dr. and Mrs.
Fire Station.
E. W. Peaslee will celebrate their and will train agents from all sec
Donald U. Chaples, son of Mr. 25th wedding anniversary June 23. tions of the State.
and Mrs_ Earle U. Chaples of
Mrs. Rose E. Hall is temporarily
Lina Carroll will be hostess to a
Grace street has passed his pre
liminary examinations at the tech game party at Grand Army hall attached to th® staff of City Clerk
nicians training center at Miami Monday at 2.15 under auspices of E. R. Keene during the period when
Beach, Fla., and has 'been assigned the Civil War Memorial Associa bicycle licenses are being issued.
tion, the proceeds from these par
to an aviation mechanics group.
ties are used for heating, lighting,
Pvt. Robert L. Brocks, son of taxes, etc., of the Grand Army
BIG BINGO
Mr. and Mrs. William Brooks of building.
SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
3 Donahue place, who has been
Edward M. Hayes. Sr., has gene Given Away, $10—1 each, and Three
home on a 10-day 'furlough, re
to
Portland to work, having ob Prizes, S3.50 each; Lucky Game $5.
turned Saturday to Jefferson Bar
racks. Mo. where he is stationed tained a position as clerk in a liquor Door Prize $2-50.
store on Middle street. The family
in the Aimy Air Corps.
62*lt
is moving there as soon as a rent
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Benner re can be found.
ceived word that their son, Pvt.
Patrolman Earl U. Chaples of the
Theodore S. Benmer has arrived
safely in North Ireland and would city police received a letter this
like to hear from his friends back morning from Henry ( Butch) Woos
home. His address is Btiry. 209th ter, former well known Rockland
He is now serving with the
C. A. (A. A ), A. P. O. 813. New bopcer.
Army in the Panama Canal Zone.
York City. N. Y., care cf Post Butch
says that he likes the serivee
master.
and the post at which he is sta
There are four openings at the tioned.
Camden Machine Tool Training
Schopl for students. Applications
BINGO
may be made through the Rock
land office of the United states FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Employment Service. One of the
openings is for a girl. The em Given Away $2—1 each; Three Ex
ployment cffice is now taking tra Prizes; Door Prize $1.50. Lucky
names of boys and girls from 12 Game $4.
years cf age up who wish to ob
62* lt
tain employment i n August as
workers during the bean harvest.
The pay will be one and one-quar
ter cents per pound.

You bet MacArthur

WALDO THEATRE

Game Party at G A R hall Mon
day at 2.15. door prize. $1.50 in
■merchandise.—adv*

BENEFIT BEANO

HATS CLEANED

I.O.O.F. Hall, Sat. 8.15
ROCKLAND

LUCKY GAME, $20.00

eoFtf

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS

['•

PAU

?H'R

THOMASTON .
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
TWO CENTS A G AME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prizes
and $2.00 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less

006

popular flavors

CONTENTS

TODAY!

Auspices Williams-Brazier Post

62Ftf

Loae10C

PKG

,7 23c s\ia

Highest Prices Paid For
Good Merchandise
10 HIGH ST„

cmoria

CAMDEN. ME-

45Ftf

59c

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL’ HOME

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKIAND. ME.

TELEPHONES
BBS or 781-1 or 781-U

TEL. 662

us-us limerock street
i,
BOCKLAND, ME.

US-tf
*

Featuring
GENE TIERNEY
WALTER HUSTON
SATURDAY ONLY. JUNE 28
Two Features
VIRGINIA BRUCE
BRODERICK CRAWFORD
in

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “a satisfied customer is our
bast asset.**

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.

Father’s Day Gift!
The fact Is . . . he’s going to
get three . . . one from his brave
little wife . .
one from that
four year old son . . . and still
another from a nation that’s go
ing to radio a transport
Father’s Day greetings.
What about your Dad? The
reason we ask is that we pre
pared for the biggest Father’s
Day ever celebrated in Knox
County.

in 1889 and served its purpose well
for more than 50 years. It was
shaped something like a horseshoe
encircling the city and going to
Philbrick Recalls Changes both the North End and South End.
many long trains of rock go
Made Within 50 Mile Ra ingThe
down across Camden street will
dius Of Rockland
be seen no more. We have seen
business from wheels to rails again.
Rcckland. June 16.
Next came the Rockland. ThomasEditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
! ton and Camden Street Railw ay in
The Lime Rock Railroad, which 1892 which served the public well
has just gone out of commission, j until it was forced -to give way to
was the oldest of four which have another mode of travel.
come and gone in the last 50 years The narrow gauge Wiscasset and
within a radius of 50 miles, three of Quebec road commenced to operate
in 1895 and ran an exxcursion train
them in Knox County.
This road commenced operations the Fourth of July in that year. It

would be interesting to know how
many are living who rode on that
train.
The Union and Warren road also
did quite a good business for a
time. They all served their purpose
well and have passed cut of
existence.
E. II Philbrick.

Exit Steel Rails

Don’t forget — Rockland Motcr
Corps dance Wednesday night at
ttie Armory'. Spring St. adv.

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 814 517
Main street. Complete Philco line,
—adv.
«o-tf

He’d like some—

SHIRTS
that he’s seen in our windows at

“RIDERS
OF THE NORTHLANDS”

$2.50

Starring
Priscilla Lane. Robert Cummings

He'd like a cool—

SUIT
but knows you won't spend that
much—so let’s fool him—

$25.00

WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1U7-B, ROCKLAND. MB.

MATINICUS &
CRIEHAVEN LOBSTERS
(ALIVE)

3 FOR ’1.00
CIGARS

SPECIALS FOR FATHER’S DAY
CIGARETTES
TOBACCO
“WHERE YOU

PIPES

OXTON’S

BOT THE PEANUTS”

STORES

PERRY’S

Monday thru Sat., Juno 15-20
All Pnccs Sublet to Chonge Without tl t u «■

COOL REFRESHING
PINEAPPLE JUICE
9»«nt

46

32c

ot.

poor
RffcR

Hire’s Ext.

L

Ml

Orange Juice

DIT7
111 I la

21c

25c

Soda Crackers i

THE FAMOUS
NABISCO CRACKER
To Serve With Salad* and Beverage*

18c

01

z-

‘ 4. IC

MIDCO ,cc box freeze n 8c
FRUITS
27c
PRUNES
21c
Contain* Every Ingredient Needed - Including Sugar

CONSERVE COFFEE-

Ig tin

A Melody of Five Cool Fruit*

by Serving A PERRY Coffee!
If a pound of ordinary law priced coffee will

Contain 76% Natural Sugar

BISQIIICK .
SALMON

$ ^dtPerry s Coffee
ALWAYS GOOD
ALWAYS FRESH

-28c
“19c

Make* Strawberry Shortcake - Quick

db < **

fAHCYWHK

Coffee i« scarce-uto it zparingly

Juit Right for Cool Salad*

SALMON

STRONG STURDY
CARRY-ALL BAGS

LA TOURAINE
COFFEE

2 ib bo>

2 b b°’

SQ UALITY1

last you four days-a High Grade Coffee will
last you 5 days, because the Bettor tho Grade
tho Moro Cups It Brows to tho Pound . . . .

O»c

tail

FANCY RED

With That Dark Rich Red Flavor

b 34c

Campfire
Marshmallows

17c
HEW!

SpiSWANSOAPk-lft
Try il! ” Oc

hill
Kellogg's

fsm

. w«iu • noaiiHC

<

Pure

|

Barbados

■8wnsiniu «.

Corn Flakes

2 17c

Molasses

Hormel

Evaporated

CRI5CD

Corned 8e«f
Hash

19

2

2.25c

Gorton Pew

PETIUM
DOG FOOD

3~l7c

A.... 25c

Fillet* of Salt

Three Crew Brand
CREAM TARTAR

(I lb pig SODA PREE)

3 '<24c

15c

CLOVER BLOOM
TOILET SOAP

Mackerel

• 25c

Milk

ARGO
CORN STARCH

SWEECO
INST. COCOA

Our Dairy Center end

Meet Department ere
the most populer spot*
in town.

Visit Them I

89c

J

‘ZZXXfysr,,

HAMS
CORNED BEEF,

Full She Coho

«

I

Soap

MOST KINDS

2«-

with Purchase
3 Cake*

Sweetheart

CAMPBELL’S
SOUPS

3 - 18c

19c

STRAW HAT
at $1.5O«to $5.00
SLAX SUIT
at $4.00 to $8.50
We have hundreds of fine gifts
at—

50c to $45.00

GREGORYS
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

"■ZS”

FAMOUS
MASTER SMOKED
WHOLE OR
HALF

37c

LARGE FRESH
NATIVE

BONELESS

EGGS
"•39' BUTTER

POT ROAST,

lb37c ARMOUR’S OLEO,

FANCY BRISKET

OVEN ROAST,

What about a—

Or a—

NOW IS THE TIME!

MORE OF THOSE FAMOUS

Father’s Day Gifts Galore

Also on the Program

“SABOTEUR”
Oor memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and are guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost

is going to receive a

MINDS THE BABY”

ALFRED HITCHCOCK S

EVERY SATURDAY

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

“SHANGHAI GESTURE”

SUN.-MON., JUNE 2l-t2
Universal Pictures Presents

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

RUSSELL

FRIDAY, JUNE 19

Starring •
Charles Starrett, Russell Hayden

South Hope Dance
Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
148-Th-tf

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 0.30
Sunday at 3

“BUTCH•

W. J. FRENCH

9C

DOZEN

••

ANTIQUES

8.00 o'clock

DR ( GOLDEN AND

9 OZ BOTS

Plenty of Groceries

Rockland

u Rive to the 11. S.

INGER ALE

I BUY

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

United Artists Presents

DOOR PRIZE, $7.50

STRAWS AND FELTS, LIKE NEW
Shoe Shining
Confectionery
PHILIP SUEDES

After Scrap Rubber

Baptist Convention

FREE GAME, $14.00

Opp Strand Theatre,

Paqe Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, June 19,1942

STEWING BEEF, lean,
PIG’S LIVER, fresh,
SALT PORK,
FRANKFORTS,
MINCED HAM,
SMOKED SHOULDERS,

CHUCK ROAST,

STEAKS

PORTERHOUSE
SIRLOIN

SWIFT’S
COUNTRY ROLL

Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib

35c
25c
17c
23c
23c
31c

«>42c
Ib 17c

CHEESE, American loaf,

IMINELESS

doz 39.

FISH STICKS,

Ib 31c

1119'

STRICTLY FRESII

FANCY NATIVE ICEBERG

LETTUCE

. 2 Hs 15‘

RIPE, READY FOR TIIE TABLE

ib25c' CANTALOUPE 2'» 25'
Ib 25c
lb35c TRIPE,
POCKET
HONEYCOMB

WALD0B0R0

Baptist Church Notes

Wallace-Crowell

Miss Dorothy Maxine Crowell
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry’ K
Crowell, became the bride Tuesday
of Donald Burton Wallace, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wallace of
Union. Rev. John C. Collind per
formed the ceremony at the home
of the bride’s parents.
The bride was dressed in a gown
of white chiffon and lace, with a
veil of net caught in a coronet of
white gardenias. She carried a bou
quet of white peonies. Mrs. Fred
erick Genthner, sister of the bride
was matron of honor. The brides
maids were Miss Dorothy J. Dutton
of Revere, cousin of the bride, and
Mrs. Elmer Jameson, Jr., sister of
the bridegroom.
Flower girl was Miss Priscilla
Jameson, niece of the bridegroom

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant

safely
Checks Perspiration

1.

Does not rot dresses or men’s
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be

used right after shaving.
3.

Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor

4.

A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.
Arrid has been awatded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

from perspiration.

5.

Anid is th* LARGEST SELLING
DEODORANT. Try a jar todayl

ARRID

At *11 Starr* Delling inilet good*

SOUTH THOMASTON

CUSHING

UNION

Clarence H. Lunt newly appoint
ed Chief Observer at the observa
tion post of the First Interceptor
Command, U. S. Army, at Cush
ing appeals to the citizens of this
town to volunteer their services
once a week as an observer at this
—post. Kindly call Thomaston
198-4 for information.

Recent callers on Sophia Shep
ard have been Rev. Leo Ross, Rev.
Mr. Andrews, Mrs. Ada Howes. Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Cobb of Sears
mont, Mrs. Mabel Mank of NewHampshire, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Collins of Bunker Hill. Orrie
Moore, Sadie Kelley, Mrs. Etta
Butler, Mrs. Annie Butler of this
town and sister, Mrs. Myrtie Rus
sell of Woodfords. The latter four
are Mrs. Shepard’s nieces and this
was the first time they had met for
many years.
At the Church of the Nazarene,
worship will be at 10 o’clock Sunday
witii communion apd reception of
members. A special Junior message
“In the Day of Thy Youth,” will be
given by the pastor. Bible School
will be at 11.15, lesson topic, “The
Task Committed to the Disciples.”
Young People’s hour is at 6; evan
gelistic service at 7. The sermon
will be “Decoys, Alloys, and Coun
terfeits.” Prayer service Thursday
will be at 7.30.

Forget-me-not Chapter, O-ES..
will hold its annual picnic Wednes
day at iRockledge Inn, Spruce Head.
Sgt. and Mrs. Clark Earl (Eliza
beth Till) have left Mitchel Field
for Miami, Fla., where Sgt. Earl will
be stationed.
' Henry Sleeper of Whiting. Ind.,
is spending two weeks with his
mother, Mrs. Eva Sleeper, who has
opened her home for the Summer.
At the last meeting for the sea
son of Forget-me-not Chapter,
O£S.. the worthy matron, Mrs.
Loita Crow’ley. gave an interesting
account of her visit to the Grand
Chapter in Portland. As the oc
casion marked the 50th anniversary
of the Chapter, a pageant was held
depicting the fashions of 50 years
ago.
Mrs. Lucie Allen was hostess
Wednesday to the Beano Gang.
Honor guests were Miss Marjorie
Sleeper, whose birthday was ob
served with a handkerchief shower
and a birthday cake; and Mrs. Mary
Burgeses, who received assorted
gifts. Refreshments were served.
Miss Marjorie Sleeper has em
ployment nursing in Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Harvey
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow of
Berlin, N. H., were week-end guests
of Mr. Snows’ mother, Mrs. Georgia
Snow. Miss Carlene Snow, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow, re
cently graduated from the State
Teachers’ College in Keene, N. H.

Tuesday-Friday
VINALHAVEN

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

Warren Principal

Mr and Mrs. Erick Erickson of
York Harbor, formerly of Kent,
Bates College Graduate To Ohio, visited Sunday with Mr. and
Herman Erickson
Head High School—Army Mrs.
Miss Eva Johnson attended the
Gets Connon
Baptist State Conventicn held this
week in Bangor.
Fred Perkins, native of Searsport,
Dr. Herbert Kalloch of Fort
and graduate this Spring from Fairfield called Monday on his
Bates College, has been elect cousin. Mrs. Robert Carey.
ed
principal of Warren High School
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Harjula are
Harold Goss of New York is at the
parents
of a sen. Erick Andrew, born
to
replace
Wilbur
C.
Connon
of
Egerton farm for an indefinite
Rockland, who served in that capa June 12. Mrs. Harjula is being
time.
cared for by her mother, Mrs, An
city the past year.
Mrs. Hattie Orff spent the past
Mr. Perkins has been Scoutmaster, drew Weymouth of Rcckland.
w’eek with her daughter, Mrs. R. E.
TIES,
50c and $1.00
and teacher in a Bible School, and
Miss Katherine Gilchrest was
Stevens. Her daughter-in-law Mrs.
he goes to Warren highly recom hostess to the Sewing Club Wednes
New summer wash ties.
Albeit Orff is improving. She has
mended. Mr. Connon, who served day at her home in Thomaston.
New silk prints.
a practical nurse in attendance
well at the school last year, ex
The
Finnish
Congregational
and Mrs. Myrtle Nord also has em
pects to be called to Army service Church is holding a picnic and
ployment there.
SHIRTS, $1.19 to $2.98
within a few months.
services Sunday at the home of Mr.
Mrs, Nettie Vinal of Warren,
Miss
Carolyn
Hayden,
of
West
and
Mrs.
Mathew
Tcrpaka.
All
are
spent the greater part of last week
Sanforized shirts for only $1.19
Newton, Mass., graduate of Bates welcome.
White or fancies.
at her cottage while recuperating
College, will return as assistant at
Miss Eleanor Nelson entertained
from a severe cold.
the High School for the third year. recently witii a party at her home.
Mrs. Lucia Cooley is again in
The third teacher for the High Refreshments were served and the
HATHAWAY SHIRTS.
Thomaston w’ith Roger Creamer and
School
has
not
been
selected.
All
evening
was
spent
with
games
and
mother for an indefinite stay.
White or fancies.
other teachers in the Warren dancing. Present were Richard
Charles Bailey of New York spent
schools
have
been
re-elected
for
the
TENANT’S HARBOR
$2.25 anti $2.98
Giles, Sherwood Strout and Robert
the week-end with Mrs. Bailey at
coming year.
At the Willardham School, Mrs.
Lashav of Rockland; Barbara Sulli
their Pilot Point home.
SPORT SHIRTS.
van, Joseph Richards, Winfred Wil
W. B. Holder has resigned as Mary L. Taylor, teacher, cards were
liams. Eleanor Gregory. Mary Luce,
chief observer at the local post. He awarded to Florence Rawley, Gloria
WARREN
$1.00 to $1.59
ls succeeded by Clarence Lunt, who Curtis, Shirley Lehtinen and Ray
A Masonic breakfast will be held Audrey Simmons, Jean Gilchrest,
mond
Rawley
by
Miss
Hazel
N.
has organized a staff of helpers, to
at 9 o’clock sharp Sunday at the ' George Green, George Sullivan and
PAJAMAS. $1.00 to $2.50
carry on the work, the hours of Lane, director of rural religious
Masonic dining hall, in observance Elaine Risteen of Thcmaston; Dor
Pajamas at less than aver
w’ork being re-arranged thus: 6 to education for complete Bible read
of St. John’s Day. The members othy Johnson, Aina Anderson, Mal
colm
Jackson,
and
Arthur
Anderson.
age
ceiling price.
10 a. m.; 10 a m. to 2 p. m.; 2 p. m. ings for the year. A special pertifiwill then attend, by invitation,
Karl Niemi, Richard Fales and El
to 6 p m.; 6 p. m. to 10 p. m.; 10 p. cate of honor was given to the
the
services
at
'the
Congregational
m. to 2 a. m.; 2 a. m. to 6 a. m. thus Willardham school for achievement
Church, at 10.30. All sojourning mer Harjula couldn’t attend.
TOILETRIES!
in this work.
completing a 24 hour schedule.
Johnson-Stein
Masons are invited. Members of
Mrs. Randall Baker and sons of
Beverly Geyer was at home from
the special morning service at the
Miss Ellen Marie Stein of Tops
Old Spice, 75c to $2.75
FRIENDSHIP
his work in Portland for a week Needham, Mass., Mrs. Phares DiikeIvy Chapter, O.ES., will attend ham and Bartlett Leach Johnson cf
E. J. Beckett who has employment Baptist Church. Chairman of the
end visit with his grandparents Mr shire of North Billerica, Mass., and
Yardley, 50c to $1.00
Mrs. Fannie Orcutt of Massachu at McGee Island for the Summer arrangements is William H. Rob Hartffird, formerly of Tenant’s Har
and Mrs B. S. Geyer.
bor, were maried Wednesday night
Mrs. Fred McLaughlin of East setts are returning heme the lat spent the week-end at his home.
inson.
at the pasonage of the First Uni
Mrs. Celesta Cushman returned
Friendship, who has many friends ter part of this week, having spent
HOSIERY,
15c to $1.00
■ -;
A
union
service
will
be
held
versalist Church, Brunswick. Rev.
in this town, is at the Miles Memo the past few weeks at their cottage Wednesday to Portland after spend Sunday morning at the Congre Sheldon
Christian
officiated
at
the
Short
hose
or
regular.
ing a few days with her parents Mr gational Church the subject of the
rial hospital, Damariscotta, re on the Elmore shore.
single ring service. They were at
covering from a major operation.
News Has been received of the and Mrs. Percy Wincapaw.
sermon to be “Of What Value Is tended by Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Hocking
and
Miss Elinor Orne has employment death of E. N. Rolland at his home
UNDERWEAR!
Man ” Church school will meet Johnson of Brunswick.
for the Summer in Boothbay.
in Dorchester, Mass. Mr. Rolland family and Mrs. Geneva Hall all of at 9.30.
Tlie
bride
wore
a
flowered
blue
Celanese Shorts & Shirts
Children’s Day was observed Sun was the husband of the late Ada St. George were callers Sunday at
The picnic planned for Wednes chiffon gown and carried a bride’s
day at Union Church. Recitations Smalley Dexter, who was a native R. R. Thompson’s.
Jockey
Shirts & Shorts, QQq
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Standish Jr day by the Dorcas Circle of Kings bouqdet cf sweet peas. Her matron
and songs w’ere given, under the of this place. He is survived by his
Daughters. ,at Old Stone, West
honor wore marine blue crepe
Nainsook Union Su.ts,
supervision of the superintendent widow; a brother, Robbie Rolland; are occupying their new home which Warren was postponed because of of
and carried sweet peas.
they
recently
bought
from
Guy
Mrs. Mary Robbins, after which the and a step-daughter, Mrs. Royden
the rain.
After the ceremony a wedding
pastor. Rev. Mr. Smith gave an in Kirk (Lou Dexter) of Medford Hill Bessey.
Friends are invited to open supper was served at the 1 ome of
Mrs.
Helen
Cushman
is
visiting
structive and interesting talk, dem side, Mass, who spent many Sum
house Sunday 'from 2 to 9 at the the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mr?.
onstrating, by materials, the mean mer vacations here at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Cushman.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Harold Pease. Topsham. Tables
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Scott
Carter
and
ing of the day. Each child present the late Mary J. Hart, a relative cf
Spear, whose golden wedding an were decorated with sweet peas.
Mrs.
E.
J.
Beckett
were
recent
busi
received a book of the Gospel of Mrs. Kirk.
niversary will be observed that Mrs. William Duley, Mrs. Ida Parness visitors in Portland.
St. John.
Mrs. Fletcher and family have day. The actual date of the an tinen and Miss Ina Anderson as
sisted in serving.
RAZORVILLE
moved to Thomaston, at the West niversary is June 18.
For her wedding trip through
PLEASANT POINT
A covered dish supper will 'be
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cunning End on Main street, Mr. and Mrs
Massachusetts
and New Hampshire,
served
tonight
at
6.30
at
Ivy
Leslie
Partridge
who
have
been
re

ham
were
visitors
Sunday
at
the
Mrs. Laura Fllnton and Mrs
siding with them are now making Chapter. O.ES., under the direc the bride wore navy blue with white
Maude Stone recently passed a day home of L. P. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dickinson their home with the latter’s father tion of Mrs. Lina Smith and Mrs. accessories. They will make the r
in Rockland on business. They
Laura Starrett. At the stated home on Farmington avenue, Hart
were accompanied by Kenneth of Augusta spent last Friday with William Osier.
meeting. George Walker, worthy ford.
Mrs.
Clarence
Richards
and
chil

relatives here.
Sevon.
Mrs. Johnson, granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher and son of dren who were confined to their patron, will give a report on the
Several from this community at
late
Ida and Erick Harjula of this
home
by
measles,
have
recovered.
annual
session
of
Grand
Chapter
tended the graduation exercises Augusta were guests Sunday at
place, attended Thomaston High
Harry Lowell and crew have en held recently in Portland.
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Wednesday in Thomaston. Gwen Edith Overlock’s.
Pvt. Raymond Kenniston, in School and Brunswick High School.
Heber Farrar has been promoted closed in the harbor, about 3000
dclyn Stimpson and Doris Davis cf
bushels of herring, some of which training at an Eastern Army She W’as active in 4-H Club work
to the rank of sergeant.
this place were graduates.
The McKenney family of Boston are being taken every day to sardine Camp, is spending a furlough with and was a member of the Jolly
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sevon of
relatives in this town. This is the Toilers’ 4-H Club.
Thomaston were callers Thursday are residing at the Henry Clark factories.
Mr. Johnson, the son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Rodamer have first time in three years that he
property.
at Kenneth Sevon’s.
Mrs.
Axel Johnson of Tenants’ Har
returned
to
their
home
here
after
Mrs.
Maud
Howard
who
passed
has
been
home,
since
he
left
to
Mrs. James Seavey has returned
charge of The Lincoln Home study for the ministry at a theo bor, is a graduate of Tenant’s Har
home from a few' days visit in Bos the Winter with her niece. Minnie having
Newcastle for 18 months. Mrs logical school in Chicago.
bor High School and is employed
ton. Mrs. Seavey also visited her Cramer, has returned home for the in
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
Rodamer will go Monday to the
Mrs. Ella Lewis was guest Sat by the Pratt <fe Whitney Aircraft
daughter Mrs. Evelyn Lufkin in Summer.
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
Maine
General
Hospital
in
Portland
Mrs. Maud Merrifield has a new
urday of her cousin, Mrs. Flor Corp., Hartfcrd.
Fairfield, enroute.
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
where her daughter I^eola Meres, a ence Aimes in Rockland.
Guests were Miss Ina Anderson.
small words to a line.
Tlie Nutrition class will hold its farm horse.
student
nurse,
will
receive
her
cap
Edith Overlock attended church
Pfc. Roger Teague's address in Mrs. Amanda Maki, Mrs. Fred An
next meeting at Mrs. Lawrence
Special Notice: AU “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
after four months’ training.
services
Sunday
in
South
Somer

Smyrna,
Tenn. Pfc. Teague is derson of Thomaston. Mrs. Charles
Stlmpson’s.
ments
which require the answers to be sent to The CourierBurnham & Morrell’s factory is with the medical detachment, army 1 Ppase of Warren. Mrs. Matti Hill,
where Rev. Charles Whynot
Gwendolyn Stimpson returned ville
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
canning crabmeat.
was
the
preacher.
air force combat training school. Mrs. Martha Bjorkquist and sen ElTueday to the Samoset Hotel where
Mr. and Mrs. John Dobbs and son
The annual meeting of the mer of Long Cove, Mrs. William
she will have employment for the
John of White Plains, N. Y., are Riverview
Association Duley of Bath, Mr. and Mrs. Eino
LAWRY
Summer.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Ro will be held Cemetery
at 2 o’clock Saturday Partinen, Mrs. Howard Larracey.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young, Mr,
Mrs. Blanche K. Wallace spent a darner for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Eino Kotomaki of
at
the
heme
of Miss McCallum.
and Mrs. Warren Knights and day recently as guest of Mrs. Clay
CAR keys found Thursday after
USED tires for sale. Fit Ford wheels.
South
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Ber noon
The ForgetjMe-Not Girl Scout
daughter Constance were guests ton Oliver.
on Main St. Owner may have See GEORGE JACKSON or Tel. 766 W
tram
Brown,
Miss
Helen
Colby.
Mr.
APPLETON
RIDGE
same
by
calling
at
The
Courier-Ga

Troop
will
meet
Tuesday
at
the
Sunday at William Maloney’s.
__________ ____ _______ 62’ it
Serg. Oscar Simmons of Camp
and Mrs. Frank Barker, Mrs. Lillian zette and paying for this advertise
Mrs. Sarah Seavey has been visit Edwards recently visited his sister. Mr. and Mrs. Raymcnd Keating Scout rooms.
FIRM potatoes for sale; also milch
ment.
62-lt
Emery,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Happy-Go-Luckies 4-H
Club
cow. GLEASON HILL FARM. Union.
ing Mrs. Laura Flinton and James Miss Daisy H. Simmons in Friend of Reading, Mass., are guests of Mr.
haired yellow and white Me . Tel. 4 5___________ ____________62 64
met Thursday at the heme of Mrs. Harjula of Brunswick, Miss Mary catSTRAIGHT
ship. He has recently been trans and Mrs. Albert G. Pitman.
Seavey the past week.
lost, named “Tommy", between
Miss Eleanor Fuller, a student at Luella Crockett for an cut of door Smith Raymcnd Ste n and Mr. and Rockland and Ash Point. ALMA
Mr. and Mrs. Newell McLain and ferred from Fort Eustis, Va., where
9-ROOM house for sale, with bath,
Mrs.
James
DeBiasio
of
Topsham.
DAILEY, Tel. 683-W. 106 Union St. lights, heat. Central location. Goed
daughter Mary McLain and Melba he has been stationed since March Farmington Normal School is at supper. Girls of the cooking and
61-63 income from 7 rooms rented Owner
the home of her parents, Mr. and housekeeping division made salads.
Ulmer of Thomaston, were guests 1940.
will sell furnished or unfurnished
BROAD COVE
Leonard Clark is boarding at the Mrs Albrey Fuller.
Members picnicked Saturday at
Sunday at the homes of Law’rence
Write "A" care Courier-Gazette. 62 tf
Miss Jennie Zachowski of Ghent Sandy Beach, Warren station.
home of Perley Delano.
Stimpson and Leslie Young.
Mrs. John DeGraw and daughter
CARS for sale: 1S38 Chevrolet mas
Boatswains mate 1st class. C. H. was a visitor Sunday at Miss Elea
Gwendolyn Stimpson has been
ter deluxe; town sedan, tires perfect.
Betty of Fairhaven, Mass., are
Sanford
S.
Caler
Ju§t
like new. black paint, very clean
nor
Fuller
’
s.
visiting Mary McLain at her home Faulkingham, Coast Guardsman,
guests of Mr.and Mrs. Fred Stahl
Funeral
services
for
Sanford
S.
OAK dining table, chairs, couch, inside and out; radio and heater. $425
William
C.
Darroch
of
Dennys
spent
the
week-end
w
’
ith
his
family.
in Thomaston the past week.
Miss Jeanne Jchnson is visiting small table, etc., for sale, at Miss E O PHILBROOK Ac SCN. Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Delano and ville and Bangor spent the week CaQer. 64, of Waldoboro, who died fr ends in Auburn for several weeks Jameson
Alvah Carle was in Thomaston
’s barn. 14 Warren St., Friday Tel 496-W_________________________ 62-64
Thursday
at
a
convalescent
home
and Saturday. 10 to 5.30
MABEL A
recently and was accompanied on Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wotton visited end with Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Hilton
re

STANDING grass for sale.
L L
in Belfast, were held Sunday at cently passed a day in Portland PILLSBURY
62 It
his return trip by Dr. J. J. Tibbetts Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Myron Moody.
PEASE. Appleton. Tel. West Appleton
the
Simmons
funeral
home
with
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Sprague
Wotton.
________________ _________ 22 61 *63
REMINGTON typewriter for sale in 919
of Rcckland.
with their daughter, Mrs. Linwood
good running order Call at THE COU
Mrs. Lester A. Simmons under and daughter Virginia and niece, Rev. L. Clark French officiating. Timberlake.
SALE. Saturday, June 20. at E A.
Mrs. Florence Sevon and children
RIER GAZETTE OFFICE
62*64 Gllddon Co. monument works, Wal
James and Kenneth were recent went an appendix operation Sun Anne of West Roxbury. Mass., are Burial was in Gcshen cemetery’,
The Bremen and Dutch Neck
6YR
-OLD
new
milch
Jersey
cow doboro; large safe, desk, chairs, check
East
Waldcboro.
The
beaa-ers
were
guests
of
Azuba
and
Elmer
Sprague.
overnight guests of Mrs. Jennie day at Knox Hospital.
writer, two cr three parlor stoves,
churches
held
their
first
services
for
and
calf
for
sale.
Call
after
5
o'clock.
Barbara Wentw’orth and Warren nephews of the deceased. Harold the Summer Sunday, with Rev.
Mr. Spence of Massachusetts
Sevon in Thomaston.
F
K
GARDNER, 204 Rankin St., metil hand blower for forge, wall
Davis
of
Camden,
Mauhce
Davis
Moody
of
Bath
spent
Sunday
with
spent
the
week-end
with
his
daugh

62*lt ventilator about 20" diameter’. Iron
Victor Whittier of Miami, Fla
Spangler of Pennsylvania in the Tel 1187-W
shafting and pulleys, electric starter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
N.
Moody.
of
Warren,
Willard
Hart
and
Mil

ter,
Mrs.
Irving
M.
Simmons.
OAK
bedstead.
Standard
sewing
and Belfast has returned to his
pulpit. The Epworth League met machine, A B.C. gas stove, for sale; box. some granite tools and anv other
Arnold
Pitman
has
employment
lard
Hart
of
Rockland.
articles on the premises. Building al
cottage for the Summer.
Tuesday with Rev. and Mrs. Spang
condition.
MRS
ADELAIDE so for saje for second hand buildingin Gardiner.
Among those frcm out of town ler at the Bremen parsonage, with good
Arthur Laurilla and his crew of
BUTMAN, 41 North Main St., Tel. material. including 3 chimneys. Anv
ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Marden of were Mrs. EUla Hart, Mir. and Mrs.
422 W
62*64 reasonable offers accepted on any of
men have returned to Gay’s Island
A Daily Vacation Bible School Pittsfield w’ere callers Sunday at L. Charles Blackington cf Rockland 14 present. These meetings will
ONE Post Office cabinet for sale, de the above. Open 9 to 4 Saturday ocontinue
throughout
the
Summer.
ro complete pulpwood operations.
will open at the Baptist Church N. Moody’s. Their daughter. Miss and friends from Liberty, where
livery window and 152 combination ?,a11 B~,aLroDEN Camden 2465, June
pi ro
boxes A-l condition, cost $156. sell $60 31 to 27.
here Monday, at 1.46 continuing to Elizabeth Marden, who has been Mr. Caler was working as woods All young people are welcome.
Mr.and
Mrs.
Hcrnberger
and
son
and Howard Messer of Brunswick 4,30. The school will be under guest of Miss Lucy T. Moody re
One Dayton computing scale, 2 lb.,
FORD and Chevrolet motors toi
man when taken ill.
of New Jersey have opened their cost $56 (A-l condition) sell $15. Two boats, complete with shaft and bear
wsa best man. The ushers were the direction of Mrs. Overman turned home with them.
six
foot
show
cases
about
13
ln.
high
Mr.
Caler
was
bom
in
Waldo

ings.
Also rebuilt Ford blocks, transFrederick Genthner and Elmer with able helpers. All beys and
cost me $20 each, sell $14 each. One mlssRjpg and repair parts for sale. R
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley and boro. son of Dexter and Lucy (Sim home for the season.
Jameson, Jr.
roll
top
desk,
cost
second
hand
$20.
o. JOwlPAN ____
6 Kelley
Lane
61*63
elley Lane.
girls from three years old, are in Mrs. Chrystal Pennington of Cam
sell $11. One old fashioned safe. $20.
The Wedding March was played vited to attend and it is hoped den passed Sunday with Mr. and mons) Caler.
FAfito for sale, 76 acres, 8-rooin
plus
crating.
No
delivery
on
P.
O.
He is survived by three sisters,
by Floyd Benner on an organ which parents w'll be interested to send Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
cabinet until July 1.
Write C. L. housed igrge basement, barn, crops
Mrs. Hattie Davis of South Union,
ihlnery Included ___
__
For quick
was once the property of the late their children for these three
SPRAGUE. Swans Island, Me
62-67 and machinery
Lucy T. Moody and William C. Mrs Ella Hart of Rockland; and
sale,
Ideal for poultry or diarv"
Rev. Mr Uffcrd of Union, author of hours each day for two weeks, Darroch were visitors Monday in
REGISTERED Holstein cow's and 1 m
30
FT
fishing
boat
wanted,
with
;'from
village
HAROLD
L
Mrs Dexter Hart of Warren.
several well known nymns, and the of occupational and instructive Thorndike and Rockland.
or
without
engine.
WALTER E. calves for sale. ERNEST A. WALTER. _JENS1
___
Union___________________ 61*63
Waldoboro,
Tel.
135-5.
62*64
DRINKWATER. Spruce Head
62*64
instrument accompanied him around study and work.
1938 4-door Chevrolet sedan and~1936
Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell
Terraplane coupe and Model-B Ford
the world on his missionary trips.
WTLL
the
person
who
took
my
blue
NORTH
WALDOBORO
were
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George Hall has received his
Elgin Bicycle kindly return to me at
A11 «oo<l tires. Tel
It is now owned by Mrs. Henry H. first commission and is now cor Linwood Mitchell in Burkettville.
Mrs. Bert L. Burnheimer of Pow 194 Ncrrh M^ln St No questions
838-w. Fred waltz.
gi-63
Stickney of Belmont, Mass.
asked.
DOROTHY
HAVENER
62-64
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abner
Grant,
Jr.,
of
nal,
a
former
resident
of
this
place,
poral.
.
BOOKS for sale In sets. Longfellow.
Among the wedding guests were
Lowell Hawthorne. Whittier. Sir Wal
USED gas stove wanted, 3 or 4 burn
Rev. and Mrs. Philip Tolman Quincy, Mass., passed the week-end made a week’s visit with her sisterUNFURNISHED apt to let. 4 rooms ter
Thackeray, Charles Reade.
62*lt and bath. Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEL
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell. Mr. were in the village for a short with Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant and in-law, Mrs. Virgil Morse, Sr., re ers TEL 1328-M.
MacCatfJey's “History
of
England.'
and Mrs. F. W. Scott, Mr. and Mrs. time Tuesday enroute to Rockport Mr. and Mrs. Earle Sprowl.
BOY wanted (one not going back to 156-W.
62-tf
cently.
0<w
hooks
22 MApreferred), for shipping room
Thomas Brown. Mrs. Elmer Jame where they spent the night with
4-ROOM furnished apt to let. In wiulEfr in the garage, City.
60*62
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Miller and school
of
Rockland
dry
goods
store
Refer

62-tf
son, Sr., Mrs. Albert Genthner. friends returning Wednesday to
capping exercises their daughter, ences required. Write "A. B C.” care quire 100 UNION ST. City.
Tel 7-W. MRS*
BURKETTVILLE
Floyd Benner, all of Waldoboro; Mr. Chebeague Island.
60-62
62 64
6-ROOM furn apt. to let for Sum J H QOUHIQ. 14 Pine St
daughters, Clarissa and Elizabeth, Courier-Gazette.
..Mrs. Ellston McFarland and son went Monday to Portland to attend SINGLE horse mowing machine mer, with bath. Apply at 7 Laurel
and Mrs. Ralph Wallace, Mrs.
1931
CHEVROI
ET
convertible
roadHarold Hall went Tuesday to
St. TEI. 1050 W
62 64 sfer for sale Excellent rubber $50
wanted with four foot cut
IRA C
Clara D. Wallace. Mr. and Mrs. Houlton where he will take up Lee and Mrs. Harland Rowell of Eleanor being a student nurse.
fc^RTTORD COOK. Tenants
WHITMORE North Haven. Me. 62*64
THREE modem tenements to let.
Ralph Starrett, Mrs. Jane Thurston. mechanical engineering at the Princeton, Mass., were week-end
The children’s day program at the
Harbor Me.
________
60 62
Tel. 1061, C M. BLAKE. 662 Main Sr
GRADUATE
of
Paris
University
will
visitors at the home of their par Methodist Church was greatly en
Miss Florence Thurston of Union; N.Y.A. school there.
61 63
HOME
of
the.late
Alvah
J
Linekin
give
lessons
in
French,
she
will
also
ents. Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Oollins.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gordon, Miss
joyed. An orchestra of seven pieces tutor for college. 59 Masonic St
5-ROOM apartment to let partly for sale. 17 Dunn St. Thomaston Ex
Mrs. James Tozier and daughter
\vts Maloney of Warren; Mrs.
61*62 furnished, with bath On Rt. 1. WIL cellent -condition. Ten rooms. Sate
Palestine is the Holy Land for Olive are on two weeks’ vacation at furnished the instrumental music, TEL. 1122
LIAM INGRAHAM, Rockport.
61*63
01
Price reasonable Applv
the players being 'Chester Duncan,
Charles Dutton, and daughter Jane three great religions—the Chris
GIRL wanted to do waitress and
4-ROOM modem unfurnished apart to FRAjjlK D ELLIOT______ 60- tf
trombone; Mrs. Chester Duncan, general housework TERRACE COT ment
of Revere; and Mrs. A. G. Hauck of tians, the Jews and the Moham the Colley home in Winterport.
'LL t
to let. bath, garage; also single
61-63
desk and Underwood
Construction of the new schoolTeague, Misses Madelyn Cla TAGE, Tel. 2081. Camden.
luincy.
room with bath
TEL
296-W. 235 tvpewvrlter for sale. 10 MASONIC ST
medans. This fact has had its in house is expected to start soon. The Louise
WAITRESS
wanted
at
Mac's
Cafe.
rissa and Elizabeth Miller, cornets; 262 MAIN ST.. City.
Broadway.
61 -63 City
Mrs. Wallace is a graduate of the evitable political repercussions.
60*62
60*62
contract has been awarded to Lewis and William R. Miller, clarinet. Mrs.
Waldoboro High School and the
4-ROOM furnished modem apart
FORD V-8 2-door coach for sale.
EXPERIENCED
girl
wanted
for
gen

Rokes
of
Rockland.
ment to let. Tel. 692-M LAWRENCE
Everett Shuman was jrtanist. The
Arvln heater and reconMaine State Academy of Beauty60-62 MILLER. Rankin St.. City.
The origin of the expression
61-tf dtlloned. Ford V 8 motor. Ready f r
Frank Sifkeforth. who is employed exercises were in charge of William eral housework. TEIL 628-R.
Culture In Augusta. Mr. Wallace is When the ghost walks’’ is ob
!?
e
roa
Price
only $75 R S JORHELP wanted at Park St. Lunch
SMALL 3-room furnished cottage to
in the Camden shipyard, received H. Miller. The floral display was Good
a graduate of Union High School
60*62
pay and steady work for the let at Hosmer s Pond, by week, month DAN, 6 Kelley ,Lane. City.
scure. but it means Pay Day.
leg injuries Thursday. He is now profuse and beautiful. Two sohgs right party PARK ST. LUNCH 60-62 and year. Price reasonable. Ice. baker,
and was employed by the Bath Iron
16-FT. hay rack for sale, new rear
at the home of his parents, Mr. and were sung by the trio of Boyntons,
Tel wheels, complete $15; also small Husy
MASTER S Buick motor wanted for milk and fish delivery service.
Works. He leaves Saturday to en
Mrs.
M. F. Sukeforth.
John, Eleanor and Marise, trained boat. Must be ln car to see lt work 671-J. EDWIN A DEAN. 486 Old County Plough $6 C F PRESCOTT. Prester the Army.
TO RELEASE FLOW OF
__________ ___ _________ 60*62
ing and low mileage. Write P. O. BOX Rd , Rockland.
60-62 cott St.
Mrs. Vera Pease and daughter by Mrs. Chester Duncan.
343, Rockland.
60-62
5-ROOM unfurnished apartment to
20-IN.
jointer,
planer.
mortlser.
Vonita have employment in Rock
Conrad Miller is employed at the
PONY cart or light wagon wanted. let at 26 Talbot Ave.
TEL. 1158-W. tenon machine, saw combination, for
SOUTH WALDOBORO
land.
Waldcboro
Garage
filling
station
MRS.
C.
H.
BAILETY.
South
Cushing.
58-tf
sale
R
E
RICHARDS.
85
Bay
View
Howard Rowell of Worcester. since school closed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin E. Wallace Do This Every Morning For 30 Days
60*62
St ,_Camden, Tel -----2365
60*62
Get a bottle of Kruschen Salts to
Misses Ruth Burnheimer and
were Palermo vis tors Saturday.
FARM of standing grass for sale,
MOWING machine wanted 6 ft *cut;
night. Start right ln tomorrow morn Mass., passed the week-end at A. A.
pressed hay. get double harness, one
The Union Aid will meet June ing and take as much as will lie on a Rowell’s. Duane Rowell, who came Elizabeth Miller visited the former’s also hay rake A. MICHELSON. Rt.
norse farm wagon, sleigh and riding
60*62
ln a glass of water (hot or cold) with him, remains for the Summer sister, Mrs. Marie Pinkham in Dam 2 Union
25 with Mrs. Clara Winchenbach. dime
wagon,
used furniture, one hand
half an hour before breakfast or ln
MIDDLEPaged woman
wanted
ln
at
D.
M.
Collins
’
.
ariscotta
recently.
Mrs. Clara Mason of South Wev- vour
morning cup otf tea or coffee and
TRY the remarkable vim and vitality sprayer gun and hose, gas refrlgera
family of 2. plain cook, low wages,
Mrs.
Addie
L.
Walter
was
guest
Richard
Linscott,
who
is
stationed
mouth. Mass., is visiting Mrs. Le- keep this up for 30 days. Kruschen taken
ncw
W L. MERRIAM.
good home, year around Job. after builder Sex a tol, an amazing tonic Union. Me “. sTel.
7-5._______
59*64
this way helps relieve such symptoms at Fort Sher dan. Ill., is heme on a Saturday of her cousin, Mrs. Fred noons out as desired. C. F. PRESCOTT. and
wholesome
beneficial
remedy.
and Winchenbach.
is sick headaches, bowel sluggishness short furlough, owing to the illness Simmons.
WALMSLEYS
DRUG
STORE.
373
Main
Prescott
St.
60*62
SINGIE
and
double
houses
for
sale.
Capt. D. William Hoffses and and so-called bilious Indigestion when
St., Rockland.
56-tf
in Camden. Rockport. Rockland Owls
The annual meeting of the Old
WOVEIN wire for sheep fence wanted
son. Capt. Hartley Hoffses of Sail due to insufficient flow of bile from of Mrs. Linscott, who ls in a Belfast
LIGHT trucking, waste removal; Mead, and Thomaston. Cottages at
the gall-bladder. You can get Krus hospital.
District System School Reunion will 3 to 5 ft. high; If standing wiU take sewing
ors Snug Harbor and Capt. and chen.
machine repairing
LEROV lake and seashore. Desirable r»nts $15down. If near bv Write or tel. at once.
a famous English formula made
take
place
June
24.
All
are
invited
L A. THURSTON.
Vivian Rowell recently visited
WATSON Tel 314-W
62*67 $35 per month.
Mrs. Fred Hcffses cf Winthrop, ln the USA. at Corner Drug or any
ROSE HILL FARM. Owls Head, Tel
Tel. 1119, city.
54-tf
292-R.
58 63
Mass., were called here Saturday, drug store You must be satisfied or Mrs. Glfcnice Gibson in North Ap to attend and take lunch.
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
E.
L.
Miller
attended
Monday
the
land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orders
1<Mm
toT
WILLIAM
mon
“
v
ba-k.
_____
pleton.
mroute to the home of Capt. D. W.
HORSESHOEING work wanted. Will
ANDERSON. Tel. 23-W. West Meadow
CONSTIPATION SUPERERS Note:
commencement exercises of Gorham go wherever called', by appointment. solicited. H. O. RHODES Tel. 519-J Rd
Hoffses’ daughter. Mrs. Frank For
57*62
an occasional cathartic or purga
58-F-ttf
HERMAN
HALL,
47
Thomaston
St.,
Normal
School,
his
granddaughter.
•Requests fcr Testaments by serv
Hunter of F’.mcre. They were ac tive. to relieve common constipation,
® H hard coal. egg. atove. nut
city, Tel. 846-R
57*65
companied by Mrs. Ida Ell ett of we believe there is nothing better ice men to chaplains and clergymen Miss Lena Johnston, being one of furniture wanted* to upholster,
ton, del. Nut size and run
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work 113.50 per.New
than quick-acting Kruschen ln larg at US.O. centers has increased 50 the graduates. Mr. and Mrs. Leland
R!’®r «oft, not screened
Brockton who visited friends here er
does—trv it according to directions

Mrs. Charles Dutton and daugh
ter Jane, returned Wednesday to
Beachmont, Mass. They were here
to attend the Crowell-Wallace
wedding.
Schoppe
and
Mrs.
Robert
daughter. Sandra r : tuned Tuesday fronr a visit in South Portland.
They were accompanied home by
Mrs. Schcppes mother Mrs. I. F.
Flynn who visited here until
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnston
and son. Edwin and Edwin Miller
attended Monday the graduation
of Miss Lena Johnston from Gor
ham Normal School. Miss John
ston is now at the home of her
brother, Leland Johnston for the
Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Achorn and
son. Elmer and daughter, Geral
dine, attended' the recent gradua
tion exercises at Thomaston High
School.
Mr and Mrs. Vincent Moody
and family who have been resid
ing in Miss Annie O. Welt's house
have moved to North Nobletooro.
Charles Feeney who has been
a patient at Miles Memorial Hos
pital, Damariscotta is now at the
Little Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mansfield
of Bar Harbor are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Weston.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wentworth,
Mr and Mrs. Amos Achorn and
son, Elmer were in Rockland Mon
day to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Wentworth's aunt, Mrs. C. F. Clark
ol Weymouth, Mass.
Mrs. Roy Brann of Rockland,
Chester Regers and Mrs. Grace
Austin of Weymouth. Mass, were
i allers Monday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Wentworth.
• Mrs. Wil'bur Hilton was a Rock
land visitor Monday.
Miss Ruth Burnheimer and Miss
Elizabeth Miller spent the week
end with Mrs. Lawson -Pinkham Ut
Damariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl and
son Jchn were in Portland Monday
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Burnheimer.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of
Waban. Mass, have been spending
r. vacation here.
Miss Carol Wood who has been
it ending school in Quebec has
returned home for the Summer
vacaticn.
Robert and Benjamin Hardy
and Miss Jean Merrill of Melrose,
Mass, spent the week-end: with
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Blanchard
vere hosts Thursday to the Hcmeiir.ker's Scciety.
Mr and Mrs. John Wood and
Miss Esther Wood of Bluehill have
been guests this week of Mr. and
Mrs. A D. Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benner of
Erlmcnt, Mass, are spending a
few’ davs here.
Pu iils of the first and second
grades who were neither absent
nor tardy during the term just
completed were Jean Jackson,
Philip Lee. Jr., Nicholas De Patsy
Jr. and Walter Winchenbach.
Winners of seven-point pins and
certificates were Elizabeth Elwell,
Philip Lee, Jr.. Vernon Hutchins.
Elain? Hilton. Sandra Colwell and
Marlene Monahan. Mrs. Lillian
Boggs is the teacher.
Worship Sunday will be at 10.45
with sermon by the pastor. Church
school meets at 12. Evening serv
ice o' worship will 'be at 7.30, sub
ject, "Builders for Eternity.” Va
cation Bible School each morning
at 9 The dosing program of
school will be June 26 at 7.45.
The annual Vacation Bible
Sc hoc 1 is now in progress at the
church under the direction of
Miss Lois Brown and Miss Miriam
Kinrsibury of New York. It will
continue for two weeks from 9 to
12 each morning. A fine course
of study Is being offered under
the direction of two well trained
Bible School workers and is an
opportunity for all the children
of the community.
Rev. Harcld W. Nutter is in Ban
gor this week to attend the an
nual State Convention of Maine.
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SENTERaCRANE'S

Next

Sunday

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WANTED

Dr. W. J. Hutchison will delive
the address at Union Church at th
11 o’clock service All Masons an<
members of the Eastern Star w;
•ittend in observation of St John
pay. There wiil be special musi
by the chcir. A; the evening serv:
the pastor Rev. Charles Mitch,
•will preach.
Mr. and Mrs Ted MacDonal,
and laughters Olga and Edith re

Tuesday from Rocklkiu

turned

where Miss Olga underwent an ap
pendix operation at Knox Hosplta
Mrs. Herbert Patrick Mrs Ha:
Coombs and Mrs Joseph Hutchin
returned Saturdaj from Rockla!
Housekeepers at Union Chun
Circle Thursday were Muriel I.,!,[ Lucille Carver, Betty Bragdon a>.
! Mrs. Dexter. Those having Unioi

Church Circle table cloths, at hon are asked to return them

Wcndall Coemb

ol

Sprlngfiel

guest of Mr and Mis Pea:
Calderwocd.
Mr. and Mrs Etne.-t Clayter 1
turned Saturday Irom Fairfield, a
companied by theii sen Ernest
Mr. and Mrs R Ment Arey wei
guests Sunday c f Mr and Mrs. O \
D ew and at Camp "Dew Drop
Earl L. Hamilton of the U S
Mcnandcck left Fridai to report, f<
Mass., is

| duty, having spent a few days wit
his methfr.
Mere iniprovemenl have bee
made on Victory Square anl lei
tains on Main street and Deep Ho
le-w, also on Memoiial marku
about town by the lmprovemei
Club.

A collection ol ma jazim pap
! rubber and metal < f all kinds. 1
i being made by tiie Women's Coun e
, of Civilian Defense C.tizens ma
notify tlie Motor Corp

Ada Crc

Isabelle Caldeiwood. Frames Gi
i chrest, Fronia Tolman 01 Mrs F
Greenlaw, who will call and col,
1 lect.
Mrs. George Ni wbrrt eritertaine
' at, bridge Monda1 night at ia
bene. 1 unch w 1
All children intire ted in iie.'ii
at an cut of door ineiting to be lie.
at the Band stand on Victory Squar
<the date to be announced 1 wi
meet at Union Church vestry for re
hearsal, Tuesday at 6 p. m. T),
i ( mmittee 1 Li
Greei k I
belle Calderwood. Cora Petei.-,
Estelle Brown Ruth Brown an
Rev. Charles Min hell
Woodcock-c.i si( -Coomt Po t
of A L. decently m t died Hcrtoet
Petetrson. captain. David Duncar
Jr., 1st lieutenant; James Robejtj
2d lieutenant; ad.iut. nt and imam
officer, Orris Norwood; historiar
Jchn Wentworth; chaplain Albe*
Carver. Jr.; sergeant-at-arms, Rr.
ard Dyer: executive ccmuiith
Richard Shields, Timothy Laid
Charles Doughty David Duncan SI
was installing officer and 1st I ieu
Herbert Peterson was in the chai
The next meeting wiil be in Sei;
tern ber.
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday ft
the last meeting in the nutriti
course. Supper was served.
The Discussion Club met Tuesd:
Dr. Ralph Earle chaiiman. svbi"
W8«: "Political and Economic Fm
dotn.”

A special town meeting will
heid in Memorial hall Jiin° 22 to
what action the town will take
boat service between Vinalhav
and the mainland and to see h
much money they will provide
same.
CRIEHAVEN

Four days cf fcg. followed bv fol
days of heavy rain, and verv n
And all are comfortable and w
fed. Why should anv complain
Arrivals An Tuesday’s boa: w
Mrs. Leslie Wilson. M'? D ?n
Watson, Mrs. Eli/ -beth Barter Ml
Oram Simpscn and daughter Ri ,
Messrs. Ralph and Norman Wi.
Miss Constance Fletcher and :
friend and a coastguardsmj
are guests of friends here, wh!
NOTHING NEW BU

USABLE
ron iSAR.
HARD to find new

things? It’s easy to

find USED things,
full of usefulness

EASY TO FIND IN

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

YELLOW PAGES

TO LET

1

LIVER BILE

MISCELLANEOUS

over the week-er.o.

on the OvtMk

‘

4t*rcent, in t*16

lew nionths.

Johnston, accompanied him.

iNGd

uj-w

Lfifendeisl

•J®“
del. M. B A
M# Mala St., Tei. «7.

O. O- PERRT.
57-tf

U.S. HMDS US
vm rm or rooo

STRONG

-

IS AMOMG THOM
ftfCOMMCMOID IN THf
MUTBITIOM FOOD IUUS

CAT NUTRITIONAL

ft)

FOOD

ton Baked by NABISCC

Tuesday-Friday

esdav-Friday

VINALHAVEN

Dr. W. J. Hutchison, will deliver
ihe address at Union Church at the
11 o’clock service. All Masons and
members of the Eastern Star will
. rtend in observation of St. John’s
Day. There will be special music
t the chcir. At the evening service
tue pastor Rev. Charles Mitchell
will preach.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted MacDonald
mid laughters Olga and Edith ret uned Tuesday from Rcckland,
where Miss Olga underwent an ap; ■ ndix operation at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Herbert Patrick. Mrs Harry
( ernbs and Mrs. Joseph Hutchins,
p urned Saturday from Rockland.
Housekeepers at Union Church
C.;cle Thursday were Muriel Lane.
1., cille Carver, Betty Bragdon and
\I; Dexter. Those having Union
Church Circle table cloths, at home,
asked to return them.
Wendall 'Cocmbs of Springfield,
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
C Ider wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Clayter rei .rned Saturday from Fairfield, ac<•< mpanied by their son Ernest.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Ment Arey were
p sts Sunday c<f Mr. and Mrs. O. V.
D ew and at Camp “Dew Drop."
F ui L. Hamilton of the U. S. S.
M nandcck left Friday to report fcr
duty, having spent a few days with
im mother.
Mors improvements have been
11.. .de on Victory Square anl lcun• pm? on Main street and Deep Holii w, also on Memorial markers
.a,out town, by the Improvement
Club.
A collection of magazines, paper,
rubber and metal of all kinds, is
bi hi" made by the Women’s Counsel
if Civilian Defense. Citizens may
notify the-Motor Corps—Ada Creed,
1 belle Calderwood, Frances Oili hrest, Fronia Tolman or Mrs. Fred
Greenlaw, who will call and colleet.
Mrs. George Newbert entertained
at bridge Monday night at her
he me. lunch was served.
All children interested in singing
at an cut of door meeting to be held
at the Band stand on Victory Square
i the date to be announced > will
meet at Unicn Churrh vestry for re
hearsal. Tuesday at 6 p. m. The
icinmittee is Lizzie Greenlaw IsaG de Calderwood, Cora Peterson.
E telle Brown, Ruth Brown and
H* v Charles Mitchell.
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post, S.
el A L. decently installed: Herbert
I-i tetrson. captain; David Duncan,
jr 1st lieutenant; James Roberts,
2d lieutenant; adjutant and finance
officer. Orris Norwood; historian,
Jchn Wentworth; chaplain. Albert
Carver. Jr.; sergeant-at-arms, Rich
ard Dver: executive compsitt.ee,
Richard Shields, Timothy Lane,
Charles Doughty David Duncan Sr.
was installing officer and 1st Lieut.
Herbert Peterson was in the chair.
The next meeting will be in Sep
tember.
i
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday for
ih" last meeting in the nutrition
course. Supper was served.
The Discussion Club met Tues'day
Di- Rnlnh Earle chairman, subject
mu -Political and Economic Free
dom.”
A special town meeting will be
held in Memorial hall Jun° 22 to see
what action the town will take on
boat service between Vinalhaven
and the mainland and to see how
much money they will provide for
same.
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SALE
-ale Pit Ford whee’«.
^KSON or Tel. 765 W
___ ___________ 62*lt

CRIEHAVEN

for sale; also milch
|HIIL FARM. Union.
_______________ 62 64

Four days cf fcg. followed by four
days of heavy rain, and verv cool.
And all are comfortable and well
fed Whv should any complain.
Ai rivals bn Tuesday’s boat were
Mrs. Leslie Wilson. Mrs. Donald
Watson. Mrs. Elizabeth Barter. Mrs.
Oram Simpson and daughter Ruth,
Messrs. Ralph and Norman Wiison.

for sale, with bath,
titral location. Good
re ins rented Owner
hed or unfurnished.
pourler-Gazette. 62-tf
1S38 Chevrolet massedan. tires perfect,
lick paint, very clean
adlo and heater, $425.

Miss Constance Fletcher and girl
friend
and
a
coastguardsman
;.re guests of friends here, while

'K & SCN, Rocklnnd
__________ 62-64

iss for sale.
L. L.
Tel West Appleton
____________ 61*63
June 20. at E A.
nuinent works, Walp. desk, chairs, check
three parlor stoves,
ver for forge, wall
20" diameter. Iron
lleys, electric starter
tools and anv other
remises. Building alecond hand building
lg 3 chimneys. Any
accepted on any of
9 to 4 Saturdav or
Camden 2465, June

NOTHING NEW BUT*

USABLE
FOR YEARS
HARD to find new
things? It’s easy to

find USED things,

fii

full of usefulness.

lieirolet motors lor
vith shaft and bear
it Ford blocks, transialr parts for sale. R
Filey Lane
61*63
e. 76 acres, 8-room
sement. barn, crops
Included For quick
for poultry or diarv;
Ullage.
HAROLD L

EASY TO FIND IN

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
YELLOW PAGES

vroiet sedan and 193fl
and Model-B Ford
All good tires. Tel
ALTZ
61-63
In sets, Longfellow.
Whittier. Sir Wal}eray. Charles Reade.
story of England.”
(y odd books 22 MAgaiage. City.
60*62
ale
Tel 7-W. MRS*
,4 Pine St
60-62

The fifth annual High School
alumni banquet was held last Fri
day at Haven’s Inn Alumni and
guests numbered' 04
At tlie head table were President
and Mrs. Alton K. Caldeiwood.
Vice President and Mrs. Arthur
W. Beverage, Secretary and Trea
surer, Hiram Beverage. Supt. G.
A. Bragdon, Principal and Mrs.
Victor Walker, graduate Miss
Grace Beverage, (Emery Hopkins,
MINTURN
Mr. and Mrs George Moulton also a graduate, was unable to
have employment in Portland.
attend), guest speaker, Rev. Mr.
Mrs. Burleigh Staples and daugh Johnston, and the entertainment
ter Vera recently went to Bath.
ccmmittee, Mr. and Mrs. Roger
School Notes
Raymond and Miss Elinor Brown.
The seven-point children in the
A few moments of silent prayer
primary school are Franklin John
were
given in memory cf the boys
son. Vernard iStinson, Dorothy Da
i
in
the
service, then prayer was
vis. Janet Davis and Etta BuswpII.
Pupils receiving all A’s are Etta offered by Rev. Mr. Johnston
Buswell, Janet Davis, June Sadler, Everycne enjoyed to the utmost
Dorothy Davis, Rcnald Dunham,
Marion Turner, Franklin Jchnson, Are lobster and chicken banquet
prepared by Herman Crockett and
Lester Kent and Theresa Buswell.
Not absent for the term: Etta his staff and served by Mrs. Mau
Buswell, Janet Davis, June Sadler, rice Dyer, Mrs. Edward Beverage,
Lester Kent, Dorothy Davis and Mrs. Carl Beverage. Misses Phyl
Theresa Buswell.
Winners of spellng contest: lis Waterman. Marjcr.e ’Staples.
Theresa Buswell, Janet Davis, June Thelma Parsons and ERrtha Mills.
Sadler. Lester Kent, Franklin John
After the banquet the company
son and Dorothy Davis.
listened to an interesting talk c-n
Amount of War Savinsg Stamps
bought in primary room totaled Educa.iom by Rev. Mr. Johnston,
which was folic wed by a musical
$33.40.
School closed last Friday and the program: Vocal duet, “Last Night,”
children enjoyed a picnic at the l by Mrs. Harvey Calderwood and
schoolhouse.
At the Grammar school, the win Mrs. Frank Sampson; Clartnet
ners in the spelling contest for the solo by’ Mr. Jchr.stcn; singing
Spring term were Dcrothy Johnson ’ “God Bless America” by Mrs. Cal
and Ramona Davis, t e score for the derwood, Mr. and Mrs. Sampscn
girls. Charles McHennan won the and Mr. Johnston; and "Beautiful
prize for the boys.
Members of the graduating class Dreamer’ by Mr. and Mrs. Reger
are Arlene Davis, Dorothy Johnson Raymond; remarks ty Supt. G. A.
and Theo Buswell.
' Bragdcn. Principal Victor Walker.
Oorothy Johnson has never Miss Grace Beverage, and the
missed a day of schoci in all of her
| three past presidents cf the
nine school years.
Pupils receiving all A’s: Ramcna j Alumni Association. Harvey Cal
Davis; all As but one, Theo Bus- derwood, V. IL. Beverage and
well and Dorothy Davis.
Lloyd Crockett.
Song books were distributed
waiting a chance for a boat to land and favorite songs were sung by
at Matinicus Reck.
Many pieces of lumber have drift the company, a ter which the
ed into our coves the past two days. i guests withdrew to the reception
Silent messengers of disaster in the room while the annual business
far southeastern direction. God meeting was held and officers
grant that vessel and men are safe, elected: President. Arthur W.
wherever they may be.
Beveragei vice president. Harvey
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps j Calderwood; secretary and trea
surer, Hiram Beverage.

Unde Sam urges us to eat enough
of the whole grain foods, for war
time energy. Nabisco Shredded
Wheat is 100% whole wheat in its
most delicious form. It is a good
source of Vitamin Bi, per ounce

as eaten. Ask for it by the full
name—Nabisco Shredded Wheat.

KooMul

A7

MONHEGAN
Capt. Leslie Davis and Charles
Dyer went recently to Port Clyde
lor the day.
Miss Martha Perrine of Burling
ton, N. J. has opened her cottage.
Accompanying her was a guest;
and maid, Mrs. Mary Belzer.
Students, Betsy Pierce and Betty
Field of Lee Academy, and Virginia
Stanley of Old Town High have
[ returned home for the Summer
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stanley
were recent visitors in Thcmaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stanley
were guests the past week pf Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Davis of Thom
aston.
Capt. and Mrs. Manville Davis,
son Norman, and Capt. and Mrs.
Ford Davis have returned from
Pemaquid Point.
Carlos DavLs, Jr. of Port Clyde
i is employed at the Trailing Yew.
Mrs. Nellie Brackett went re
cently to Lewiston to see her
granddaughter Lucille Brackett
who is a patient in a hospital
there.
Mrs. Eleanor Kincaid of South
Portland has arrived and will be
here all Summer.
M.s. Vinal Foss is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ebert of
Old Lyme, Conn, have opened
their cottage for the season.
Lowell Brown, Jr. has returned
from Boston, and is guest of Mrs.
Freda Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dunbar of
Brookline, Mass, recently spent a
few days vacation in their cottage.
Capt. Manville Davis has sailed
on his first seining trip for this
season. In the crew are: Harvey
Cushman, Dwight Stanley, Everett
Carter and Ferdinand Day, all of
Monhegan; and Frank Rogers of
Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. William Mason of
Philadelphia, have opened their
cottage for the season.
Frank Hallowell of Boothbay
Harbor, warden, is guest of Mrs.
Freda Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. George Leonnard
Friday made a trip to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Timson of
Hyde Park. Mass., recently arrived
at their cottage. Mr. Timson will
return but Mrs. Timson will re
main and open her gift shop
Catherine Lewis of New York
city is guest at the Trailing Yew.
Capt. Raymond Chadwick again
bags a bit of “ocean surprises,”
This time it is a barrel of cylinder
oil. Kelp and seaweed were cling
ing to the rusty container, but the
oil was intact.
Mrs. Warner Taylor, and daugh
ter Lucia of Wisconsin, have
joined Mr. Taylor. They will oc
cupy the Fuller cottage.
School Closes
Schoci closed Friday with a pic
nic on “Pebble Beach.” Those en
joying the outing were: Mrs.
Geraldine Given, teacher; pupils,
Priscilla Burton, Anita Burton,
Hanley Day. Jr., Walter Green,
Norman Davis. Enid Stanley, Con
stance Given. Vinal Foss, Jr.,
Philip Orne and Leonebel Conna
way. The latter completed Grim
mer School this year. Guests
were; Virginia Stanley, “Betsy”
Pierce, “Bettv” Field. Mrs. Irene
Davis. Mrs. Clara Burton and son
Robert.
Pupils having the most perfect
attendance were Constance Given,
who missed only one day for the
school year, and Henley Day, Jr.,
who was not absent during the
Spring term. Those who were
not tardy for the entire year were:
Enid Stanley. Priscilla, and Anita
Burton and Constance Given.
Seven point pupils were; Con
stance Given, Anita Burton. Hen
ley Day. Jr., Walter Green and
Leonebel Connaway.
Mrs. Given and daughter Con
stance returned Saturday to their
home in Farrrington.

«J* _

U.S. NNM U
tm$ rvn or rooo
IS AMOMG TMOM

tport. Rockland. Owl»
(niaston. Cottages at
Desirable rents $15-

nutmtiom pooo

THURSTON.
_______ 54-tf

tuus

WILLIAM

23-W, West Meadow

CAT NUTRITIONAL

___________________ 57*62

last February by the Central Office
of Government Reports here, of
which Lowell Mellett. one of the
President
’s administrative assistants,
Gov. Brann Goes To Wash
is head. Kittredge was head of the
ington To Oust Scott
old National Emergency Council, of
Kittredge
which Mellett was head. This was
merged into the OGR. and Kittredge
Scott F. Kittredge, a native and iwas head of that till there was a re
former resident of Rockland, who organization and it was closed. Nowhas been a good-natured stormy more money is available, and Mel
lett said that naturally Kittredge
petrel in Knox County politics, is was
nominated for the job, on his
in the center of another discussion record.
in which the U. S. Senate has be
It is understood that the nominacome involved. The story is thus
told by the Press Herald’s Wash
ington Bureau:
The old familiar split in the
Maine Democratic party may soon
get an airing before a sub-commit
tee of the Senate Appropriations
Committee in relation to the con
firmation of Scott Kittredge for
head of the Maine Office of Gov
ernment Reports.
This pomination was sent in here

I

tion lo the Maine shipyards.
Senator McKellar believes the
best way to clear this all up is to
have a hearing and let everybody
state their objections and explana
tions. Date for hearing is not set
yet but with everybody wanting to
get away for vacation, it will prob
ably be soon. Fred A. Lancaster,
chairman of the Maine Democratic
State Committee, also has regis
tered objections to the Kittredge
confirmation, so the hearing may
turn into a goldfish bowl for Maine
Democratic politics, right on the
eve of an election.

*MakeY>urself a Bowl of

With plentiful supplies of Fresh
Carden Produce now available
at your First National Vege
table Department, a Carden
Salad is the thing to serve.
Cet all those important vita
mins, minerals the natural way.

EAST UNION
William Kearly has returned
home from Whitinsville, Mass.,
where he had employment the past
year.
x
Mrs. Chloe Mills and Mrs. Ella
Taylor were recent guests of Mrs.
Ida Watts.
Miss Margaretta Poe and Mrs.
Alfred Tiler of Baltimore are at
Beaver Camp which expect a full
registration this year.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. DavLs of Long
Island, N. Y. are visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. M Payson.
Margaret Torrey served as bal
lot clerk yesterday at the Pri
maries.
Norma Kearly has returned
from Blaine where she passed the
school year with her grand
parents.
Miss Hope Bcwley of South Hope
and Miss Thelma Hannon of Union
were week-end' guests of Mrs.
Jennie Payson.
Mr. andi Mrs. Donald McEd
wards
(Shirley
Morton)
are
pleasantly located at 125 Pacific
street. Santa Monica. Calif.
Howard Brooks has employ
ment at Snow Shipyards, Inc. in
Rockland.
Mrs. Mary F. Robbins

CAIN'S

FOR

FIRST NATIONAL

SUPER-MARKETS
331 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
PREE PARKING SPACE
FOR CUSTOMERS

24‘

RIB ROAST

LB.

Ac QT O 1 c

pt

Vinegar

$0' 12c

17c

’’iu*1

I

JAR

White Vinegar
PURf
Olive Oil SPANISH
Mazola Oil
Wesson Oil
LETTUCE

HOTTIE

PINT
TIN
PINT

TIN

2"°; 15*

2ies 29«

TOMATOES
e

GENUINE 1942 SPRING

LAMB LEGS

(Vitamins B-C)

CANTALOUPES

CHICKENS <vi,amins b c c) lb

SWEET-PINK MEAT

2

(Vitamins A Bl-C)

SUGAR CURED-WHOLE or HALF (Vitamins B-C)

*

SMOKED HAMS

lb 15C

SPINACH

LB

TO BROIL, FRY or ROAST-2 to 3*/2-LB AVERACE

FOR 29

CALIFORNIA JUICY (Vitamins A-B1-C)
ORANGES
2 ooz 55c
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST (Vitamin C)

MILDLY CURED CORNED BEEF (Vitamins A -B-C)

FANCY BRISKET

LEMONS

6

or

15c

FRESH CRISP (Vitamins A-C)

LEAN (Vitamins B-C)

SHOULDERS

GREEN BEANS
SMOKED

2

19c

2bchs

29c

WHITE CRISP

lb

CELERY

v'a'cns

BERMUDA STYLE-TEXAS CROWN

SALMON

HALIBUT

1-LB
ROLL

BROOKSIDE
NEW CRASS

FRESH NATIVE
LARCE SIZE

rilCCCC
^llRrfevC

MILK

CLUB
GINGER ALE ALLMILLBROOK
FLAVORS-Contents
CORN FLAKES
WHITE SPRAY

IZ

4 £^29’
20-OZ Cf
PKC

PURE MIRABEL
RASPBERRY or STRAWBERRY

1-LB
JAR
2-LB

PURE MIRABEL

PEANUT BUTTER

FINAS1

12-OZ
BOT

4 — 20'

KIRKMAN'S SOAP FLAKES 2^045'
3

soLf1

SUNBRITE CLEANSER

23'
TINS |

MY-T-FINE DESSERTS

PKC

3-LB ■
TIN 1

35 25

ch»oaK!0

RINSO
QUICK, EASIER
‘ LAUNDRY WORK

haves'

29t.2z

22

or 29 OZ
Richmond Peaches SLICED
HALVES TIN

Bartlett Pears -kVQ. " ”oz 22‘
30-OZ *>Oc
Del Monte FRSALAD?R
TIN A#
20-OZ
Ole
Pitted Cherries sour
IN HEAVY
SYRUP

30OZ
TIN

RICHMOND
* 119-oz 07<
SOLID RIPE
4 . TINS X/
MAINE
* 20-OZ •>*><
Fmast Corn COLDEN
SWEET 4 TINS XJ
19 OZ 3V
ALL
Finast Asparagus CREEN
TIN
yooz ^e<
Finast Succotash
X TINS XJ
(20-OZ 27'
Finast Whole Beets
. TINS
4-OZ
or
Mushrooms SLICED
TIN 23'
WHOLE

Tomatoes

Ssott Products

TINS 1

Waldorf Toilet Tissue 4 rolls 19*

FOODS

Paper Towels

SWAN
THE WHITE/LOATINC

SOAP FOR BABY. BATH
OR FINE LAUNDRY
MED
LCE
BAR

LOAVES

Canned Vegetables
s9‘

iii 16'

EDUCATOR CRAX
SWEETHEART

CLAPP'S

Finast Peaches

Prune Plums

SUNSHINE KRISPY CRACKERS«

CLAPP'S sra.ilNvf0 FOODS

VO -

JAR

VERMONT MAID SYRUP

WOODBURY'S

4-OZ

Canned Fruit Values

iy
46-OZ •g'y,
TIN

1-LB

forvet
me baked

TINS

tin

FINAST TOMATO JUICE

BREAD

14’/2-oz

12 OZ
TIN
TALL

CLOVERDALE
FANCY ALASKA

PINK SALMON

5 Long Loa"
Olde StyEe

OLD CURED
Guaranteed 12 Mos Old LB

LIBBY'S CORNED BEEF

49c

FOR
BETTER NUTRITION

DOZ.

EVANCELINE
EVAPORATED

pk. 49c

NEW POTATOES
’/s WATERMELON

I.B.

BUTTER
EGGS

17c

ONIONS TcM-'Ss 4 ns

LB.

MARMALADE

6'

25‘
27c
27c

.4o?Ae

NATIVE HOTHOUSE (Vitamins A-B1-C)

-

CHUCK ROAST

PRESERVES

31c

w

NATIVE ICEBERC (Vilamins A-C)

BONELESS OVEN or POT ROAST (Vilamins A-B-C.l

LARGE
PKGS.

40'

mr

French Dressing

35c

STEAKS & ROASTS

Ernest Marden of Pittsfield visit
ed Mrs. Francella Moody and True
Moody recently.

BUY
UNITED STATES

I AD
JMK

SALAD DRESSING

PORTERHOUSE & SIRLOIN

ham called Sunday on Mrs. Belle
Howes and Fred Wiley.

ICTORY

pt

Makes your favorite
seled taste better

SMOOTH, TASTY JAR AV

SPRY

FOR

_

MAYONNAISE
FINAST

BELMONT

Mr. and Mrs. George Knight of
Rockland and Mrs. Elonia Cunning

BONDS * STAMPS
Baked by NABISCO ... NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

lion of Kittredge stem- back lo
Maine's National Committeeman,
F. Harold Dubord. Wednesday, for
mer Oov Louis J. Brann arrived tc
see Senator McKellar of Tennessee.
Democrat, chairman of the Defi
ciencies Subcommittee of Appropri
ations. which is in charge of this
nomination. Brann didn't see Mc
Kellar but left memorandum lor
McKellar w’hich is supposed to have
been pretty hot. Brann indicates
that Kittredge has been dabbling in
Maine politics and has. in his capa
city as head of Government Reports,
been reporting about Brann's rela

In Another Row

Mrs. Mary F. Robbins whose
death occurred three days after
she had suffered a fractured hip,
was born in Union, June 10, 1856.,
daughter of George and Mary
(Barlow) Payson. She w’as married
Sept. 30. 1876 to Randall Robbins
and they celebrated their golden
wedding in 1926.
Mrs. Rcbbins was a life long
member of Pioneer Grange, hav
ing served es lecturer for several
years, also secretary, ,and held
the office of chaplain until failing
health caused her retirement five
years ago. She was a charter
member of Bethel Rebekah Lodge
and had served as noble grand.
A woman of literary ability, she
often trained the young pecple
in plays and speakirjg parts and is
kindly remembered by many of
the older residents who. returning
here, tell cf Mrs. Robbins having
started them in their life work.
She made her residence at the
old homestead, Mr. and Mrs. Ro
land Payson caring for her.
Survivors are her brother. Ed
ward- C. Payscn of Ro?kland; a
grandson, Holman Robbins of
South Union, and a great-grand
GROSS NECK
Miss
Esther
Genthner
has daughter. Ray Robbins.
returned heme after visiting rela
tives in Camden.
SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. John S rnmons were
Mrs.
J.
G. Packard, Mrs. Harold
in Rockland the past week.
Marriner
and
daughter, Jean, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and son,
and Mrs. Ira Packard attended
Mrs. Idella Wentworth and daugh Mr.
graduation exercises last Fri
ter Maxine and Mrs. Fred Libby of the at
Farmington Normal School.
I Camden were guests Saturday at day
Miss
Fiances
Marriner. who was a
J Melvin Genthner’s.
member of the graduating class
Hariy W. Creamer was a visitor there, returned heme with them.
Friday in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Graham, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace and Geneva Graham,, and Sherman
son Leland of Dutch Neck were Graham, all of Machias, were call
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Wil ers Saturday at the Packard home.
liam Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Zachowski
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and attended the graduation of their
family of North Waldoboro visited daughter. Miss Jennie Zachowski
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Frank last Friday from the Washington
Simmons.
State Normal School at Machias.
Those from this section who were Miss Zachowski and her brother
among the Rockland visitors the Fred, also a student there, returned
past week were Mrs. Eldora Gross. home with their parents.
Mrs. Marion Winchenbach, Mrs.
Raymond Robinson, who is en
Edith Wallace of Dutch Neck and gaged in defense work at Newark,
Mrs. Evelyn Winchenbach.
N. J., spent last week with Mrs.
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach. Miss Robinson and daughter Mrs. Went
Eleanor W nchenbach of West Wal worth Wilson.
doboro and Mrs. Reuben Chase and
Francis Kalile, who is employed at
son of New Harbor called Sunday the State Hospital in Bangor, was
on Mr. and Mrs. William Gross.
here Sunday to attend the funeral
Mrs. Charles Morse and daughter of Herbert K. Robbins.
of the village visited last Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Milbury Hunt and
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons. Mrs. Emma Hills, all of Belfast at
tended the meeting of Rosewood
Chapter, OILS, last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cunningham
of Bangor were guests recently of
Mrs. Elonia Cunningham and ac
companied by Mrs. Cunningham
and Mrs. Ralph Freeman and in
fant daughter, they also visited in
Augusta.
Mrs. George Matthews of Belfast,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay and
daughter Bertha of South Liberty,

/OT$ Bimff/

Ju'ole houses for sale,

coal. egg. atove. nut
lei. Nut size and run
ver aoft. not screened
I. B A O. O.
H. «7.
tt-U

Alumni Banquet

rood breakfast makes!

hdlng grass for sale,
double harness, one
>n. sleigh and riding
urnlture, one
hand
hose, gas refrlgerav
W L MERRIAM.
7-5
59*64

in for sale.

Harry Babbidge of Islesboro
with crew of men has begun the
work of repairing the wharf which
has recently been bought by ths
town from Mrs. Etta Noyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beverage
and son John. Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Raymond and Mr. and Mrs.
Elston Beverage were in Rock
lar.d Saturday to attend the wed
ding of their son and brother
Gerald Beverage to Miss Viola
Joy of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Andirew Gilchrist
and son Mack of Vinalhaven were
callers in town Sunday.
Kenneth Mills was home from
Rockland over the week-end.
Miss Clara Waterman, Miss Jane
Thatcher and Capt. and Mrs.
Christensen wrere week-end guests
of Miss Watermans parents Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Waterman.
Children from the Thorofare
Primary School who have not
been absent during the Spring
term are Rosanne Burgess, Mary
Baird, Lois Brcwn, Be dine Mac
Donald, Elaine and Corice Gillis
and Elmer Hopkins. Jr. Children
not tardy during the year are
Rosanne Burgess. Mary Lou Baird,
Daniel Brown, Jeanette Hopkins,
Rose Marie Baird. Elaine Gillis.
Eleanor Stone, Elmer Hopkins, Jr.
and Corinne Mills. Eladne Gillis is
the cnly pupil who was neither
absent nor tardy during the en
tire year.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Beverage
were home from Meriden, Ccnn.
to attend the graduation exercises
and Alumni banquet. They re
turned to Meriden Saturday ac
companied by their daughter
Grace.

What a difference

■n combination, for
HARDS, 85 Bay View
N 2365 _•___
60*62

A

Mrs. Clara Olson has returned
from a visit with friends in Con
cord, N. H.
Rev. Paul Syster Is passing a two
weeks vacation with his parents in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Patricia Fifield spent the week
end with her cousin Beth Blood.
Mrs. Herman Walker with Mar
garet and Ann left this week to join
Mr. Walker at Fall River. They
were accompanied by Mrs. Frank
Webb.
Connie Coombs is home from
Bangor Business College for the
Summer.
Caiolyn
Billings
is
visiting
friends in Boston.
Robert Condon, who is employed
at the Yacht Basin, passed tlie
week-end in Brooksville.
Mr. arid Mrs. Donald Carter, who
were called from Portsmouth by
the illness of Mr. Carter’s mother
Mrs. Jennie Carter, have returned
home.
Mrs. Cora Gross, who has been
employed in Sedgewick for several
years, has returned home on ac
count of ill health.
The Stonington to Bangor motor
express service which has been
conducted by Charles Cleveland
has been sold to Roy Eaton.
Pauline Fifield is passing a few
weeks with her mother Mrs. Doro
thy Conley in Belfast.
Mrs. Elizabeth McQuarrie and
daughter Patricia of Lewiston, are
guests of her mother Mrs. Arthur
Billings.
Mrs. Natalie Jones of Virginia is
visiting her mother Mrs. Samuel
Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutchinson are
moving to a little house at Green
Head for the Summer to be nearer
Mr. Hutchinson’s work.
Capt. and Mrs.. Walter Hutchin
son of Little Deer Isle have an
nounced the engagement c.f their
daughter Hazel Carolyn to Harold
Stevens of Auburn, Mass., formerly
of this town.
Laura Austin is home after com
pleting two years at the Zion Bible
Institute at East Providence, R. I.,
making an average for the two years
of 99.5 percent. During the Sum
mer she will do church work in
Northern Maine.
Selinda Greenlaw is home from
Roxbury, Mass., for a two weeks
vacation.
Louis Eaton is ill at his heme
here.
At the meeting of the Rodney
Stinson Post. A.L., held Thursday,
these officers were elected; Harold
Small, commander; Gerolamo Bettrice, second commander; L. G.
Tewksbury, adjutant; Gordon Mac
Kay, finance officer.

NORTH HAVEN
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THOMASTON
Gwendolyn Thornton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Thornton,
Brooklyn Heights, celebrated her
seventh birthday Sunday after
noon by entertaining several young
friends at a party. The table deco
rations were in form of a minia
ture circus, flags, animals and
balloons. Ice cream and cake were
served. Those present were Louise
Seekins, Martha Jack. Gail Treat,
Eleanor Glidden, Kathleen Libby,
Janet Seekins, Pauline Keizer.
Eleanor Shields. Lots James, Mary
Greenleaf and Patricia Anderson.
Those assisting Mrs. Thornton
were Mrs. Margaret Johnson and
Mrs. Hilder Anderson.
MLss 'Leah Tillson, student nurse
at the Maine General Hospital.
Portland arrived Tuesday to spend
three weeks with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Tilson.
Mtss Joyce Whitehill was guest
of honor at a surprise birthday
party Monday night at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry,
Jr. Warren. Games and music
were the features of the evening
after which Miss Whitehill re
ceived many lovely gifts. Refresh
ments were served, including a
beautifully
decorated
birthday
cake made by Mrs. Perry. Those
present were Miss Virginia Willey,
Miss Verna Robinson, Miss Irene
Simmons, Miss Ella Simmons.
Miss Phyllis Perry,. Clifton Meser
vey, Carl Perry7, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Perry’ all of Warren, Ed
ward Thurston and Miss Martha
Willson of Thomaston.
Howard Rowell, Jr. went Satur
day to New York City, where he
was met by his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Rowedl. They left
for Hudson. N. Y., were overnight
guests there, enroute to Earlton,
N. Y.. where he will spend the
Summer.
Mrs. Arthur Cullen and children
Edward, Frederick and Vada who
have been spending a few days
with her mother Mrs. Elimus
Morse, have returned to their
home In Portland. Edward was
supper guest Friday of Miss Pa
tricia Roes.
The We-Two Club was enter
tained Monday by Mr. and Mrs
Lawrence Carroll and Mr. and
Mrs. Stephen Lavender at the lat
ter's home. A picnic suipper was
served and plans were made for
the next meeting Mr. and Mrs.
Forest Stone and Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Staples having charge of
preparations. Others present were
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grafton. Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Stone, Mr. and
Mrs. Rcbert H. Mayo, Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Knights and Lieut,
and Mrs. J Edward Marks.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Buzinski
returned to Portland. Monday
after spending a few days with
Mrs. Bteinski’s parents Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Tillson.
*
Mrs. Ellis Young who has been
a surgical patient at Knox Hos
pital, for several days, returned
home Tuesday.
Mayflower Temple. P. S. wiH
meet tonight, supper to be at 6.
The committee consists cf Mrs.

Blanche

Wilson,

Tuesday-Friday
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Mrs.

Blanche

Everett and Mrs. Ora Woodcock.
Those not solicited
will
take

sweets.
Mrs. Blanche Vose entertained
at cards Saturday aftemocn, pre
ceded by a luncheon. Those pres
ent were Mrs. Lilia Ames, Mrs. Ed
gar Ames. Mrs. Gertrude Lineken,
Mrs. Grace Andrew1, Mrs. Florence Gardiner, Mrs. Josephine
Stone. Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs.
Blanche Lermond, Mrs. Alton
Grover, and Miss Helen Studley
all of Thomaston and Mrs. Edgar
Lineken of Burlington, Vt.
Mrs. Earl Starrett is in Bostcn
to join her mother Mrs. Victor LeSan who is spending a few days
there while her sen Albert LeSan
receives treatment at the Rcbert
Brigham Hospital. Mr. LeSan ex
pects to be released from the hos
pital Saturday, and will then go
to Frankfort to be guest of his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Victor LeSan.
The Star Circle met Tuesday at
the home of Mrs. Leila Smalley’s
After a short business meeting the
evening was spent socially. Those
present were Mrs. Josie Stone.
Mrs. Emma Young. Miss Helen
Duncan. Mrs. Blanch Lermond,
Mrs. Serna Biggers. Mrs. Martha
Jack and Mrs. Dorothy Libby.
The South Warren Grange
Circle was entertained at the Iiome
of Mrs. Charles Copeland of Warrep. Those from here attending
were Mrs. Ada Winchenbach. Mrs.
Estelle Newbert. Mrs. Bertha
Lovejoy A delightful dinner was
served at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ahern who
have been visiting with their
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Wendell Fifield, Old Lyme.
Conn., returned home Wednesday.
Miss Helen Studley entertained

Rector Resigns

The Reverend Herbert Pulsifer
for the past six years pastor of St.
John’s Church, Thomaston and St.
George's Church, Long Cove, has re
signed and retired to live with his
family at their home in Portland.
His resignation will be a distinct
loss to these two parishes and the
prayers and good wishes of his peo
ple go with him in his well earned
retirement.
Bishop Loring has appointed The
Rev. Fr. Kenyon, Rector of St.
Peter’s Church,' Rockland as Priestin-charge of the two parishes.
On Sunday at St. John’s in Thom
aston there will be a Parish Eucha
rist at 10.30 a. m. The services at
St. George’s Church, Long Cove will
not begin until July.

ing was held, plans being made for
the next picnic to be held in July
at the home of Mrs. Selma Big
gers, the date to be announced.

Paul Starrett. son of Mr. and
Mr. and Earl Starrett is guest of
his aunt Mrs. Albert LcSan, Mont
ville for a few weeks.
Mrs. Orrin Creamer of Bristol.
R. I., arrived Tuesday and1 is
spending three weeks with her
family.
The next stated meeting of
Grace Chapter. O.ES. will be
Wednesday preceded by a covered
dish supper in charge of Mrs.
Leila Smalley.
Lcuis Stone, Peter Lynch. James
Dana, Lawrence Chapman and
George Sullivan are employed for
the Summer at First National
Super Market, Rockland, and Ed
win Leach is employed at Perry’s
Super Market.
The Rug Club met Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Olive Fales,
South Warren, with a delgihtful
dinner served at noon. Those at
tending w re Mrs. Laura Cope
land. Mrs. Edna Barrett, Mrs.
Doris Maxey, Mrs. Lula Libby.
Miss Jeanettp Robinson. Mrs. Ra
chel Overlock. Mrs. Doris Spear,
Mrs. Olive Brazier and Mrs. Ma
rlon Grafton.
A delightful program was given
by the Epworth League Tuesday
at the Federated Church. The pro
gram consisted of: Trio, “Dream
of
the Shepherdess,'' Eleanor
Gregory. “Betty" Fales and Jean
Gilchrest; piano solo, “The Fairy
Barque,”
Constance
Knights;
duct.. “Remember Pearl Harbor"
and “Three Little Sisters,” Robert
and Richard MacFarland; trom
bone solo. ‘"Norwegian Dance,’’
(Roy Swan holm; Harry Lauder
songs, John Creighton; piano
minuet, Sally Gilchrest; saxophone
solo. “When you Wore a Tulip”
and “Whispering," Gordon Reed;
quartet, “Mv Buddie" and “I'll
Pray for You," Mildred1 Leach,
Jean Gilchrest. Ruth Miller and
Eleanor Gregory, accompanied by
“Betty" Fales; piano solo im
promptu, John Dana; song. “The
Man on the Flying Trapeze", Jchn
■Creighton; and accordion solo, “O
Solo Mio," James Dana.
In the Churches

St John's Church Sunday at
I 10.30. service by Rev. E. O. Ken
yon of Rockland.
St. Bernard's Catholic Church,
Rockland. Mass at 8 and 10.45.
Federated
Church:
Sunday
Schocl at 9.45. consisting cif the
i children's day program. All classes
i will meet in the vestry. Worship
j at 11. subject “A Fundamental
; Question," Anthem. “Let not Your
I Heart be Troubled ” (Adams).
Evening service at 7, subject
“Practice of Intercession"
Baptist Church. Sunday School
meets at 9.45; worship at 11. sub
| ject “Is Heaven a Mvth." 1st an
i them “I Am Alpha and Omega"
I (Sir John Stainer) second ai>
, them. “The Crosis" (James Ecker),
with incidental sclo by Raymond
Green. Mrs. Amy Tripp, organist.
Evening service af 7. There will
be a special program in the eve
ning. toy Gorden Teague of Wey
mouth. Mass. He will play and
give the story of “Thoughts While
Strolling” (Wilson). “To a Lilly"
(Hodson). “Star Dust"
(Carmicheli, “My Jesus I Love Thee"
(De Rees). “Deep Purple." (DeRose); “Star Spangled Barner"
(Key) and “Largo," New World
Symphony (Dvorak).

GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Woodward
have moved to the Hall tenement
on Warrenton street.

I Mrs. George Woodward spent the
, week-end in Machias with her par
ents.

Twenty-seven members were pres- C. E. Gregory's.
ent. A pionic supper was served. I David Eaton is attending an
after which a short business meet- N.Y-A. School in Houlton.

SKILLED MEN AND WOMEN NEEDED
TO WORK ON AIRPLANES FOR ARMY AIR FORCES
AT ARMY AIR BASE, BANGOR, MAINE
Automobile Mechanics

Experienced Service Station

Carpenters
Canvas and Leather Workers

Attendants
Watchmakers
Stenographers and Typists
Machinists
Tinsmiths
Welders
Electricians
%
Warehouse Men
Service-Parts Men
Sheet Metal Workers
Stockroom Men
Automobile Accessories Men
Inventory Men
Office Supervision (Men)

File Clerks
Painters
Fabric Workers
Tool Makers
Draftsmen

Offire—Machine Repairmen
Battery Men
Blacksmiths
Truck Drivers
Auto Body Repairmen

Cabinet Makers
Refrigerator Maintenance Men

Civil and Mechanical Engineers
Locksmiths
Pattern Makers
Teletypists

Civil Service Rates of Pay A all Benefits—Sick and Annual Leave
Interviews 8-U a. M. and 1-4 P. M. Daily
Apply at the main gate. Air Base on Hammond St., Bangor Me.
If unable to apply in person, write to—
AIR CORPS EMPLOYMENT OFFICER
DOW SUB-DEPOT, DOW FIELD, BANGOR. MAINE
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marked Class Night for Camden
Seniors. Ctass colors of green and
white were carried out in the stage
decorations. wi|h large white
figures, ”1642'' as a background
and fragrant syringas and ever
green banking tile orchestra pit.
The hcuse was filled to oapacity
with relatives and friends.
The
processional,
“National
Champs" was played by the High
Schocl Orchestra and the long
line of 55 seniors, 35 girls and 20
boys, entered the hall w’ith their
president. Charles Emery Calder
wood. leading. Tire stately Juniors
led by Douglas Libby, followed
and occupied the first three rows
at the front. Prayer was offered
by Edward Manning.
“Tonight is cur night to howl"
breezed Peter Paul MtoGrath. This
was his introduction of the Class
History—“and we’re going to.”
Reminiscing, he went back to their
freshman reception and other out
standing features of their first
year—their election of officers
President. Charles Calderwood;
vice president. Clyde Bartlett; sec
retary, Phyllis Arnold; and trea
surer, Kenneth Goodman. ThLs
was the year that six-man foot
ball was intrcduiced. Basketball
followed and "Three Little Fishes'
charmingly presented at the fa
mous “Follies" that year, by their
vocal representative. Hazel Crook
er, wore indelibly marked as
memories.
The Sophomore year came
along with the natural course of
events and a flowery compliment
was handed to Miss Keating as an
excellent Class Adlvisor, with the
recommendation to the under
grads that they procure her as
their advisor if possible. That
year there was a party at the Sncw
Bowl at which Ken Goodman was
the center of attraction along with
Mr. Richards who tried to waltz
to a fox-trot. Hi-Y was formed
also the Student Council.
Their Junior year. Miss Ethel
Oliver was added to the High
School faculty. Royalty entered
the class this particular year when
Doris Moody became Carnival
Queen.
In the Spring.. Junior
Prize Speaking was held with
prizes going to Phyllis Arnold and
Courtney Borden; Kenneth Good
man and Don Crawford. The clans
was thrilled to march at the
graduation of 1941.
At last these live-wires became
Seniors, who actually enjoyed the
newcoming Freshmen with a de
light they had previously not real
ized. At the Freshman Reception,
the laughs were on thc Seniors as
Brewster Jameson, given a subject
to speak on. presented a first-class
oration, much their great surprise.
Athletics followed along abcut as
usual.
Dec. 9 marked the fifth
consecutive day that Tom Aylward was not tardy. The play
“Seventeen" was 'a great success
and the French Class made the
yearly tour of Quebec. Peter in
vited everyone back in about 30
years and he wculd finish thc
history.
Selma Lois Heal, a popular girl
in her class, read the Will, which
was signed and sealed—a very im
pressive locking document. There
were most amusing bequests to
the undergraduates to take ever
where she and her class-mates
l^ave off. Next came a selection
by the orchestra.
An unusual essay by Phyllis Ar
nold was given in a most efficient
manner, her subject being “Old
Lady Literature and Her Four
Children." She portrayed Mother
Literature as the daughter of Fact
and Fiction as life-long friends,
furnishing deeper understanding
to those who take the time to con
sult them. Mrs. Literature is
thought to be wedded to Music;
their children, Poetry comprising
words and rythm, truth and
beauty; Drama, best thought of
in the Shakespearian Period with
representatives, George Bernard
Shaw and Eugene O'Neil; Roman
tic and Realistic Fiction, usually
the best sellers and the step-son.
History, expressing the customs of
civilization, just about fulfill the
pattern designed by their mother.
Old Lady Literature.
Mysterious magic entered thc
stage at this point when upon the
extinguishing of all lights, there
could faintly be seen the Great
Braino, (Kenneth Goodman) wear
ing a mondcle and Hindu turban.
Seated across the table (from his
wife and great assistant, Catherine
Glaentzel, he laid plans to really
prophesy great things for the
graduating class. Over the crystal

Despite the inclement weather,
the test blackout and gasoline and
tire rationing, approximately 100
members and guests were present
at the Rockport High School Alumni
banquet and business meeting Wed
nesday night at Masonic Hall and
the affair was pronounced as one of
the most enjoyable in the history cf
the organization
At 6.30 a turkey banquet was
served by Harbor Light Chapter,
O.ES. The tables were attractive
with bouquets of vari-colored cut
flowers and favors appropriate to
Flag Day. Greetings were extend
ed to those present with special
greetings to the honor guests, the
Class of 1942, by the Association
president, Bertram Gardner, class
president Daniel Andrews fittingly
responding.
Annual reports of the Association
were read by Secretary Miss Mildred
Graffam, Treasurer Mrs. Veda
Brown and chairman of Educational
Committee, Mrs. Mabel Withee.
At this point John M. Richardson
of Rockland, a former Rockport
High School teacher, who holds a
cherished spot in the hearts of his
former pupils, was given a hearty
welcome.
The secretary read the roll call of
classes and remarks were made by
representatives of the five-year
classes, Clifton C. Lufkin responding
for the class of 1897; Wesley Leland
of Elgin. Ill., by letter for the class
of 1902; Mrs. Diana Pitts, 1907; Mrs.
Gladys Keller, 1917; Oliver Ingra
ham, 1923; Doris Graffam. 1927;
and Earle Achorn, 1932.
The oldest class represented was
1891 and the Class of 1940 had the
largest representation.

It was voted to send greetings to
the more than 20 Association mem
bers engaged in Army and Navy
service, and all stood for a moment
with bowed heads as a tribute of re
spect to the memory of the three
members, Mrs. Addie Jenkins, 1885,
Mrs. Mary St. Clair. 1890, and Mrs.
Mary Hall Butler, 1906, who had
died during the year.
As a result of the nominating
committee's report, these officers and
committees were elected to serve
for the ensuing year: President.
Earle Achorn; vice president, Alton
Crone; secretary, Elizabeth Smith;
treasurer, Marion Richards; chair
man of Executive Committee. Lida
G. Champney; nominating commit
tee for 1943, Ernest Crockett, Dora
Packard, Philip Spear. This pro
gram cf musical numbers was pre
sented Piano solo, Mrs. Georgia
Rhodes; vocal solos, Donald Welt,
with Miss Arlene Tominski, accom
panist; vocal duet, Rev. and Mrs.
C. V. Overman Mrs. Oladys Keller,
accomppanist.
Due to the test blackout, sched
uled for 9 o’clock, many present who
were Civilian Defense workers were
obliged to leave at this time; conse
quently, it was decided to delay the
program until their return as all

main attraction of the evening's
were anxious to avail themselves of
the treat which they knew was in
store. The hall not being arranged
for a blackout it was necessary to
extinguish all lights during the test,
but the time was enjoyably spent
with group singing of old songs with
Keith Crockett and the Class of 1942
leading, and brief remarks were
made by various members.
When all had returned from De
fense duty order was resumed and
President Gardner, who also served
as toastmaster, introduced the guest
speaker, Frank A. Winslow, editor
of The Courier-Gazette, who has
spoken a number of times before va
rious local organizations, and who
at this time received a great ovation.
His talk, as usual, was highly inter
esting and the time, though the
hour was late, passed all too quick
ly. He chose as his subject “High
lights of the Trips I have taken dur
ing the last Nine Years," preceding
that part of his address with relat
ing humorous experiences during
his school days, his entire talk being
especially appropriate for this par
ticular occasion.
Unison singing of ‘America” was
the final number bringing to a
close the happy evening.
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The most popular style plug
in a fine assortment of colors.
Complete with treble hooks and
will give a fine darting action.

each 49c

Our finest black silk **ni'
waterproof, and testing 13 ,b
50 yards to a spool and abs<i
lately guaranteed to give sat nfaction.

Spool $1.29
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Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Eaton and
three children cf Rockport were
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Of Tired Kidneys

Camden Motor Corps

_____
I
The Methodist Church observed James Wentworth of Connecticut
Flag Day Sunday, also Its flrst is visiting here and in Hope.
Mrs. Linwood Bowen and sons. Will Benefit From Next Fri- I
Banquet Enjoyed and Class quarterly conference. The pastor Laddie
and Paul of Bangor have ar
day’s Show At Camden
Ties Renewed At Annual
was
bv the strict superI ICb neiieweu Hl HllllUdl
intendent. Rev. H. F. Aldrich who rived with Mrs. Paul Young of
Theatre
Get-Together
gave an inspiring sermon, and Orono at their ffouse in Lincolnville
------' special music was sung by the choir. Beach. They attended the Alumni
The Camden Motor Corps has
L velv and pleasurable through- Presentation of a silk flag for the banquet at the Grange ball.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Dorr
are
scheduled
a giant benefit shew at
out. the annual meeting and ban- !?dlt€riTu™ was . made toy ™rs'
. r
j
tti
« i. , .,
Emma L. Torrey in memory of her attending the Maine Baptist Con the New Camden Theatre on June
quet of Camden Highschool Alum- husband, Capt. Ernest M. Torrey, vention in Bangor this week.
26. The purpose Ls to raise as much
ni Association scaled a new peak in gilk flags were also used from The annual meeting of the Home
money
as possible for much needed
for
Aged
Women
Corporation
was
congenial spirit Tuesday night at , Fred A. Norwood Woman's Relief
held
at
the
Home,
Thursday
and
equipment
for local emergency am
the Megunticook Grange hall. A <*»PS The evening service was in
charge of Miss Annie Richards. these officers were elected: Presi bulances. The Motcr Corps in co
“douhie decker" arrangement of The Relief Corps will hold Flag dent Dr. Millard B. Long; vice pres operation with Manager Maxson has
both floors was used to accommodate Day exercises tonight and each idents, Mrs. J. G. Hutchins; Miss M. arranged for Nelson Eddy in the
the diners who assembled to the member is asked to take part in Louisa Codman: secretary. Mrs. L. •‘Chocolate Soldier." and the stage
number of more than 150. feasting the program. The delegate, Mrs, L. Sykes; treasurer, Mrs. Arthur attractions will be announced later.
merrily and well on a full course Cacildia L. Cain will read a report Walker; trustees: T. W. McKay, Tickets for this show are on sale
'Charles Swan, Miss Emma Alden; now.
chicken dinner, the Grange cater on the Convention.
auditor, Charles C. Wood, managers’
The following Camden women are
The
Trytohelp
Club
met
Mon

ing. The class of 1942 were honor
committee
admission: Mrs. C. members of this important organi
guests Dainty evening gowns of the day night at the home of Mrs. Wilkes Babb,onMrs.
James G. Hutch zation and are in charge of ticket
“sweet girl graduates" formed a Edith Overlook. Next week Miss ins, Mrs. J. H. Hobbs.
M. L. sales: Mrs. Erma Grover. Corp
colorful section in their bloc of 55 Edith Wall will be hostess at her Codman and Mrs. Fred Miss
Gould.
chairman of drive; ticket commit
members.
home on Richards Hill.
trip to Lincolnville Center will tee. Miss Marion Spurling. Mrs.
A. Burton Stevenson, Jr. '22, as Wilbur McDonald has returned beA taken
by the Pedigreed Ethel Anderson. Miss Louenna I-ensong leader, interspersed vocal har to his home on Camden road after Peddlars. Sunday
Robert Morris, student fest, Mrs. Glenys Gross. The fol
monies in rousing style with Roger spending a few days in Beverly, pastor at the Old Church, has invit
lowing will assist the committee
Calderwood, High School musical Mass.
ed the group to attend evening ves Lieut Dora Packard, 2d Lieut. Don
director, supplying the accompani
Charles L. Veazie, who suffered pers, followed by old-fashioned sing Lankton, Sgt. Eleanor Hansen.
ment.
an
ill turn, ten days ago. remains ing. The group will leave Camden Corps, Evelyn Wilson. Florence
Stepping the program along in
at 5.30, have supper at the Lincoln Good. Pearl Knight, Jeun e Small:
very
ill at his home.
smart tempo, the energetic presi
Billy and George Nash of Cam ville Center Community Hall and Pvts. Betty Plaisted. Nacmi Felton
dent. David Nichols. ’33, briefly re
den
spent the week-end with their attend church services at 8 o’clock. Anna Biffin, Joscpphine, Milliken.
viewed the accomplishments of the
Community Hospital: Medical Alvra Eaton, Eva Gray, Harriet
grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Roland
past year—two successful book sales
patients are: Mrs. Annie Kidder. Marshall, Barbara Wadsworth Ma
Crockett.
and a get-together—and then ac
Mrs. Ruth Greenlaw. Mrs. Jennie
Miss Caroline Burns, youngest Chase and Rudolph Shultz; surgi rion Wadsworth. Frances Na-li.
corded recognition to the reunion
classes of 1912, 1917 and 1937, re daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orris cal patients. Miss Carolyn Burns of Hazel Knight, Mabie Wright. Vet
sponses to which were heard from Burns, entered Community Hos Rockport. A daughter was born nice Robbins, Margaret Ackman.
Marguerite Farnsworth Barrett, pital Wednesday for a tonsil op June 10 to Mr. and Mrs. Merton Muriel Young. Alice Clancy. Natal e
Smith. Sara Hary. Kathaline H> i'd,
Evelyn Wood Dougherty and Wil eration.
Johnson; a daughter was born, Ethel Savage. Alice Yate , Katha
The Thimble Club met Wednes June 17 to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mc
liam Hardy, respect veiy.
Past
lcen Brown.
presidents of the Alumni Associa day with Mrs. Myra Giles for an Cobb.
tion were represented by Charles C. ' afternoon of sewing.
John Plaisted celebrated, his sixth
Jascha Brodsky’ of the Curtis birthday Wednesday afternoon at
Wood, ’06. A. Burton Stevenson, '22
String Quartet arrived Wednesday his home on Bonnie Brae street by
and Ethel Oliver, '30.
Greetings from the Seniors were and will spend tbe Summer at entertaining a group of friends. A
extended by their president, Charles the heme of Mrs. Annie Spear. back yard party had been planned, The Lot of Camden Men Who
Calderwood. who voiced apprecia Mrs. . Brodsky’ has gone to Ken but due to the rain, hamburgers and
Assaulted An Aged
tion of the courtesies to his class tucky to spend several weeks with hot dogs were served indoors with
and pledged the support of '42 in her mother.
ice cream and birthday cake. Miss
Citizen
Among those from the Baptist Marion Spurling told stories and
the Alumni rolls. J. Herbert Gould.
’06 paid tribute to those alumni new Church who have been in Bangor helped to entertain the young
Jerry Murphy and Gilford Payin the armed forces, one of whom— this week to attend the State Con guests. Those present were James son, of Hope were sentenced to lour
Francis Pellerin, '39 of the Army vention are 'Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Sylvester. Douglas Joy, Douglas i months in the county jail yesterday
Air Corps, was present in uniform, overman. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Green. Thomas and Robert Man I by Judge Zelma Dwinal and were
A detailed report of the Associa Walker and granddaughter Marunn ning, Bruce Young, Willis Monroe, committed at once. The charges,
tion’s activities was read by the sec Lane, Misses Beatrice Marston, Del Babb, Dean Mayhew and Kath on w’hich they were found guilty
retary, MLss Ogier, and the treas Helen Marston and Norma Hoyle. erine Hobbs.
and sentenced, arose from a brutal
Youth Sunday will be observed at and unwarranted attack on an aged
District Deputy Grand Matron
urer. Miss Dougherty, reported a
balance on hand of $99.C0 "the ■ Nellie Staples announces that a the Methodist Church at the 10 30 Camden man late Wednesday night,
most encouraging financial status School of Instruction for the O. o'clock worship. A special offering when they were alleged to have been
in years. These reports which in E. S 11th District will be held July will be received for the Youth Stu in an intoxicated condition.
dicated the aggressive leadership 14 in Camden. Golden Rod Chap dent Loan Fund. There will be bap
According to evidence in court,
ter of Rockland will exemplify the tisms of children and awards pre they had been operating a tractor
were approved and accepted.
One of the thoughtful and kindly work and dinner will 'be served' by sented to deserving Sunday School on upper Washington street in Cam
pupils. There will be no school den and had become stuck short
features of th s association Ls its re Seaside Chapter.
membrance of deceased members, a
William Harms arrived from session at 11.45 this Sunday. Dedi ly after the blackout. They then
special “In Memoriam" reference Philadelphia Monday to spend the cation of the new Hymnals of demanded help of Calvin Ame 73,
being made yearly by Charles C Sumimer at his home on Pascal American Youth will take place. who, because of his advanced years
The theme of the evening sermon and infirmities were forced to re
Wood. The names to be inscribed avenue.
this year on the records are those
There will be no service in tbe will be “The Cultivating of a Happy fuse their requests. Becoming an
Mary Parker Talbot, Georgia Has Methodist Church next Sunday at Disposition.” The children’s choir gered, they attacked him and se
kell Hobbs, Mabel Barstow, Gordon 11 a. m. on acccunt of tbe St. will participate in the evening serv verely beat him about the head and
j body, inflicting painful injuries.
Skewes and Virginia Stetson, also John’s Day Service at the Baptist ice.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Beukleman The arrests were made by State
several ethers’from previous years. Church at that hour. The Sun
Mr. Wood also gave the interest day iSchcol however, will be held and children will attend “Town and Police Officer Henry G Roper, as
ing reminiscence of the Associa as usual at 10 a. m. and at 7 p. m. Country Church Conference" at sisted by Fire Chief Alan Payson
and Emertcn Gross, all of Camden
tion's founding, mentioning that there will be a children's day pro Ocean Park from June 23-27.
Alfaretta May Cassens. widow
the charter members were 51 in gram and an observance of ofMrs.
Fred Cassens, died last night at
number which is less than the total Father’s Day.
a whole a success here. There were
her
home in this town.
of this year’s graduating class. The
Maurice Kalloch and Everett
a few' minor violations. In view of
The
Baptist
Church
School
will
first president was the late Jesse H. Hendricks received bad injuries convene Sunday at 9.45. Worship these errors, the public needs to be
Ogier (his daughter. Dors B. Ogier, Tuesday afternoon when the car
service will be at 11 with sermon by more informed on the whistles and
is the present secretary); vice in which they were riding .sfcifl- the pastor; evening service of song their meanings. When the siren,
president, Lelia Bucklin French; dd on a soft shouder near tbe and message at 7. The Chadavae patrol the sectors, this Ls to not itv
secretary-treasurer, Lena Cleve residence ol Lester Shibles. Beech Class will meet at 8. Thursday the civilian defense workers a.s well
land.
street and ran into a tree stump.
as the public that there Ls an aler'
A nominating committee appoint Kallcch was thrown through the prayer and praise service will be on. but the actual blackout is not
at
7.30.
ed by the president was comprised windshield,
______
receiving bad cuts
required until the general alarm l
Results of Blackout
of Elisha R chards, Ethel Oliver 1 aljout the. face and Hendricks resounded.
The blackout Wednesday was as
and Margaret Crcckett.
Th°ir ceived a broken ankle and other
The first alert call came in at.
candidates, duly elected, were: Dr. minor injuries. They were taken
9.14'£. The second call was received
Judson P. Lord. ’29. president; Ed to Community Hospital for treat Marblehead,
Mass.;
and
two 14 minutes later; tire third, wliirdi
ward Manning. ’34. vice president; ment but returned to their homes nieces, Mrs. Paui 'L. Brocks of is the call for public alarm, was re
Doris Ogier, ’19, secretary; Henri that night.
Fairfield, Conn., and Mrs. Addie ceived at 9.39 This is thc period
etta Martin, ’10, treasurer; SeraMembers of St. Paul's Ledge F. L. Kennedy of Sw’ampscott, Mass. for actual blackout. The fourth
phine Fanlkingham, ’33, A. L. A. M. and Harbor Light Chapter
Funeral services will be held at call, or all clear signal, was given at
Anderson, ’ll and Harold Ames, '16 O.EJS. will attend tbe 11 o'clock the home at 2 p. m. Friday and 9.58.
executive committee.
service Sunday at the Baptist interment will be in the family
Instructive and timely was the Church in observance of St, John’s lot in Amsbury Hill cemetery.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
address by the guest speaker. J. Day. It will be a union service
Asbury Pitman, president-emeritus with tbe Methodist and Pentecos
of the State Teachers College in tal Churches invited. At the 7
Salem, Mass. Mr. Pitman, as an p. m. service the program will be
official representative of an educa devoted to Father's Day with sev
tional federation, has observed and eral laymen taking part. A ChiL
studied the school systems in 10 dren’s Day concert will be hela
European countries. Summing up June 28.
his findings in cne terse sentence,
David Eaton, Harold Hall. Wil
6>
Oa
he said. “In America students are liam Knight and Merton Warren
HCAKT
taught ‘how’ to think; in the totali went Tuesday to Houlton to at
tarian countries they are told ‘what’ tend the Aircraft. S~hool under
8SL0N6S TO OAOOT
to think." His observations, made thp direction of the N.YJt.
long before the war, were sign
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hilton of
Buy Father his gift where he’d
posts even then of the conflict Malden. Maas, arrived today for
buy i( himself—at the MAIN
about to ensue. Specific examples a week's visit with Mrs. Mabel
STREET
HARDWARE
CO.
were g ven of the educational pol Withee.
We’ve a fine sele otion of articles
icies which he encountered in Engthat Dad’s been wanting and
Crockett-Fuller
landft Germany. Czechoslovakia and
many of them e.annot be replaced
Italy. ThLs scholarly discourse was
Malcolm Harvey Crockett and
when these are gone. So don't
heard with keen interest,
M;ss Geneva Fuller were quietly
delay—prove on June 21 that
Others were figured in the pro- married early Sunday forenoon at
your heart belongs to Daddy!
gram or who received special rrcog- j tpe Baptist parsonage in Camden
nition, were: J. S. Mullen. ’83. the |
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr. offlsenior alumnus, who rec ted a jjatinig.
They left iiffmediately
FOLDING
whimsical original poem; Mrs. Inez 'fOr a week's honeymoon in Boston.
LAKE
Wood. ’92, a lcyal alumna; Elmer On returning they will make their
E. Joyce of the school committee home in Rockport for the present.
LANDING NET
ADIRONDACK CHAIR
who was applauded for recommend
The bride Ls the daughter of
Metal 30" handle
ing a new school building “after Mr and Mrs. Frederick H. Fuller
with
collapsibl ’
the war”; Milford Payson of th'* of Hallowell and Ls a popular mem
ring
and
deep
High Schocl faculty, a promoter of ber cf the Rockport Higih School
net. Just right ( >
the school’s social life. Letters of fac,uity. Mr. Crockett is the son
use from a host
regret at their inabil ty to attend Qf Mr and Mrs Roland Crockett

fifth columnists and to fight to
the last man. She made the ptea
to get behind those beys at the
front, to buy bonds and stamps
that they may have the neces
sary equipment with which to
fight. This oration was given with
great feeling.
Phyllis Chapman' and Roland
Marriner came to the center of
the singe much disturbed that
the gifts for their class-mates had
not arrived. About as they were
to make apologies and take their
seats, a bug? green and white
book, bearing the title “Memories
ball, they predicted
marriages, of the Class of '42'’ was brought in. the meeting were received from ■ and js employed as a ship car.
great careers and remarkable Upon opening the cover, it proved Miss Winifred Burkett and Mr. and pettier.
things to com? in a hilarious to 'be a box full of tokens fcr each Mrs. A. L. Hopkins, steadfast sup
Mrs. Ella M. Eaton
porters of the Association
manner.
Senior best fitting the individual.
Mrs Ella M Eaton, 88. widow of
“Auld Lang Syne" in chorus con
Getting dewn to more serious There were “No Parkin? Signs."
matters. Hazel Crooker gave an sailors, stationary. Ail gifts were cluded the festivities which had Dr. Hosea B. Eaton, Jr., died Wed
oration on “America and Democ accepted1 in a sporting way. This been ably arranged by the officers: nesday at her home on Sea street
racy.” Her speaking voice was part of the exercises is a’jwavs efie Dav d Nichols, ’33. president; Aus following a long illness.
tin F. Rankin, Jr., '38; DcrLs B.
Mrs Eaton was born in Camespecially gcod and her subject of the most interesting ones.
Ogier, '18, secretary; Helen M. den,’ daughter of Rcbert C. and
an interesting one. She pointed
The Class Poem was recited by Dougherty, "21, treasurer; George H. Jeanna C. (Annis) Thorndike of
cut that we shculd all strive for Elizabeth Lucille Connors.
Thomas. '11. Leroy S. Alley, Jr, ’23 Rockport.- She is survived by a
the same goal to make Demccracy
The Address to Undergraduates and Seraphine K Fanlkingham. ’33. 1 sister. Mrs Eugenie L. Hyler; a
safe for all time, to eliminate by Charles Calderwood showed the
Under the guidance of this group • nephew. Theodore B. LaFolley.
accent on youth. As a foundation the organization has enjoyed a who made his heme with her and
of character, he advised them to period of surpassingly sound pro- 1 other repb ws. Georze. Herbert.
concentrate, to accept responsi gress.
' Ralph and Warren Thorndike of
bility to be fair and honest, to
cooperate, to be courteous, to keep
physically fit. if they wished to
attain success.
The Benediction; by Ediward
Manning, closed the exercises.
If backache and lag pains ara making
Jyoa
nothing
miserable, don't just complain and do> aotl
about them. Nature maybe warning youLthf)
1
your kidneys need attention.
The kidneys ara Nature's chief way of taking
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
blood. They help most people pass about 3
pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tabes and filters
dont work well, poisonous waste matter stays
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Plus LATEST M
Sunday Shows 3.00, 5.0 1
WAR STAMPS
AT THESE T)

Tuesday-Friday

Cainden Motor Corps
Will Benefit From Next Fri
day's Show At Camden
Theatre
The Camden Motor Corps han
scheduled a giant benefit show at
the New Camden Theatre on June
26 The purpose Ls to raise as much

money as possible for much needed
equipment for local emergency am
bulances. The Motor Corps in cooperation with Manager Maxson has
arranged for Nelson Eddy in the
•Chocolate Soldier,” and the stage
attractions will be announced later.
Tickets for this show are on sale,
(now.
The following Camden women are
members of this important organ!-’
Ization and are in charge of ticket
sales:
Mrs. Erma Grover, Corp
chairman of drive; ticket commit
tee. Miss Marion Spurling, Mrs!
Ethel Anderson. Miss Louenna Len
fest. Mrs Glenys Gross. The fol
lowing will assist the committee:
Lieut Dora Packard, 2d Lieut. Doris*
.Lankton, Sgt. Eleanor Hansen ;j
Corps, Evelyn Wilson. Florence!
Good. Pearl Knight, Jenn e Small ;k
Pvts. Betty Plaisted. Naomi Felton,jf
Anna Biffin, Josepphine. Milliken!
Alvra Eaton, Eva Gray, Harriets
Marshall, Barbara Wadsworth. Ma-|

rion Wadsworth. Frances Nash,
Hazel Knight. Mabie Wright, Ver-|
ture Robbins, Margaret Ackman.J
Muriel Young. Alice Clancy, Natal.e f
Smith Sara Hary, Kathaline Heald, I
Ethel Savage, Alice Yates, Katha-1
leen Brown.

Four Months In Jail
[The Lot of Camden Men Who
Assaulted An Aged

Citizen
Jerry Murphy and Gilford Payxm, of Hope were sentenced to four
nonths in the county jail yesterday
iy Judge Zelma Dwinal and were
lojnmitted at once. The charges,
>n which they were found guilty
mri sentenced, arose from a brutal
ind unwarranted attack on an aged

“a mden man late Wednesday night,
trhen they were alleged to have been

n an intoxicated condition.
According to evidence in court,
(hey had been operating a .tractor
m upper Washington street inCaniien and had become stuck shorty after the blackout. They then
lemanded help of Calvin Ames, 78,
vho. because of bis advanced years
ind infirmities were forced to re
use their requests. Becoming anjered, they attacked him and se
verely beat him about the head and
rody, inflicting painful injuries.
Tlie arrests were made by State
’olice Officer Henry G. Roper, aslisted by Fire Chief Alan Payson
md Emertcn Gross, all of Camden.
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Juy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
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of the Association and Mrs Peas
Mr and Mrs Allston emith are lee is chairman of the Women’s
Visitin,? in CalaIs and Ellsworth Hospitality Committee

Miss
Marianna
Rockwell
of
Thomaston has just graduated from
the Oak Grove School for Girls as
President of her class ancL-thereby
was the cne student to speak at the
graduating exercises and the one to
preside at the Class Day exercises
On commencement morning when
the mam address was given by Gov
Sumner Sewall. Miss Rockwell pre-

the

A
miscellaneous shower
was
given Wednesday night lor MLss
Lucille Shute at the home of her
sister, Mrs Jessie Snowman. Miss
Shute received many nice gifts.
Those ipresent were Mrs Eleanor
Ames. Mrs. Atheen Pease, Mrs.
Addie MaciBrine Mrs.
Dorothy
Simmcns. Mrs Lvdia Smith. Mrs.
M ldred Higgins. Mrs Phyllis Kaier. Miss Harriet Grover, Edith
Jackson. Rita ©mith, Ru'th Wheel
er, Dorothy Shute. Virginia Pest
Charlotte Stanley Priscilla Staples
and Mts. Clara Calderwood.
A
light repast was served.

People who

know how to
repair — make
things last longer
Linder the product
look for
” Repairing'

EASY TO FIND IN

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

YELLOW PAGES

Spencer Foundation
Garments
individually
designed;
supports
for all needs Mrs. Mona McIn
tosh. 235 Broadway, Tel. 296-W—
adv.
61*64

z^MOVIE
^sFCUIDE

i£tiianik
MMl

STAHWYCK-MrCRE*

TONIGHT

“COUNTRY STORE”
LOTS OF GIFTS FOR YOU

TODAY and SATURDAY
HE'S BACK AGAIN!

GENE Al'TKY in

“HOME IN WYOMING”
with
SMILEY BURNETTE

Here Gene sing the hit tune

BRIAN
Produce' anc Duecteri

WULIAW A

WELaMAN

“ANY’ BONDS TODAY"

Chapter 13. “DICK TRACY"

Plus I.ATES1 Nl WS
< ARTOON .

“MONARCHS OF THE RING"

SUN.-MON -Tl’FS.

Sl’ND A Y -MOND AY

LAKE

The convoy must go through

LANDING NET

. . see thus exciting, thrill ng

story of a female spy Her beauty

Metal 30" handle
with
collapsible

means the death of many men!

deep

net. Just right ta
use from a bolt

RNKET youiti I

$1.39

MAMTEO.
TOArSWERf

SILVERSTREAK

Held Game Party

I have 'been listening to hearten
ing predictions that this war is to

rend before the Ciosc of 194... Then
i here comes Prof. W J Wilkinson
of Colbv College who has lt all figureri out that the war will be won
in two more veRrs. provided Russia
holds out through this ©ummer

A representative from Kansas told
Washington that a little more
hard common sense used by the
government might help out a lot.
The world would be better off with
less liquor and what is used for
! that purpose taken for sugar ra
tioning
The use of liquor is not

Into The Service

sums

Proud Of Brother

*

“With the Verve of Youth

SEEDLINGS

And the Zest of the Sea”

Brand Span New, With Eye Appea',
Taste Appeal and Pocketbook Appeal!

•Mgs

Smartly Designed Garments

AT ALL OUT BARGAIN PRICES!

nr finest black silk line,
reproof, ;,nd testing 18
’ants to a spool and absolv guaranteed to give satision.

Garments originally 12.99, now

Spool $1.29

•J
OtvtAjfe

>W PRICES
BROS' newest senalten. w«t

ROCKLAND

Bv K. S. F.

Four students from Rockland, one
each from North Haven. Thomas
ton. and Union at the University of
Maine having made an average cf
B or better ln their courses durin .
the Spring semester, were included
in the dean's list ssued yesterday bv
James A Gannett, registrar They
were:
From Rcckland: Donald K Marrii ner
15 Amesbury street
who
received a bachelor of science deigree ln chemical englneeripg from
the University Mav 25: Stanley A
Murray, son of Mr and Mrs Allan
J. Murray, a sophomore majoring In
chemical engineering: Katherine F
Ricr daughter of Capt anri Mrs
Keryn ap Rice, a Junior majoring ln
Arts: and Joseph H Dondis. son of
Mr and Mrs Janies Dondis. a junior
majoring in civil engineering
Richard C Bloom, son of Mr and
Mrs. Harold G Bloom of North Ha
ven. a sophomore majoring in Arts:
Iva V Henry, daughter of Mrs
Mary L. Henry of Thomaston, a
senior majoring in English;
James A McEdward. sen of Mi
anri Mrs. D. D MeEriwarri of Union,
who graduated from the University

jMUrFVjNfi*'

)

(ITCHENWARE
TAZ/fJ"
i-thn

ing Towns

j ergenev and the other seven will essential to winning the war. Of ,,
... a bachelor
. , , of, science
.
*
May 25th with
report to each of the three casualty
[course
alcohol
is
needed
for
doedegree
in
mechanical
engineering.
stations The out-of-town mem
bers will report to their own lccal tors and nurses’ use.
WEEDS AND WILD FLOWERS
Mrs casualty stations.

Handsome, Beautifully Tailored,

IRDWHRES

Four From Rockland and
Three From Neighbor

Marie Halstead. Jacquelyn Snow they gave a generous check to he Mrs. Mildred Richardson.
Neva and Patty Cuthbertson. Ruth used toward the Alumnae Hall to be pAUllnp Srhoflpld ;wd Mrs.
The roadsides anri the rolling
The Knox County Nurses' Aide
I have been told that all eels of
Besides the honor conferred upon Cmitb
Rorktend; Mrs Mary Committee consists of Mrs. Charles _
. .
,
,
fields anri pastures are now brilliant
Mahoney. Estelle ©ayiward, Betue
Europe
anri
America
are
bom
in
wUh
wi)d fkwers
Hnw litUe w„
Fowlie. and Sandra and Jitdith her by her classmates in a gradual- jyovjP of ,Rcckport; Mrs I.inmibel North. Mrs 'Rcland Ware and
I Harriman Special guests were Mrs. mg group of 29. Mlss Rockwell has e r(Wl Qf Appletpn; Miss Joan
Mrs H J Weisman of (Rookland: mid-Atlantic and the ones that realize the vast number of these
of Camden; Miss Elizabeth Mrs Edward Elliot of Thomastcn; can return there to breed and die. generous eye-delights until we go
Joseph Clough Mrs Fred Snow, taken an important part m many E
extra-curricular
activities
and Miss Doris Coltart.
8 C,J Fales Mrs Hilda Keyes. Mrs. Ger and M s. Edgar MdCobb of Cam- It's all thc same to me and why iafoot through the pastures in search.
cultural and recreational lines She
fnr tho ovnnicifo Kite
iilnnm thof
aldine Martes and Mrs Anna Rob- e’ex The Civilian Defense chair not stay there and not bother to for the exquisite bits of bloom tha'
has ridden in the Spring Horse
arc so diminutive we fail t-o see them
Prof. Wilbert Snow and family Show for the last three years, has i In-son of ThcmastoTt; Mis. Kath- men to whom thc nurses’ aides
come ashore? Not so many like to If we ride out. Sometimes it’s luck,
are to arrive Saturday or Sunday for three years had a role in het- | erme Lunt of Cushing; Mrs. Ruth are responsible ln times of emer
eat them
Hew good if snakes and sometimes Its chance which
Pease
of
Hope;
Mrs.
Evelyn
Rcss
gency
are:
Mrs
Paul
Seavey
’
of
for their Summer stay at lovely class play, has been a member cf
i helPs lLS f,nd thesp Lrpasures of wild
and M.ss Margaret Borgerson of Rockland. Mrs. Carobne Page of would do thc same
Spruce Head.
the
honorary
dramatic
society.
, , , ,
'growth. A few years since some CaliAop'.eton.
Mrs.
Elmer
True
cf
Owls
Head;
Muss
Annie
(Rhodes
of
Masque and Dirk, and was a mem
i
fornia ladles came to Rockland to
Mrs Esther Rogers goes this ber of the Ski and Camera clubs
Union.
Hope. Mrs Russell Davis of ThcmIf there is anything better thaui lecture on flower arrangements anri
week to Portland for a three
ciil mummy
tol-.s
Rice presented the Red aston and Mrs. Mary Spear cf
On commencement
morning ML'S
a real New England boiled dinner weeds They had hoped for plenty
months' stay, her husband Arnold Rockwell was a warded the silver Cross arm bands and Mrs. Roland , Rc deport
11 fail to be able to name it. I have of thr Knox
specimens to
C Rogers having employment in cup for room honors and was one
-------....
....
be at their desk for the work, but
that city.
tecently had one.
alas! mostly garden beauty was
to merit the medal given each year
Miss
for outstanding citizenship
there and they did what they could
Mrs Nathan Cobb entertained Rockwell is the daughter of Mrs.
Did you ever take the time to [ with thc specimens they had
(Ruth Mayhew Tent met Mon
Charity Club Thursday with des Ruth M Rockwell
study the meanings of words such I I feel that it’s rather insulting to
sert luncheon at 1 o'clock and the
day night. A successful game
as names of States? Dakota is a
our wlld flo?'prs WPPds: wp },avP
afternoon with sewing and cards.
HORTON-IIA I ES
..
.
r
hundreds of beautiful specimens,
party was held with Inpz Packard
direct word from the Sioux Indian ,which rank high wUh n|„. (.hoirr
Their next meeting will toe with
An attractive June wedding took as hostess, in spite of the storm
Mrs. Anne Haskell, in Belfast
language and its meaning is alii- garden flowers so carefully cultiplace in Caniden Sunday afternocn there was a good attendance Pic
at 4 o’clock when Ethel Mary Hayes,
ance of friends. When one takes voted
and
tenderly
protected
The Gosoard Corset Shop an oldest daughter of Mr and Mrs Fd nic supper was enjeyed.
through the Winter months What
that
in
one
leels
a
deeper
interest
nounces a complete line of new ward Hayes of Union street, became
A pregram appropriate -to Flag
more lovely than our Queen Ann’s
in thc name.
models in front lacing corsets, the bride of Alton Leslie Horten, Day was held including solos tsy
Lace, now abloom In field and along
*
to
to
•
nmibinations. Miss Simplicity and son of Mr. and Mrs Albert Horton Jennie Pietroski, accompanied by
thp roadside, the exquisite vetch, cr
girdles Fittings and alterations of Camden.
Stella McRae at the piano.
A
When the library at Alexandria a. hundred ether blossoms massed In
free. For expert service, see Mrs
Rev. Melvin H Dorr, Jr., pastor very nice report of the ccr.'/enwas 'burned nearly 59 years B.C.. the great out-of-doors for our edi
Mansfield. 232 Main St. Rookland of the Baptist Chaurch officiated. ticn held in Bangor was read by
the report comes down that it con fication.
Jennie Pietroski. members who
Convenient parking on either Main using the double ring service.
Go into thc wildwood anri search
tained 700.000 books Possibly that for the I.ariy Slippers but rin not dig
or Pleasant streets.—adw
The bride was gewned in a street attended were (Elizabeth Murray.
was so many stones with a few hi them up—give nature her own to
length dress of white silk crepe and Allie Blackington. 'Ruth Bartlett.
bless you with these eye and soul
eroglyphics on each.
wore a corsage of white roses and Lina Carrell. Inez Packard. Lizzie
■
Ada
Payson,
Maude
delights for years to come.
* * • •
i
white
carnations.
Miss
Sylvia French,
Hayes, sister of the bride, was her Cables and Jennie Pietroski all re
One airplane requires frcm 40 to I True we have plenty of trouble
with some of our weed flowers that
only attendant and wore yellow silk ported the Crest convention ever
:
CAM Dt N * .
PU O M F 3 ?1<A
f»6 pounds of rubber for tires and take over the fields to themselves
crepe and her ccrsage was yellcw with an attendance of 93. Lina
j
an additional 25 to 55 pounds for Then we have to turn the tables
carnations.
Albeit
Horton.
Jr., Carroll cf Ruth Mayhew Tent was
NOW SHOWING
and use them as fertilizer by pl-winstalled
as
'Department
Chaplain;
brother of the bridegroom was best
inner tubes.
• * * *
ing them under befrfrr they blosalso acted as color bearer at the
man.
A reception followed t.he ceremony, rcgular session ard at the recep
Bv the remodeling of large™™
A great delight is the study
j
,,
...
of our wild flowers.
K S. F
the immediate families attending tion in the parish house.
hemes
into
smaller
family
units
to
.____________
i
Mrs.
Horton
graduated
from
A verv nice program was ar- ' Sid Cullen, who has been nn thc
l« Bill*
BfCI
IIIIY Dl RFCK
WELDON M. AREY’
Rookland High School in lf«38 and ranged bv the Department Chief city staff of The Courier-Gazette make for more convenience and
BUD OUNCAN
less
expense
in
heat
and
general
I
Weldon
Mantell Arey ol Hartford,
has been employed until recently in of staff Ella Henderson. Jennie the past year, and its staff photogi
EMAR KENNEDY
the
Rockland
telephone
office.
Mr.
Pietroski
sang
"Slefip
Soldier
Boy''
rapher
for
two
years,
concludes
his
upkeep
there
has
been
added
over
Conn.,
driver
for the Yellow Cab
|
SARAH BARREN
Company 13 years, died suddenly
Horton was a graduate, in the class and “God Bless America." which duties with the newspaper Satur_*
eicruMl
while at his work Fiiday, June 12
of 1939. from Camden High Schcol won for her much 8-pplause
A day, having been assigned to do
Pius Th«s Hit
| He was born in Vinalhaven. Dec.
and later attended a machinist cemipfire was held in City Hall j publicity work for thc recruiting this country’s supply of homes.
WALT DISNEY’S
to to to to
25. 1894 son of the late Ralph and
school. He is now employed at the Wednesday evening, the four vet program of the United States Coast
RELUCTANT DRAGON”
Dr
Tcrreance
Phelps once said, Florence i Nightingale) Arey.
Guard
in
its
recruiting
office.
First.
Hyde
Windlass
Company
in
Bath
erans being in attendance on the
In Multiplane Technicolor
Mr Arey had an exceptional rec
Mr and Mrs Horton will reside platform and greetings extended Naval District. He applied for serv “The cultivation of the moral
SAT. CASH NITE, B225.00
at New Meadows, West Bath
them by National and Department ice several months ago and recently judgment is the crucial need of ord as a safe driver and had re
ceived several awards from the Na
STARTS SUNDAY
: The wedding was reminiscent of representatives They were intro received notice of acceptance. He
Was that need ever tional Safety Council.
the past as the young couple were duced by Grace Darling and each wiil report Tuesday morning in civilization ’
greater than at the present? This
He leaves his wife, Mrs Harriet
Boston
married in the same room that the spoke briefly.
Cullen, who is a graduate of world has gone amuck with hate |<Boinemani Arey, formerly of War
(bridegroom’s parents were, and on
Mcrse High Schorl in Bath, and Mary Baker Eddy wisely said. ren; a daughter. Mrs. Eloise CorI the 21st wedding anniversary ol hi
The Recreation Room for service
rado, two sons, Vernon, and Weldon,
was prominent in athletics there,
aunt and uncle, Mr and Mrs. Jchn
men that has been engaged for the has been a resident of Rcckland the ‘ From lack of moral strength em Jr., all of Hartford, a sister, Mrs
i Horton of Camden.
durat ion by the Woman's Commit
- past
_ inoov
a if 10
vvFoao,
years,
> lisengaged
t'in publicity pires fall. Right alone is perman Madine Foster of Rockland, and two
advertismg service, and is adbrothers. Joseph of East Boston,
Mr and Mrs. Edwin R Edwards tee wdl officially open at 1 o clock
ent, eternal
All service mira,bly fitfcPd fnr ,hp dntles to,
and Galen of Portland, a grandson
recently observed their silver wed- Wednesday June ^.4
which the “duration" calls him
t Calvin
of postpr
Hartford Jr two
din? anniversary, receiving many men are invited, anri urged to use
phpws Arey
Carron
pf
AOJtFMtf
freely. Chairs, radio• victrcHa rec-,Hp pops wRh tbf b„Rt Wisbf,s o{ i Offirer: D.dn t you see me a, I
gifts, cards and flcwers. A wed
(Rockland, and Galpn Arey, Jr. of
offjCP associates and all others passed through the lines?
ding cake decorated with bride ords. popular rmisic and uriunc m<i- b
tena arc greatly needed before the whQ know htm
Recruit: “Yes. sir"
Portland, and one niece, Beverly
and groom, was made and pre opening. The rocm is at the Yacht,
______________
Offirer:
•
’
Then
why
didn
’
t
ycu
Foster
of Rockland.
sented by their daughter Nathalie
Club.
, ,,
„ .
Funeral services were held Monday
and a message of congratulation
challenge me?
flt the James T. PraU company
[ was received from their eldest son
Recruit: ‘Challenge you. Why. chapel, 71 Farmington avenue BuMrs. Hanson Bird and Miss Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
with the U. S. Naval forces, “some
Madfll ne Bird come the last of
I am forwarding information in hanq it. I’ve known you since ycu rial was in Fairview cemetery, West
where at sea.'
Mr and Mrs Ed
this week from Trenton. N J., regards to mv brother Bernard B were a foot high."
Hartford; the bearers were his felwards
have
(four
children.
Edwin
Added
where
Mt
’
s
Bird
for
a
number
of
...»
J
lew employes from the Yellow Cab
Cohen, formerly employed by the
Jt., an officer in the U S Navy.
MARCH ON MARINES
Co
There was an abundance of
Nathalie, whose engagement to years has been a highly honored Fireproof Garage. Rockland, as
MARiCH OF TIME NO. M
Plastic plywood can be watched
member
of
the
•faculty
ctf
Tren

beautiful
floral tributes.
stock manager. I think he de with deepening interest as develop
Guv Nicholas was recently an“INDIA IN CRISIS”
Those from out of town to attend
nouced. Howard, who graduated ton High School They stopped serves some hot publicity as he has
ments are approved in this new the funeral services were Mr and
Help Equip Our Locri
from Rocklond High School last overnight at William C Bird's in accomplished in one year what it
Northampton. Mass enroute. They 1 takes the ordinary run of AC Ser type of production
Emergency Ambulance*
A pilot’s seat j Mrs. Galen N Arey of Portland,
week and Oorinne Esther a pupil
‘and Mr. and Mrs. Carroll E Foster,
will
be
at
home
on
Middle
street.
is
being
manii
r
actured
now from
geants 20 and t'hat. is Flight Chief,
at Tyler School.
(of Rockland.
with the responsibility and main this light material that will help
tenance of over a $1000 000 worth much as to weight in planes.
of aircraft. He is at present a
to to • •
technical sergeant and soon wild
The
beet
fields
of Idaho will pe
be engineering officer, tn the 4th
full
of
white
collar
workers this :
Bomb Squadron 34th Bomb Groutii.
crop
stationed at present in Tu.scon. season to save tothe
to to to
Arizona
Once there was a clownish fool
As for myself. I am also in the
Wc have some elegant
Who made the most outlandish rule
Army Air Force, stationed at pres
That moths had better go to school
Seedlings, but Uncle Sain
ent at Grenier Field. N. H„ a cor
And learn >o make a proper hole
poral ln the 45th Material Squad
Not up and down cr saggy blight
says “no special deliver
ron.. 33d Air Base Gip.
But
worthy
of
an
artist's
flight.
!
Saul Cohen
• • • •
ies." If you can co-oper
Vintage of 1942
Over
a
half
million
of
those
fine
,
Mrs Charles Lcwe and children
ate by ordering one day
left this morning for West Fal Warren alewives that try Lo vault
what you want thc next
mouth. Mass, where the Lores the falls of the George' River, have

CASTING LINE

-NEW FRESH STOCK

a

On The Dean’s List

200 COATS ANO SUITS

er the shore.

SR TO LET

cf

The class and its instructor
were
commended
for
their
achievement
by
Mrs
Horatio
Ccwan Kncx County Nurses’ Aide
chairman Miss E?len Daly, super
intendent of Knox Hc.'pital and
instructor of the Nurses' Aide
CLsss. cited the significance of
wearing the cap and emphasized
honesty, sincerity. courage and
w.sdom as the feur ideals which
shculd characterize the service of
Nurses' Aide
The capping ceremony followed
with M.ss Daly awarding the caps
to the graduates: Mrs
Ethel
Allen Mrs Eleanor Anderson. Mrs

ing Sunday at Rockledge Inn,
meet Tuesday at 2.30 with Mrs. Spruce Head. It is a source of much
Prank Tirrell, Jr. Beech street The : regret to all friends of the genial
meeting promises to be esjiecially in 1 directory man that business will not
teresting There will he a conducted call him to Rockland this Summer
walk over the Lindsey Grove Trail
with Mrs Maud Smith. Chairman of
With speakenwurrent events and
t.'ie Lindsey Grove Nature Trail' box lunch at 6. Mrs. E M Lawrence.
Project acting as leader Informa- ’ Pascal avenue. Rockport will enter
ticn will lx* given on ferns, plants, tain the Educational Club from 3
mosses, trees, etc. A report will bo to 8.39 Friday June 26 -Phone 881
given cf the New England Council to offer help on membership re
of Garden Clubs which met in Piiil- newals. Forum: If Hitler were a
adclpliuL also a report of the an captive, how would you dispose ol
nual Federation meeting in Port him and how settle post-war in
land. Members are urged to take i tricacies to end all wars?
rubbers <for the walk over the Lind- [
sev Grove trail.
Mi and Mrs P D Bradford of
Holmes street was in l<ewiston tor
Visit Lucien K Green & Son’s the week-end and to attend tiie
second floor, 16 School street. Odd graduation of two daughters. Morna
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur and Iris Bradford.*
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
(Robert H Fcgarty A S.. who has
prices.
9-tf
spent a five day furlough with his
parents Mr. and Mrs H R Fogarty
has returned, to his ship.

•AKBAHA

and

Mi" Carclvn Harriman daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs M P Harri
man, Fulton street, gave a party
at the Duncan cottage. Holiday
Beach honoring her ninth birth
day Various outdoor games were
played under the direction cf
Carolyn’s teacher. Miss Doris Ooltert. A table was set on the lawn
and two birthday cakes featured
the refreshments of ice ctreem.
fancy cookies and chocolate milk

ties and responsibilities
nurses aide

Following
the
exercises,
the
members of the class and their
guests adjourned to the reception
room where refreshments were
served by Mrs. H J Weisman.
Mrs Sanford Delano. Mrs Charles
North and Mrs. (Roland Ware of
the Kncx Hospital Auxiliary
The Nutscs Aide Class com
menced tts preparation Nov 10
1941
Thirty-six hours were de
voted to classroom study and 44
hours to practical experience in
the Knox Hospital
All members
were also required to pass the
standard first aid course. To re
tain certification., each nurse's
aide must complete 150 hours of
hospital training.
Fifteen members of the class
are considered Rockland residents
Eight of these have been assigned
to the hospital in case of an em-

charlotte Flint. Mrs. Julia Goodind family go next week to their
Mr and Mrs. George W Gow 1 Those bidden were Carol Elwell. sented the class gift to Principal
Mrs. Guite InGloahn. Mrs
Summer heme at Sidney.
Jr., ol Portland were week-end visi- Barbara ManBrine, Joan Clough Owen and spoke of the affection of Reita
Holden Mrs
Florence
' tors in Rockland and vicinity, din Christina Mank, Carol Huntley. the Class for their Alma Mater as Knrwlton
Mrs.
Phyllis
Norton,
The Rcckland Garden Club will

ROCKLAND

ting

Bok Home for Nurses Capt Kervn
ap Rice chairman of the Knox
County Chapter, was master of
ceremonies and reviewed the du

Mrs
Henry Gardner. Gurdy
street, is recovering from an apMrs Ruth Sjrear is occupying her pendectomv at Knox Hospital
[cottage at Spruce Head Island foi
tlie Summer.
Mr and Mrs. H P ©mith are in
Boston this week, taking In the
Mrs Anne M Flint of Boston i June 17th celebration; and a few
visiting for a few weeks at tiie home ball gf mes
In their absence Mr
of her son. Wendell Flint 9 Fulton and Mrs Cclbv Post are in charge
street.
at the Smith House on Paik street

Mrs. George St. Clair entertained
Mite Club at her Rankin street
Word has been received from Mrs
home Tuesday afternoon.
Bridge
honors went to Mrs. Charles A George McLaughlin 'Anna Lissock*
Emery. Mrs Fred Linekin and Mrs of Hinsdale, Mass., of the marriage
of her mrother. Herman W Lissok.
Ernest Buswell.
to Miss Mary Cain of Albany, N
Y., May 31, in Albany. Mr. Lissok
Mr. anri Mrs Harold Niles and son is the son of the late Herman Lis
Richard of Portland were recent
sok
He was a former resident of
guests of Mrs. Rose Niles, Park Rockland and is now a private 1st
.treet.
class in the Army and is stationed
at Camp Forrest, Tenn.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph E Blaisdell

TODAY AND SATURDAY

r

The capping exercises for the Ware. Rockland sponsor gave to
Red Cress Nurses' Aide Class were each member an attractive Vic
held Wednesday night at the Wm tory corsage.

Refreshment, over thc week.end

The Albert H Newbert Associa
tion will meet tonight at the horn
of Mr. and Mrs Arthur F. Wisner
Cedar street
Mrs. Wisner, Mr
Frank Maxey and Mrs Benjamin
Philbrook will be hostesses.

Tkis And That

Graduates of Red Cross Class Commended For
Their Achievement

A surprise party was given to, Mrs David H Buffum is a guest gusta today and tomorrow in at- '
Capt and Mrs. Sidney Arey (former- at the home of Mr. and Mrs H A ( tendance at the Maine Dental Con- I
| vent cn. Dr Peaslee is president j
lv of Ow.’s Head i June 13 to cele- Buffum.

brate their 46th wedding anniverX u^a’T
'

CAPPED AT NURSES HOME

Won Many Honors

D’ and Mrs. E W Peaslee and
drughter Ernrniv Lou are in Au- I

or "Service.

whole a success iiere. There
few minor violations. In view
Ihese errors, the public needs to be
(lore informed on the whistles anti
heir meanings. When the sirens
latrol the sectors, tliis is to notifv
he civilian defense workers as well
is the public that there Ls an alert,
n but the actual blackout is not
equired until the general alarm is
jounded.
The first alert call came in at,
.14'-. The second call was received
4 minutes later; tlie third, which
s the call for public alarm, was re
vived at 9 39 This is the period I
or actual blackout.
The fourth
all. or all clear signal, was given at
58

Mt and Mrs John P Venagus
of Fairhaven. Mass have returned
from a week's fishing at Moose- I
head and are guests o'. Mrs Vensgus' parents. Mr and Mrs. Knott ,
C Rankui. Cedar street.

Pa^e Seven

CHARLES COBURN
BILLIE BURKE

Dncieii by

crmem
NUSTN

Plus LATEST M WS
Sunday Shows 3.00. 5.00. 7.00. 9 04

EXTRA—“SWTNG FROLIC"

$8.00

Garments originally 19.99, now

12.00

Garments originally 24.99, now

16.00

NEXT TUES. WED.. THURS.
ANN SOTHERN
"RED" SKELTON
“MAISIE GETS HER MAN"
also
"ALMOST MARRIED"
with J ANE FRAZER

WAP. STAMPS AND BONDS ON SALB smtreAY
AT THESE TREATIES—BUY YOUES TODAY!

M ss Barbara Orff was chairman
of the refreshment committee at th»
Rockland High Schcol Alumni As
sociation meeting Monday evening
instead of Mrs Beulah Ames t s
previously announced She was as
sisted bv Mrs. Shirley Harden and
Miss Erlppn Cates with Mrs Kath
erine Hopkins, Mrs. Muriel Emer/.
M ss Geraldine Norton, Miss Max
ine Perry.
The final sale of the Heikkinen

Specialty Shcp. 471 Main St

ends

Saturday night. The fine line of
women's articles must be sold

Bargain prices.—adv

LATEST NEWS

COMING

have an apartment near the Army new been put into cans for the Fed
eral government.
Knox County
camip

Limited Supply, Get Yours Early!

BJISU.
378 MAIN ST

ROCKLAM)

/T« Relieve distress from MONTHLY\

FEMALE
WEAKNESS
Try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to help relieve monthly
pain with its wreak, nervous reelings
—due to monthly functional dis
turbances. It helps build up resis
tance against such distress of “diffi
cult days ' FoUow label directions

tables will miss the tasty smoked
fish this Winter
Just about enp
month of run for these sporty fish
that a large Rockland factory has
neatly placed in cans for use of the
Army.
to to to to
The Navy “E“ that is now award
ed for proficiency ts an all impor
tant factor in war effort.
to to to to
It is interesting to note that in
the time cf Shakespeare no women
were ever on the stage Men took
the parts that were written for
women and the women of today are
sure thej’ were not too good at it.
to • to to
I note with interest that ether
Maine cities have a Women’s Asso
ciation of Federated Churches
What a fine thing There has been
great spiritual as well as civic help
accomplished in Rockland by the
ministers' close co-operat on in this
city and where, pray, could a high
er and surer help be expected than
from the heads of churches? A
closer fellowship cf the women of
churches is in the making and a
most hopeful and worthy advance
in the Christian heart ana spirit
follow’s.

we can bring your plants
and seedlings to thc shop,

and, if very necessary,
leave them at your door
on our One Daily Allowed

Delivery.

We shall do our best to
serve you within our legal

limitations and shall ap
preciate your co-opera
tion.

Yours, for Victory!

ds

fiitrtn

_____

ytew • 371 MAIN $T • ROCKLAND Mt

5Stf

I
I

CHURCHES
. . . . . . . . . . ‘FT
SERMONETTE
Cold.

Tuesday-Friday
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Sparkling Water

One of the most grateful
sights to me, as this Summer
approaches, is to see the rivers
and streams running nearly
full to the banks. Springs are
(low.ng. that last Summer were
entirely dry. It takes a drouth
to quicken one to an apprecia
tion of clear, cold water.
Lakes, not yet normal, have
risen approximately four to five
feet. I drove a neighbor rec.n.ly 17 milts into the coun
try that she might take a sam
ple of water frem their well to
have it tested. It went dry last
Summer for the first time since
it was dug. The old farm has
been in the family for 150 years.
The wall was full and the clear
water was ice cold. How prone
cr.e is to accept these blessings
of God as matters of course;
semething
always
enjoyed.
Maine
abounds
in brocks,
it reams and lakes.
A few years ago, a young girl
friend was riding East into New
England. A kindly lady sit
ting behind her, noticed how
intently she gazed out the car
window. She sat in with her
and found she came from the
Middle West.
“I suppose you want to see
the mountains <they were ap
proaching the Berkshire^) or
perhaps you are anxious to see
th° ccean.”
‘Oh. no! I want to see a
brook All my life I have want
ed to see a brook, for I have
npvor c-pen one.”
The kindly lady’s eyes filled
with tears. That which the
child so wished to see had never
meant anything to the lady
Suddenly there came into her
h°(»rt an appreciation of a
brook
She said, softly, “My
dear, it is one df the most
beeuti ul sights* on this earth.”
“Ho everyone that thirsteth
come ye to the waters." A won
derful picture to close this
little article. Jesus is sitting on
the well Jacob had dug. He was
tired and thirsty. To the wo
man. He implored, “Give me to
d-ink.” Dying on His cross,
His parched lips murmured, “I

Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
rial Church, the pastor. Rev C A.
Marstaller, will speak at 10.30 on
“Our World of Tomorrow". Special
I music will be provided. Sunday
! School follows at 11.46 with classes
for all ages. Young People’s meet
ing at 6 o'clock. At 7.15 reports
cun the State Convention wifll be
given and there will be special
music. Mid-week praise and prayer
j service Tuesday night at 7.30.
• • • •
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church Rev. Alfred G Hempstead,
pastor. Sunday services will in
clude: Church Schoci. 9 45; morn
ing worship, 10.45. theme, “Truth
in Action”. The Methodist Youth
Fellowship has been discontinued
fcr Summer. Four delegates will
leave Sunday afternoon for Camp
Tanglewocd to attend the Senior
Institute of Eastern Maine. Eve
ning worship at 7, theme, “Escape.”
Tuesday, mid-week prayer service
at 7 p. m.

Bomb Dropped Near
But Did No Damage and the
Women Failed To Get
Excited

(Abstract of letter received by
Mrs. Emily P. Stewart from rela
tives in England. 1
Sandcllff. Petersfield. England,
March 2.
I'Delayed I
“I believe t'hat new that the U.
S. A. is an ally, letters are not be
ing censored and I thin'k I may
venture to tell ycu that three
bombs were dropped in a meadow
facing my bungalow., the nearest
about 80 feet from my garden gate.
They came whistling over the rcof
of the bungalow and were rather
terrifying although the danger was
quickly past aiid we had really no
time to be much afraid.
“No damage was done at all. The
earth here is .soft and sandy and
happened to be extra wet at the
time, so they just made a huge
bang and craters and sank in tht
earth. Of course a little nearer,
even on the roadway, and the tale
would be a very different one.
J “I was pleased to find how quick
thirst.
Thank God. for the cold,
ly police and wardens came to the
sweet waters of Maine.
door to make inquiries as to our
—William A. Holman
i welfare, and I believe we got a
: good mark for taking things in a
“Is the universe, including man. |
the last war I was a
evolved by atomic force? ‘s the i
n Qf much greater imp3r.
subject cf the Lesson-Sermcn that tancp than now an“ was head of
will be read m all Churches of j
whi-h
rnlv a
Christ. Scientist, on June 21. The the canteen whi.h was, cnlya
Golden Text is: “The Lord by wis- «naH
«
We w^re
dem hath founded the earth; by ibuns and b uled eggs^ We we
understanding he hath established open each afternoon and evening,
Sundays; had a table
the heavens* (Proverbs 3:19). The including
with
newspapers,
writing ma
citations frem the Bible include the
following passages: “In the begin terials, etc. I had a woman who
ning Gcd created the heaven and acted as "convener” for each period
of service and she was responsible
ihe earth” (Genesis 1:1).
for getting her own waitresses,
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)

Rev E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
fcr the third Sunday after Trinity,
Matins at 8.23; Holy Eucharist and
Senncn at 9 a. m.; Vespers will be
emitted.
» « * *

“The Art of Being a Good
Father" wil’. be the subject of the
c;:inon by Rev. Roy A. Welker,
minister of the Congregational
Chu.ch at the Sunday morning
fervice at 10.30. Strangers and
visitors to the city are cordially
inv.ted to worship with the con^
g reeat ion on this special Sunday,
“Father’s Day."
The Church
School and the Comrades of The
Way have terminated their ac
tivities Cor the season until the
month of September

cutters-up and washers-up. I was

responsible for stores and general
^havior of all; opened up each
( da and iocked up each night at
w had
, , a n
iano and
and had
10 • We
piano
had ococ
casional concerts, whist drives and
so on.
“Things are very different this
time. There are two canteens in
the town. I helped for a little at
one of them but withdrew to give
place to younger helpers. There
is romance for seme in serving the
troops but generally speaking it
is hard work. My first day I
spent three hours standing peeling
potatoes. On my next visit I
found) an old chair, so did it in
more comfort. Another time I
was roped in to fry potato chips.
The force of gas was apor so the
blessed things would not brown
and chip well. The workers were
happy crew and I enjoyed it.
‘‘In spite of it all, the birds begin
to sing in the mornings and snow
drops are in bloom in the borders.

“Oh! here’s a question for you:
We speak of the ‘war in the East'
and our troops going 'Middle East’
and ‘Far East.’ Do you reverse it
and say ‘West’?”
GET

NEW PARTS
Part supplies are listed for many
kinds of machines.
Look under the product for
“Equipment & Supplies.”

EASY TO FIND IN

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
YELLOW PAGES

THE GOOD EARTH
(Tor The Courler-Oazettel
Hands divine in nature’s timing
Defy the selfish reach of man.
We must wait with wills conforming
TO our heavenly Fathers plan.

Ours to do ln cultural venture
Ours to shape for highest reward.
Ours to live for best endeavor
Ours to accept and praise the Lord
Like wideness of sea. Hls Justice
Let us meet lt with devout praise.
Guard the beauty that enfolds us
Right will triumph through direst
maze.
K. S. F.
Rockland. ,

A FAVORITE DOG POISONED

T1)E EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Rebekahs of District 15 Hold But Exercise Care In What
You Write To Men In
Annual Session— Dis
the Service
tinguished Guests

Here is some advice from an army
Rebekahs of District 15 met with
censor
regarding letters to soldiers
Bethel Rebekah Lodge at Union
and sailors overseas:
Saturday with Mrs. Lilla Sprowl of
“Write as frequently as possible
(Bureau group at her Summer home
Agricultural Notes
Hallowell, warden of the Rebekah and include everything you can
!
in
Friendship
June
12.
Lucinda
At the Maine egg laying contest
Assembly, as inspecting officer, and
at Highmoor, Fester Jameson's Rich, home demonstration agent, with Mrs. Carrie R. Smith of War think of. Letters from home ar?
the greatest morale builders for
spoke
on
“
War-time
Buying"
in
the
barred reck pen from Waldoboro is
ren, district deputy president, in troops in foreign lands.
morning.
Lunch
was
served
at
noon
leading all Maine pens with 2228
charge. She was assisted by her
“Nothing is too trivial to be of
eggs scoring 2357 points; a close and during the noon hour Dr. Platt deputy marshal, Mrs. Mildred Gam
Interest to the boys. Write every
second is a pen of reds owned by showed the group around the mon, also of Warren.
R. E. Jcnes, South China, with 2291 grounds of her place. During the | 'Ine meeting opened with the wel thing about the family and the
ISF »»
eggs, scoring 2347 points. For the afternoon the heme demonstration come tendered by Mrs. Martha Ful neighbors.
“Of course do net write anyth ii;,
month, in the Rhcde Island Red agent gave the Nutrition lesson cn ler, noble grand of Bethel Rebekah
about defense projects in your
“More Milk for Maine Families.” Dr.
class
Edgar
Smith.
North
Edgecomb,
Lodge.
The response, an original victyiity. But don’t hesitate to tell
F
i
pen of Reds placed third with 297 Platt gave some very interesting in i poem written by Helen Gushee of iIhim
anything else, includin the
formation
and
examples
also.
eggs scoring 315 points.
I Appleton, was read by Mrs. Page, effect the war has on your family
A
pre-school
clinic
was
held
at
Farmers must realize that their
I vice grand of Golden Rod Rebekah
I tr ucks must be given the best care Burkettville June 11. The Farm Lodge of Appleton. Demonstrations ! life.
possible. Fred Nutter, State chair Bureau ladies in charge were Mrs. by Golden Rod of Appleton, were i “Censors are vitally interest!- l in
man of the War Board, makes the Lorenzo linscott, Mrs. Ruby Han given during the afternoon session, (seeing that the boys will get all
following statement, “Farmers will nan. and Mrs. Carolyn Leigher. Mrs. with a most helpful question period possible news and they will ckay al
get no more new trucks until the Grace Simmons, State Field Nurse (conducted by Mis, Sprowl. The Re most anything you write.
“You dcn’t have to have any p ■war is over. The ones they have and a physician were there to ex bekah Degree was exemplified by
cial
kind cf paper or ink. Just write
amine
the
children
and
give
the
now will have to do.” There will
Mystic Rebekah Lodge of Warren.
with whatever materials you hnv»;
also be very few repair parts so diphtheria toxoid. Dr. Kathryn
In the evening, memorial services
Briwa, foods, specialist of the Ex for deceased members were given by see that the letter is properly ad
give the truck the best of care.
Orchardists in Hope report very tension Service talked with the Good Luck Rebekah Lodge of Wal dressed and it will be delivered as
few McRitcshes this year. This was mothers and children abcut Nutri doboro. Mrs. Sprowl awarded the quickly as possible.”
Your boy and my boy need ycur
due to the rainy weather when the tion problems and food habits.
Certificate cf Perfection in the un- thought in letters.
trees were in bloom. There is a
wiitten work to Mrs. Alice Buck,
4-H Club Notes
Write often. It’s much better
fair set of Cortland, Red Delicious
vice
grand ol Mystic Rebekali Lodge
' and Sipy. Scab is also very bad this The county club agent, Anna of Wairen, and the Certificate of than long letters far apart
Simpson, held a canning meeting Merit to Mystic Rebekah Lodge of
year.
ISLE AU HAUT VOTE
with the Jolly Hustlers of Burkett Warren.
Neighborhood
leaders
are
being
Down at the South End, relatives dog. Buddie was 10 years old, verv
selected in all parts of the ccunty. ville, June 13, at the home of their Represented at the district meet State Senator—Elliot, 0; Thurs
Miss ing were the four lodges of the -dis ton, 4.
and friends of Ben Parker,' are intelligent, and knew lots of cute these leaders' will be kept informed leader, Margaret Linscott.
tricks.
He
also was a good watch of governmental changes that take Simpson gave a demonstration trict, Mystic of Warren, Good Luck County Commissioner Boynton.
mourning the loss of hls dog Buddie,
deg and hardly ever bothered the place and other information that showing how to use the pressure of Waldoboro, Golden Rod of Ap 7; Hocking, 1; Libby, 8; Vinal. l
Representative to Legislature
which was pcisoned Sunday night. neighbors. To these interested it will be of interest to rural people. cooker for canning non-acid vegeta pleton and Bethel of Union, with
bles using string beans and aspara- seven others represented, Camden, Lloyd F. Crockett, 5; Arthur E. Em
Farmers
desiring
help
during
the
Ben is serving in the U .S. Army seems a shame that folks can't be
Summer should contact their count ' gus to illustrate. The girls each Lewiston, Auburn, Hallowell, Au erson, 6.
at Fost McClellan, Alabama, and a little more careful of how they ty Employment Agency.
These canned a jar of rhubarb without gusta, Richmond and Cooper's Mills.
agencies
are
located
at
Rockland
for sugar using the cold water method,
doesn’t know yet cf the loss oi his use poisons.
Distinguished guests were, Mrs. iston; Orland Sprowl of Hallowell,
Knox County and at Bath for Lin others the boiling water bath. Tlie Sprowl, Warden of the Rebekah As Deputy Grand Sentinel of the
total attendance was 12, including sembly. William B. Duncan of Lew Grand Encampment and Lady I lira
coln County.
GET BUDGETS READY
Hay should be cut early. Plan to Miss Barbara Orff who is to be the iston, Grand Warden of the Grand Douglass of Augusta, President ef
new heme demonstration agent in Ledge; John Thornton of Lewiston, the Association of Ladies' Aux
be well along by July 4
Piscataquis County.
Chairman Morton Putting Repub
Grand Representative; Mrs. Intz iliaries.
With the Humes
lican Committee on System
The Lcwelltown Girls' Club of Crosby of Camden, and Mrs. Belle
Seventy-nine attended tlie eve
The Rockland Farm Bureau met Wiscasset have enrolled 100 per cent Lewis of Auburn, past presidents of ning session.
atic Basis
with their chairman, Mrs. Helmi in the victory garden program. Each Rebekah Assembly; Alberta Thorn
The banquet was served by Bethel
A discussion cf tentative plans Ranta June 10. Mrs. Irene Leven- girl has completed the basic re ton, Lewiston, dLstrict deputy presi Rebekah Lodge, table deco'aticn in
for getting underway the cam seler, foods leader, presented the quirements for the breakfast pro dent of district 9, and her deputy the patriotic colors, the place cards
paign schedule prior to Maine's subject which was "More Milk for gram in the Cooking and house marshal, Ernestine Duncan of Lew- bearing the emblematic anchor.
September State election represen- Maine Families,” the fifth and sixth keeping project. Mrs. Alice Wake
: ted a part of a private conference lessons of the Extension Nutrition field is leading the club in the ab
* which Lloyd B_ Morton cf Farm course. Lunch- was served at noon sence of their regular leader Mrs
of fish chowder, carrot Dorothy Cain.
What our lightkeepers and
ington, chairman of the Republi consisting
cabbage salad, chocolate pud The Happy Homemakers of Aina
coastguardsmen are doing to
can State Committee, had Wednes and
ave jOvoidcMi!
ding and coffee. Plans were made reported progress on their projects
protect coastwise shipping by
day with his Executive and Bud for
a picnic meeting and the com at their meeting for June check-up.
day and by night. The day’s
get Committees,
A headache's nagging pain handicaps phys
mittee
appointed to be in charge
news from many lonely out
Morton requested budget beard are Irene Levenseler, Annie Starr, All projects are started. The meet
ical and menial efficiency Most headaches
ing was at the home of their leader
posts along Maine’s waterfront.
members to have re,ports of the and Mary Heino.
Bernal Jewett.
are symptoms ot organic disorder Their Causes
16 county budget committees sub
Mrs. Charles Morton, home man
mitted before June 25 that they agement leader of the Simonton The Amateur Farmers cf West
PORTLAND HEAD
may be glandular imbalance, obscure infection,
Rockport plan to meet every other
Coming in between blasts to say, might be ready fcr a meeting of Farm Bureau, demonstrated how Sunday during the Summer because
digestive disorders or other ailments.
the State Committee sometime to remove paint and varnish, how many of the members have taken
“Hello”.
Many types of headaches are en
to apply a finish, and how to re Summer jobs.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling entertained 1 between June 25 and June 30.
Morton
stressed
the
importance
tirely
preventable and their causes
move
light
and
dark
spots
at
their
at dinner Wednesday Miss Joanne
With the help of their leader, Mrs.
of
lining
up
early
th?
financial
meeting
on
June
3.
Mrs.
Nellie
Smith and Miss Dorothy Burn
are removable. A physician should
Nelson Hancock, the Snackety Sew
program and other matters neces Buzzell and Mrs. Charles Morten ers prepared and served a meal at
ham of Scuth Portland.
be consulted for accurate diagnosis
While on the week-end shopping sary for the carrying through of served the square meal at noon. their meeting June 13. Beverly
and effective treatment
the
pre-election
campaign.
Plans
were
made
for
the
pre-school
Hancock was hostess and Lcrene
trip in Portland and South Port
baby clinic which will - be held in Vannah assistant hostess. Two more
land last Saturday the Hilts and
the early Summer.
members are taking additional food
Mrs. Sterling called cn Mrs. Robert
GLEN
COVE
Corner Drug Store
Mrs. Anna Reed, foods leader at for victory projects. They are
Sterling. Jr. and baby Ann Walker
Mrs. Bert S. Gergory and daugh Edgecomb, entertained the Farm Louise Vannah, poultry; Villa Peek
Main &. Limerock Streets
Sterling, also Mr. and Mrs. W. C. ter Nancy returned Sunday from Bureau at her heme on June 11.
Tel. 378
Kockland, Me.
Dqw and their guests Mrs. Eugene Boston where the latter has been a Mrs. Reed and Mrs. Beulah Lamson poultry and pig projects and Lorene Vannah, canning.
Warren and children Vassalboro. patient three weeks at the Float presented
the fifth and sixth les
Mrs. Adelle Dickey of West ing Hospital, the children's branch sons of the Nutrition course—“Vege
Philadelphia called cn the crowd of the Pratt Diagnostic Hospital. tables Rich in Vitamin A and Iron.”
MARTINSVILLE
last Friday.
Her condition has improved but and “More Milk for Maine Families.” Rev. H. I. Holt will conduct the
Mrs. Robert Fickett and daugh she will remain in bed for at least
Dr. Anna Platt, of New York and services at the Ridge Church Sun
I
ter Elizabeth of South Portland two more months.
Friendship, entertained the Farm day at 10.30; evening service 7.30.
were recent callers on Mrs. R. T.
Sterling.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of
Pcrtland joined the crowd Sun
day for the usual picnic supper.
The Sterlings called Sunday cn
their son Robert Jr. and his fam
ily at their new home in Portland.

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

Most Headaches

MRS. RICH’S LETTER
Quotes Gen. Pershing and J. Edgar
llocver On Liquor Question

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
May I be permitted a small
space to report what cur honored
Gen. Pershing said during the first
World War, Ifor it is true now as
then?
“Banish the liquor Industry ,from
the U. S.; clcse every saloon, every
brewery; suppress drinking by
severe punishment to the drinker;
and if necessary death to the sell
er or maker, or both as traitors;
and the nation will suddenly find
itself amazed at its efficiency and
startled at the increase in its la
bor supply. I shall not go slow
on prohibition for I knew what is
the greatest foe to any men. great
er than the enemy.”
J. Edgar Hoover says that for
every dollar the State collects in
return from the liquor business the
State pays -five dollars in support
of almshouses, jails, penal insti
tutions."
•Mary Perry Rich
County Chairman W C T.U.
Christian Citizenship Com.
Rookland. R.F.D., June 17.
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More speed gives our pilots greater
fighting effectiveness ...

SOUTH HOPE

FLY HIGHER...
American planes can out-climb and
out-maneuver enemy ships . ..

li

FLY FARTHER...

supper.

American planes can fly longer dis
tances with heavier bomb loads ...

Mr. and Mrs. David Hemenway
are celebrating their 50th wedding
anniverary June 28 with open house
to relatives and friends who are In
vited to call from 2 to 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel GuyeVe
motored Saturday to New Hamp
shire, returning the following day

than Axis planes...because
of 100-Octane Aviation
Gasoline pioneered by Esso

CALL on US
WHEN

YOUR

RADIO
NEEDS FIXING
p

Jc
^ST.

C. 0. PtRRY
BORLAND, "K

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
TEL. 721
442 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND, ME.

: '

OUR PILOTS FLY FASTER...

Charles Childs attended a ban
quet with friends in Rockland Wed
nesday night.
Mrs. Charlotte Lermond spent
:Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Jessie
Snowman at their camp at Seven
Tree Pond. Union. Mr. Lermond
and Mr. Snowman joined them later
and the group enjoyed a picnic

tupX’o*"‘’7 of war

WriteTo Your Boy

Met In Union

- •<

Ever since 1935, when 100-octane gasoline was first
produced by Esso research, we have supplied it to
the U. S. Air Forces, and have turned over to other
refiners the working details they needed to make it
cheaply and quickly. And greatly to America's gain,
the improvements in plane and engine designs
take full advantage of this super-fuel.

Esso

COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY
Copr 1942, Esbo Ine.

OIL IS AMMUNITION • USE IT WISELY!
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